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Commander Samuel W. Lane of the departMaine, (irand Army of the Republic,
ba> issued the following orders in regard to
the observanee of Memorial l)av:
<«KAM> Ainn Ol 1'IIK Ul’.lM IH.IO.
)
Hl.AlKp AIMKIKS I H.I'AKT.MKM' OK MaINK, f
At eii'STA. April *2G. 1SSG.
J
(r'l /if r<tl <fnh rs. .\<>. 4.
I’lh* awakening of nature from its annual
sleep reminds us of tin* near approach of the
time when tin- beautiful and patriotic service
of decorating the graves <>f the fallen defenders of our country should he reverently observed.
The 30th of .May next, falling upon Sunday,
in conformity with the Rules and Regulations,
and the laws of the state, Monday the 31st day
of May. will he observed as Memorial Day by
the (Irand Army of the Republic in this Department.
Let the grave of no comrade who served in
the army or navy in defence of the I'nion of
the l 'nited "dates, rest beneath the skies of
Maine at the sunset hour of that day, above
which shall not wave the tiny tlag of our country, and have mingled with its green mantle,
spread by nature's hand, the tender tribute of

|

NO.

V.

Suppose a poor farming community where
the work is all done with oxen and no other
farming implements than the common plough,
harrow, hoes, forks, shovels, hand rakes and
scythes are used, and a wealthy man moves into town and buys a large tract of land and
works it with horses and all the improved machinery : and all that is raised l>v the poor farmers and by this rich one has to he sold in the

market; what is the result? With a fine
sulky
plow the rich man without help rides all
Tin following are authorized agents for the
•I liirtial
day and will plough two acres. The poor man
i: \ii i.s, v T'ii; Washington st.. Bo-ton.
with his oxen ami one man to help him will
I
K\ \\' -V'l and J »'> W ashingtoo st., Bo-ton.
walk and work all day and plough not over
I t rnsoii.i. ,V
In state st., Boston.
two-thirds of one acre. The rich man without
l>■ *iii*. J1..1 \\ a-hington st., Bo'ion
il k m
being obliged to furrow will use a double horse
.1
1* Kowi.i.i \ t
I" siinirr st Now Vtirk
I li Bert >. ]| Park 1‘ow. Now York.
planter and plant ten acres in a day and ride all
tin* time. The poor man with a man to help
hi in must first furrow, then drop bis seed by
"i list KI 1.1 Its
or
to
mining mono}
desiring
hand and cover with a hand hoe or with a
i1
addro.- of papers ohanged, must state the
« Mhoe to which the
i'
plough one row at a time, and at best the two
paper has heen sent, a
a
the otlioe to whirl! it is to go.
will not plant more than one-tenth as much as
the rich man planted alone.
are requested to lake notice of tin*
What is true of planting is true of harvestGowers exhaling to heaven the fragrance of
ing. especially haying, and also of cultivating.
•dp attaohod to the paper. It
form "1 to.-. ;pt no\\ used. i'..j instance,
of
love.
We see that the rich man with his machinery
memory and
mi- in
tliaf the suiisoription is paid to
It is also re- omniended to the Rosts in this
can raise corn and wheat for twenty cents a
Will'll :i no\\ payment is made, the date
t<> observe tin 30th of May as
while the poor man cannot raise it for
department,
bushel,
iii :,i
iirre-potul. and si list K!BMemorial Sunday, by assembling in a body,
less than sixty cents.
When the market be'll l.s ri.il TI
>11. Til \ I TIIKIK
in
and
when
church
s
«
<
holding
comes
\ l IdtlMiC T. Siihscrilu ts in a -rears
possible,
Altl.
glutted and wheat and corn falls to forty
|-\ ie,
r,
forward tin -urn- due.
cents a bushel the rich man i> still getting twice
public
appropriate t«» the day.
Let the deportment of all comrades he 'iidi as iiim li for his wheat and corn as it cost him.
that ail observers shall b<- impressed with the The poor man must sell his corn and wheat at
Single Copies of the Journal
sells,. ..i a saered hour, that even the thoughtIk '::j♦ I al tin I >llo\\ ing piaia s
max
fort} «•-nts also, while it cost him sixt} to raise
less and unheeding, who knew not «»ur dead,
J. >. < aldwdl A ( ,o..
Ui
t \'i
Journal Otlico
i I « rich man has taken his work easy and
it.
l>. I*.
M:
M i‘ U KHi.-.K-k A I'm in. Mail. >t
realize
how
are
the
ties
which
made
mom y.
Tin* poor man has worked hard
strong
may
i.
Ma
I liiple, High >1.
I’
unite us with our departed comrades.
and lost.
What is tin* remedy? The remedy
\t the l' «st < Mlire.
vii'!’< »UI
(iod forbid that the time may ever come, often suggested is for the poor man to buy ma!
Liner\ A (
u'I•• tic I
when the generations who will till our places, chinery and thus he able to compete with the
\\ iv i! kimu
i
>1 Hail,
shall cease to remember tin patriotic dead <>f rich. 1 *ut tin* poor man answers :*• I have only
f Lewis.
M i»i
our country, and t" consecrate anew, year by
a ten acre farm, and a sulky plough, patent har11 .1 i,i. iv.
too. Carletoii.
year, the saered soil where tiny lie, with nev- row. seed-planter, mowing machine, horseer lit tread and solemn services; hut should
Local Agents ft r the Journal.
rake and a complete outfit of such machinery’,
that dark hour ever brood over the land, may
if 1 had tin* money to buy it, would cost so
Tli. follow ing are authori/.ed to reeeive subscripthe memory that, a traitor's hand rendered nec- much that if my w hole farm was under cultivation- ami advert t.-micnt:- for the Journal
-t
vi MtsroiM
L. \dam>.
tion it would not produce enough to mure than
essary the saerifnv which tilled these graves
'w VN\ 11.1.1H<.it A I Nickerson.
with the noblest s,,iis of any race or age he
pay the interest and taxes on tin* machines, and
Mi .v mu..—franklin ( lia-e.
first consigned to oblivion, and the rebellion it- leave me nothing to live on and feed my team.
U l\ I.KloUl
K M Hall.
self be obliterated from tin pages of history.
The rich man lias a farm ten times larger than
It the cause iii which, and for which they
mine and it is therefore large enough to supdied
was tin cause of wrung, oppression and
port all tin* improxeluents. What shall I do?”
\ (ireat Substitute.
injustice t1 n are the services of Memorial The poor man is at xvork on the same farm his
1111.
! *MMIM l.v I
I.!«,Jt Oli lll.Al.l-.US.
Day unholy, and tin* annual n-consecration of father and grandfather made a good living on,
their graves an insult to heaven. Rut their and In* says; “1 know as muc h of fanning as
iri;• k :r m a south American plant, call
\ ’.' v.
N.
M
f...»d, i» rapid]' crowding li.jmns sacrifice was for country, for the enduring tlu*y did and I xvork as hard. Who i> to blame?”
!
i.a- r«"'iii'.
Tin- old ill inker' say it sat
principles of justice, for the emancipation of Who i** to blame? and xx hat shall I do? an ques-;
o'
era
:ng- foi st i umlaut' 1 letter that liquor,
man from every
yoke of bondage, from the tions that all poor men as xvdl as poor fanners
a \.
o:..
the licst rc'iilts.
It is more profit
ana
darknos of ignorance, from the enslavement
are asking and they are all suffering from the
to in,
\\
i« ai rwho prefer.' t
deal in it
of conscience, from that galling oppression
satin* cause.
Not seeing that tinder competition
tlic ;.c>t authority tor say ing it ha- 'lili.'tiiutthe
which would fetter
thex an* at xvar xvitli machinery, they are ready
press ami the free discd
o!v than halt tin
rum trade in Lowcil, and icussion
of
human
fell
that
to
accuse
tin*
ric h of xvilfully robbing them;
rights;
they
“govpi-:, crow !ilig into Boston. Hrovidcncc. Brook
'V' w
ernment "t tin people, for the people, and by
1 u'k. Baltimore awl Washington.
It.'
and tin; rich in turn say and believe tin* poor
i-- the uio-t remarkable ever know n
tic
!a;
th- people might n--t perish from the earth.’’
arc poor because of .slothfulucss. intemperance
in
.»i11111•y
It i' a cry popular .among the
11;i
As you stand by their hallowed graves with
and bad calculation. It is a natural impossibilmoral socictic.', and nervous, tired-out
urn u\en d heads and uplifted hands to render
ity to heap up a pile of stones and have every
lit |■ u-lcd to ivciiut anything caused
stone on top. I’qiiality demands that the piling
your silent hut tender tribute of memory and
new m- exhaustion, ex. n paralysis and insaniof
love,
anew
ill
the
sacred
chambers
business
must be* abandoned.
A policy, howregister
,-m tnc diaig'tore w indow ex eryw here. It
of the heart the oath you took with them to deever old, that demands that one man can ele-t-ii.l the san- i' the nio~t prodigious ever known
fend your country from all its enemies; and iu- vate his condition only in proportion that he
.la- c.iinti-'.
Tin- Newark .sund-iy Cull says:
1
ar people talk \\ In. drink it, one would think
vokimrtli- favor of Heaven, promise that the takes advantage* of another, ought to be abanniiitain oj eternal life iiad been discovered.”
hours ->f Memorial Day shall 1m* forever sacred
doned, especially now that xx** knoxv of a pro1
pnee m low. Ag. iic•, at J.'» Soutii I’aca stm-t.
and holy; that no holiday revelry shall incess bx which one* man can elevate himself to
trude;
and
that
their
shall
he
the* aelxantage of all others.
A n. xx
crumbling clay
Lugli-h dicti ntary is coming out with
evcrnion guarde-i as reverently, as in those
i.<mu word'. Hcoph w ho an- ever heni on having
Take a string three feet long and tie each end
tin- ia-t word -lionld subscribe at onec.
lirs! sad hours when tenderly you placed them
to a different e*afs tail and the txvo e ats will
where
now they lie.
tight, each believing the* other the* otlemler.
tarter'- Little Lixcr Hili'«will po>itixady cure
So observe the day. that the generation horn
Icadae! >• and prex cut its return. Till- L lmt
Machinery ope*rate*s hetxvecu the* rich and poor
since their great sacrifice, shall not enquire
talk, i.ul truth.
One pill a do.-e.
To he had of all
very much as the string does betxvecn the cats.
">ee
with
advertisement.
these
services?
but
druggists.
To get out of trouble they must turn their atwondering eyes, why
inspired by the lesson of your devotion, and tention to the string or to the- machinery.
Miranda, I a -t hat- April."
"Why. Mabel?
vour example, shall learn that tin*
taught
by
Many people; have seen that the ditliemlty has
ii
?”
1
t
!t.v.iU'c
too .'howerx
"Oh. don mind the
sacrifice wa- for them and for their posterity; come through nia« hinery and have adopted tiie
It's
.in.
But it
'ucli a iiorrihh* nii.'lit month
that it is their sacred duty t-» renew tin* conse- same logic that xvould he* recommended to the
late iii tin y ear for oysters and too early for ice
cration. a_iin and again forever, when your eats. namely, destroy the* string. Hut xve shall
cream.”
ashis shall for ages have mingled with the do letter. Machinery has e-onte* to incivase our
The Provident
dust of our comrades who now rest
abundance and at the same* time; diminish our
■•I the Hank
Wav.-rly. I.-wa, say- Sulphur Hit
I a nor, and of course* has come t<* stay. It is
•In t lu ll* I it T ft* green tents
-a\ed my life. K»<r leu ear- I sulle red from
Whose curtains never outward swing.”
folly to suppose* th«- human rac e* xvill ever give
alarrli and* Liver ( omplaint; ! lost fort y-live
maehineTv or he* contented xvitli no more
urow imr worsr rapidly. I had lost
I- ■nud" and wn
Post < oiuuianders are charged to promptly up
than xx now have. The* only remiedy is to so
all :aiili in niedieine. Inti hearing
our Hitters so
to these headquarters the usual reforward
them a triad Mx i,<»trcr nimended. I ua ■«
organize* our industries into one common coports in regard t<» the ol»s« rvanee of the day.
/• Hunt, War^rhi, loicn.
a
iia-d mi1.-operative body that machinery xx ill, like* the* air
By command of
ami tin* sea. become a common servant and an
W- a
the most y.nin^r men to attend
Samuel W. Lane, Department ( ommander.
e ejual blessing.
And by the* same oo-ope-ration
a-eitinjt! —the bell of the ehurrli or the belle of
L. B. Hill, Assistant Adjutant General.
xve.*
shall make* the* land as xvel! as the* se*a. a
.-iirhnorhood.- Tim one that wears skirts, of
LEI THE GRANGERS SPEAK.
<a urse.
common inlmritanco.
Them indeed xvill all he
Tile Pine Tree State dub composed of Maine ‘•born free and eejual.”
!' in from Indigestion, dyspepsia, and too hearty
e
If very owner of land held it for his own
men in Boston recently completed its organiza<
iijr is rclie\e t at «»uoe oy taking one of t art.
tion and partook of a grand feast.
I.
LiU'r 1* d- imme bate!} after dinner. Don’t
Among the exclusive use, ejecting all others, as the* law
f.-r-rrt this.
Maine men present who made speeches was Dr. pr<»vidi*s that he may. then the* man xx ho oxvnand x-<io\ er 1 ior Garct '* >n. who said some good «•« 1 hut tern ae*re*s xvould be fenced into that iot
I'd l.a v
i.u t<' km a.
-ir." ~aid Toplofty, “that
words for Maine as a fanning state, and follow- for life xvitli no access to tin* balance* of the;
! imve blue blood in me veins
\nd thru Plunder
ed them with a hack-handed slap at Maine farm- world. Hy ten thousand such little fanners
lm:
the ni no; w mt a nd re port e* i all around tow n
uniting their farms in one*, each xvemhl make*
ers ami farming general!) which will be read
that Toplofty's aiu-estoj-s wa re colored.
his oxvn libi-rties ten thousand times larger.
with indignation b\ the grangers. He said:
excitement m Texas.
This principle; xvorks the* same; xvay xvitli ail
"I am sun my respected friends that when
<.t i-vii. iiieni has been «-;,iwi in tin vicinity
J we all tak" bold and endeavor to make farming other possessions men have* been in the habit
T'« x
»> the remarkable ivi-iun of Mr.
of
elividing and parceling out in small lots
respectable, ml look upon lanners as men of
I. I. t orlcy, w 11 * ua.helpless in* could not turn j
This exintclligeiie, ;.ii. a- men to whom our best inter- for each other’s exclusive use.
raise his bead ; even b.»d> said lie was
clusive pe rsonal prope*rty principle; is like*ests arc iulns.-ted. that We shall liave a diifei'eiit
•!' < ••h-uMipsi-.n. \ triaI pottle < t I>r. King’s
ic
l\
t<»
be*
abandoned
for
the
united
or <*e>New Disown was sent him.
Finding relief, lie scntinieii: in the communit} concerningthis im_•
a large bottle and a bo\ *.f l)r. King's New
operative principle that gives the largest
portant topic.”
Fills, i ;. the time be had taken two boxes ol
Tin- foregoing remarks are neither “respocopportunities. If all the present owners of
and two bottles 1.1 the Discovery, lie wits well
ta!»]»•*' nor intelligent. How long before the land saw lit to exclude all others, more than
an
bad gained in Ib-sli thirl} -i\ pounds.
"learned
will
come
to
professions’*
recognize half the human race would have no right to
Trial liottles ol this Dreat Discovery for Lonthat the calling of agriculture is this country’s stand on earth, for they own no land whatnption live at U. I!. Moody
ever.
Land is not the only common gift of tin*
strongest bulwark of respectability, honesty
>aid a Mi— oitri preaeliet
‘There's a powerful
and intelligence ; that it is tin* stalwart Gulliver, Creator that might he divided up and parceled
it's
-:gnt
giggling bark .liar m the corner, and
and they whotalk about making it "respectable,*’ out to tin exclusive use of 1he few. 11 the
••• :-e
g
-topped, of Pie I .op I Will delegate '!.*' to are the pigmies that crawl over it.
live most powerful nations should each apand throw some one out.” It was I
;>-■! '.be
At lli< next meeting of the Pine Tree State
propriate by agreement one ocean to itself and
-topped.
the Atlantic fell to the ITiitrd States and Conclub :t f- w honest Maine grangers should be
Vcrj Remarkable Recovery.
ill\it- d to speak. Possibly they might be able
gress dealt with it as it has with the public
Mr
.Wild. ig.
Manchester. Mich., writes
lamls, it would be but a few years before no
to coi vine* tin patronizing doctor and cx-Gov•I V, I
'reel all -I lulplrs- for live years.
man could go on the water or catch a 1 i> 11 withci nor that there are at least a few men in Maine
1
!■
that -in* eon Id not turn over in bed
out paying some* capitalist rent or toll for the
who have outlived the notion which was popu-la
u-ed, tw.. Hollies of Flectric Hitter-,
lar
a hundred years ago. namely—that, farm
privilege. The toll that coilid he collected for
:i u. a;
ii pro \, d, that she is able now to do
work was degrading and farmers but ignorant commerce and lishing would soon pay for tlie
Ii-'! own work."
Let the grangers speak. whole ocean and then he a steady income to the
i'.'-eetri<- Hitter- will *1- all that is claimed for ! working machines.
11 un 11 ed- of t« stiioomals atte.-t their great
fBiddeford Journal.
proprietors.
Few people seem to realize that real propeiOnlv
cent- a iiottle at H. H.
p.
A ItKI'llKSKN'I ATI VK M A INK WOMAN.
M.i}’-erty can he bought of government not only hy
A writer in the Woman’- Journal tells of
law hut tritU law, instead of money. I wili disMrs. Man Pollard. now eighty-three years old.
cribe how millions of acres of our western
who live- in Skowhegan. Me., on a farm of 200 lauds and the great railroads were
Krigliton Cattle Market.
purchased
aej-es.
Sh■ superintend-the work, hires all her
H* >-T< -N 'I I.SI'AV May 11.
from the people with law without giving any
mi of
-toek at market -( attic, lotJO;
men, and through her good management the
other consideration for them.
I. mi--.
11 ot'se-. immi. numher of
farm pay- the help besides giving her a eoniA
little baud ot capitalists incorporated
rut attic HWtf; Swine, 14,mill; Veals, 300.
fortahlc ineome. Last siiuiuicr, In -ides doim: themselves into one body known as the I'nion
d
Hi Ct < 11; I I-T loo lb ll\•• U eight Lxher housework, -he made butter and elieese to Pacific Kailroad < o.
s'
s'at;
lir-t.
>7
They then induced Con..list}
quality,
.Ttlji.T 7b, sell, and
picked and canned more berries than gress |.» give them a few million acres of land,
u.
st biwib d.T
third quality, .'J 7.-»jj
one in the neighborhood.
batch
of
e.
-!'e-t
of
.arse
Oxi-ii,
Uuils,
tV«‘..
any
on
condition
that
livery
I"
grades
they, tin.* company, would
blackberries and raspberries that she picked in- lmild a railroad for themselves. Congress
111- 11 11 id*; a. /i7e F Ik. Frighten Tallow, 3e
voked a three miles' walk. Through haying
gave them the land. They then mortgaged
; ll ;de- *.«';• ... F 2-:
ounti*} Tallow,
she milked four cow-every night, and took the ibis land back to the government and
got mont alt >km-. s n Hk*
F tlIt-; Sheep and
entire care of the pigs, hens and chickens.
She
ey enough in thi> \va\ to build the road, and
-kin-, si >i each, -beared sheep skin.-, a
has woven three rag carpets for her friends, be- tin*
earnings of the road afterwards paid ott
dairy skins. db/iaoe.
sides cutting the rag- and weaving another one the mortgage, so in a few years tin*
'I- tmm of the -upplie- ..f beef at the Hoston
company
for herself. She live- live miles from the vilt- lining light the pa-1 week the trade has
owned tin* land and the* railroad without pays.
I
lage. where -he attends church regularly. ing any thing for either of them. This is using
inewhat, and prices tor beet t attle
i\an- ed
During an exhibition of the High School she law for a purchasing power. About threeper lb. over price- realized one
k
-mef. r the -ante grades of < attle. and the
wa< present both evenings until 11 o’clock, refourths of our western public lands have been
-I lot aii grade- lias been active. Western
turning home each night. She reads her daily purchased from us for the same consideration.
it:
•••--: higher at the \\ e.-t, and quite a number
iwell
on
all
the
of
paper,
posted
leading topics
All other gifts of the Creator could be turned
r. -1uiivd
f--r the export trad*
Fri»*e> for
the day and is blessed with a wonderful memo- into the hands of the few
at* le range*l ffotn
fiOiili i) per 100
by the same process.
I host lot* Xport <o-t flollt (Jfl
weight.
ry, so i lint her neighbors refer to her for dates
In the railroad scheme above referred to if
lb. landed at tin* yards.
and facts in the past. Siie is interested in all
i"
given a little more in detail much of its real
H
i* vs11 I. vmiiT here lias not been a large
la w and progressive questions, eager as a child
eharacter wiil be lost sight of. It may be stat*e
iu*« a gbt Hit. market the past week, but all
to l« arn and sage to give counsel.
Little child- ed in this way: The comp my went to Cond**iiia;i'!- required. costing from b«*il4<*. pei lb.
ren love to visit her, young people
enjoy her gress and told them the pet pie needed a rail-beared slift-p ami Lambs, ami 0
«iSe. per lb.
companionship and everybody loves her.
road across the continent to open up for sale
■.•■weight lor woo "hnnp am! Lamb.-.
—" ini..
We-tern Fat I log's eo-t from 41a&0c.
its waste lands and to transport troops from
NOTKS FUo.M I II i: St'MM Kit KKSHIM S.
il-. live weight landed at the slaughter houses,
ocean to ocean in ease of war with foreign
The Portlaml Pie-- s:.\s: This season at the
"mg owie-i b\ huteln-rs. Ill our number we
powers, or internal rebellions; and that by
id- a!! the W«--t-*ri» I": I logs brought in over
island.- is to In; on* -»f improvement and it looks
selling and settling those lands it would draw
t
-*•>
ral tail roads for the past week.
as if < aseo Hay would become still more popular
the people from the over crowded cities of the
than it already is as a summer resort.
A large
east and also furnish employment for thouHotel loifux, Colfax Springs, la.
portion of the new cottages are already com- sands. That the* government could not afford
pleted and many of tin; remainder are nearly to build the road and it bad no constitutional
A
: i- ii'imM-' summer resort ami linest sanitndone.
authority to either build or operate it, and it
II
:UJ miles West of Chicago, gl
Aim* i •:
The prospect for a large number of summer
was such a desolate country it would be
many
i't of IiesMoines.
All l»«*ck Island express
visitors to Ibis place next summer looks very
But this
years l#fore it would pay anything.
i- -1• ji
About all the available rooms at
there. Will imcn Ma\ ‘Jo, for summer j encouraging.
was willing to build* the road if Concompany
"ouih West have been taken lip.
We under—
-that prince of eut>*rcrs. Geo. Christian,
First
gress would encourage them a little.
stand about twenty have engaged rooms at
■r
» guests.
Aee..mmoi|ation- for
Parthey wanted some of that vast and worthless
iHi --..ni' elegantly furnished. Tables sumptii( apt. M. If. Lufkin’s.
Isle Gazette.
[Deer
land to build over and a little more to make
111 o\ ill.-.!, W ide. open verandas on all sides,
Messrs. Fred Johnson A t o. of Bangor are into
farming lands to encourage settlers. Kvery
windows admitting light and fresli air.
to open “The Blurts,” their popular new hotel
other
o ils in line order.
square mile of land in a strip ten miles
bow
I>wing.-, hammocks,
at Mount Desert Ferry, about June 20th. The
wide from the Missouri river to the Pacific
_r alle\s. croquet, billiard-, and
every auxiliary
formal opening occurs*after July 4th.
healthful amusement.
ocean would do.
Pleasant walks ami
This Congress gave them.
Heal estate to the value of about $130,000 has
in shady groves. Mineral baths under diThey could not raise a loan on this from pri■••’!■•!! "l ,i competent physician.
“Old M. (
changed hands at Bar Harbor since last season, vate parties, so Congress made them the loan
ter. a great re-torer and iu\igorator.
Beautiful
and at least a quarter of a million dollars worth which is called the I’nion Pacific. Loan and betFacilities torhoutinguiid fishing. Thayer’s
of new buildings are now nearing completion.
ter known as the Credit Mobile scheme. They
N o-tliw e-tern orchestra engaged for the season,
It is rumored that a new summer hotel is to
iiiinrma! “Hops” and evening concerts. Good
gave it a French name to hide its character. In
be built at Ocean Point, Booth bay, this summer,
this way the company got the bonds to build
•■•jrty and ei»ugenial surroundings. The temporbv Augusta parties.
the road, and the earnings of the road is now
abode of cultivated ami leliiieil people. Write
O. M. Shaw, of the West find House, Bar
i" telegraph at once for rooms before
m. ursii’’
paying back the money. Though many a Concommeiiees.
Harbor, thinks the hotel outlook at Bar Harbor gressman soiled his bright fame by taking, as a
a good one.
present, stock enough to make him see the
Tin: X. K. ANI> EASTERN MAINE STATE FAIRS.
feasibility of the loan business, the public doFresh Meat In
Florida.
The managers of the combined New England main continued to be given away to such comas would agree to build themselves a
panies
There lias been no fresh meet for sale in town
and Eastern Maine State Fair.- have already berailroad, but most of the roads haven’t been
gun work. The premium list will be issued shortthree weeks. Yesterday half an ox came lip
ly. and sent in liberal numbers through all the constructed yet because Congress has been a
!
ni! Jacksonville, but after we had w aited several
New England States and the maritime provinces. little dilatory about taking mortgages on them
1
t
get a piece of it, the mail who had orderEspecial attention will he given to the latter ter- before they are built. The above is given
a c,,ul<l n<-t raise money enough to pay for it,
to show that the growling about capiritory, in order to bring out the running horses simply
it
\;i' sent hack.
It was Chicago licet, and as
talism and monopoly is not all ill-founded. It
la;, in the hot -mi several hours, I presume il will there, thus ensuring a repetition of the hurdle is because of such
things that we lose sight of
races
so
last
lion.
B.
popular
year.
George
ripe ly the time it gets hack. [Interlaeheu, Fla.,
many of our true difficulties and more of our
Fetter to Gardiner lionte Journal.
Goring of Massachusetts, said last year that the remedies.
I flooded cattle at the Fair in Bangor, at that
It is often stated that because these corporatime formed the finest collection ever gatherThe 20th Maine Monument.
ed together in the world. Efforts will he made tions have got these lands and railroads by
their
wits without paying money for them still
to duplicate the attractions this year. To this
The monument to be erected at Gettysburg
end. New Hampshire and Vermont, as well as the laboring man has no reason to complain.
! > tin* 20th Maine regiment has just been comother States, will he afforded every facility by They have certainly shown to the laboring
man more clearly his need of corporation, but
pleted. The die is finely polished, on one face the railroads and steamship companies.
let us examine their business methods a little
OF
TIIE
OF
ACTION
SONS
TEMPERANCE.
of which i- inscribed. “Twentieth Maine. Third
farther. Let us suppose for the sake of illusof
The
Division
of
the
Sons
Grand
tration
that Jay Gould was the president of the
TemperBrigade, First I >iv. Fifth Corps,” in the centre ance of
at
their
recent
semi-annual
F. P. railroad and that at its eastern end, nameMaine,
ot which is a Maltese cross.
On another face is
ly, at the Missouri river, it connected with two
inscribed, “Here the 20th Maine Regiment, Col. session at Chelsea, unanimously adopted resroads running from there to New York. We
J. I < hamberlain commanding, forming the olutions requesting the executive officers ol
the
state
to
take
more
efficient
measures
toward
will
name the two eastern roads the A and the
<»f
extreme left
tin-national line of battle, on the
B road. Now Mr. Gould wants to own one of
sm-ond day of July, 1*03, repulsed the attack of the enforcement of the laws against liquoi
with
the
news
ol
these
eastern roads. He has no money to buy
gladness
the extreme right of LongstreetN corps, and selling; welcoming
barged in turn, capturing 308 prisoners. The prohibitory amendments to the several state it so to get it be must make the road buy itself
the
and
action
itself to him. How will lie do it?
constitutions;
endorsing
progive
killed
lately
lost
3s
or
regiment
mortally wounded,
He buys a little stock on the A road, then issues
and 93 wounded, out of 358 engaged. This posed in Congress relating to an cxaminatioi:
of
the
effects
of
an
the
traffic
the
order
that
liquor
upon
freight taken all along the U. P.
monument erected by survivors of the regiment,
nation, and condemning the idea of liquoi road to be shipped to New York if forwarded
A. 1). 1886, marks very nearly the spot where
from the Missouri river over the A road it will
the colors Stood.” On the other two sides are agencies as being necessary to the good of the
people of the state, except upon actual need he taken ten per cent, cheaper than goods to be
lit the names of the officers and men who were
for
“medicinal
and
mechanical
ol
forwarded over the B road. Business is busipurposes,”
or
died
of
in
this
wounds received
action.
killed,
liquors, etc., prohibited by the layvs from beinp ness. As a result all the inland and overland
sold by any other party, for any other purpose
freight goes to the A road and it does a nourThe report of a Congressional committee on
ishing business and its stock goes up. In the
IIART* \ND AND HARMONY HARRY.
mean time the B road is getting local trade
the Mexican treaty question is decidedly adverse.
liartlaml and Harmony people are now hap
It declares that it would
along its Hue only. Its business is so small
destroy our sugar and py over the railroad prospect. A recent is- that
its stock *?oes down, and to save itself from
tobacco interests, ami asserts that Mexico has
sue of the Dexter Gazette says: “The railroa<
everything to gain and nothing to lose by the situation has changed somewhat, notwithstand- bankruptcy it cuts down the wages of its
treaty, while the reverse is nearly true of the ing the Gazette attempt to show a better rout< employees. When it is reduced to the verge of
United States.
bankruptcy Mr. Gould quietly sells his A stock
by the way of Dexter. The chairman of tin at a big price and as quietly buys the cheap B
railroad committee has received word that tin
stock, lie then changes the program and issues
The New York Senate committee on railroads road will be built from Pittsfield to Harmon)
notice that goods can be forwarded cheaper
have presented their final report on the Broad- this summer; and as liartlaml and Harmon)
over the B road than over the A.
He does not
way Surface Railway Company ami declare are ready to do their part on it. the said railraise the pay of the men on the B when it gets
that for wanton and wilful disregard of law, road will begin very soon. So after all the
its boom of business but uses the low wages
and shameless violation of trust the case has no article headed ‘Good-bye Skowhegan’ will stain
as a still stronger lever to reduce A.
The loss
an addition by adding‘Good-bye Dexter.’”
precedent in the annals of the state.
of business reduces the A road so it has to cut
below
even
B
is
what
and
wages
paying,
finally
sold during the past year about two grost
when on the verge of
Secretary Lamar has declined to permit ofI have
bankruptcy Mr. Gould
your preparation, Athlophoros, and it gives
had made the B stock boom and sells it out and
Knights of Labor to go through the Interior great
satisfaction for rheumatism. Many of mj
Department and solicit, contributions in aid of customers say that they will always keep it agains puts the proceeds into A stock again. By conidle strikers, on the ground that it would be time of need. II. A. Powers, druggist, Wilton
tinuing the pumping process Gould soon has
New Hampshire.
money enough to own one of the roads. It
contrary to established rules.
charge* l

piare

a- a

lull

one.

o

m

never cuts down
in it. So lie can

UY C. S. GHIFFIN.

MEMORIAL DAY.
ment "t'

will be noticed that the road he is interested in
wages while he is interested
truthfully say he always pays
the highest going wages. While this may be
[rue we can see how lie can Ik* the actual cause
)f every cut down. And whether this is true
»r not the railroad men in the country
charge
much of their shrinkage on wages to the
schemes of these railroad kings and as directly
connected with their sudden rise to fortune.
L)f course I have only called attention to one
jf the many schemes'resorted to to get lands,
Iniild railroads and buy those already built
without the slow process of first earning the
inonevto buy them. By the same method that
they buy an eastern railroad they also buy a
line of ocean steamers and by the competition
between railroads overland and by the competition between steamship lines all waged for
the mere purpose of giving a few ambitious
men a chance to get control and ownership in
them, all freight rates an- so reduced that nearly all commerce is carried on at a loss, thus
severely injuring all and especially its commerce ‘in sailing ships, coastwise and transatlantic. People throughout the country claim
the right to complain of this, but these are
Duly the great teachers that ar« teaching the
people that the great properties of the country
should be owned and managed by the whole
people for the good, the equal good of all and
not be left in the hands of a few to be used as
weapons against each other for their particular
good and to the consequent disadvantage of all
(he balance of humanity. Nearly every business man as well as the great majority of the
laborers an* sutlering to-day by being cramped
in their industries and yet the earth was never
so well equipped before or had such an abundance of food, clothes and shelter oil its surface.
This shows us that all the fault is with us and
with our arrangement of things and not. with
the Creator. It teaches plainer than any thing
else that we are trying to sustain wrong principles, principles that are not consistent with the
mutual helping brotherhood of man. It is
easy to draw a truthful and very dark picture
of our present condition. The wages of laboring men have been so reduced that they are
forced to unite and demand a halt in cut downs
and demand a raise. Machinery i< so abundant
that they are forced to demand shorter days or
all cannot have work, and in doing these things
they meet business depressed where it cannot
ailbrd shorter days or even to sustain the
present wages. Capital h timid ami dan; not
invest but is continually withdrawing its outreaching arms and as a consequence is continually increasing the number of unemployed
and increasing their misery and desperation,
and as labor becomes more and more destitute
and desperate it more and more forces capital
to make the condition of both still Worse.
Each is by very force it has no power within
itself to resist constantly contributing to the
disadvantage of the other. This tells us too
plainly to be misunderstood that we have
reached a point in the competitive system that
is become too severe to endure.
We must
change or lose. We must give up the competiti\e system and unite as one body in tin* cooperative system. Human ambition and inventions will then hem lit all as one person and not
as now beiielit the few at the expense of all
others. We have reached a crisis and should
wisely and calmly make the most of it. Capital
say s labor is to blame and labor says capital is.
Two cats tied together would represent them.
Let us understand the cause and remove it and
not content ourselves with eliminations and
recriminations. All are to blame and none are.
We are brought to this condition by a power
beyond our control, and we must make the
most of it.

Co-operative Industry.

Maine Matters.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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Correspondence

kaw, the Iloquaim. and many more, all affording
plenty of water to run logs. As lumbering is
and will be for many years to come the
principal business, 1 will take you in my boat
and we will go up the Morechuck a couple of
miles to a genuine logging camp. First the

now

..

are

two on the other side with a long saw get to
work, and presently the tree falls toward the
slough earning all before it. It is then sawed
into lengths of from 10 to 22 feet, and with the
aid of jaekserews the logs are got into the water.
When all are cut that can he readied in

■■

e

are

tree, which will he from four to six feet
through, and what is called a springboard put
in. Then two men on one side with axes and

-.

■

hand-logged; that is the large trees
felled by four men. Notches are cut in the

sloughs

this way a camp i< established of from 20 to 20
men and six yoke of heavy oxen.
The men
and teams are brought to the camping place in
A part of the
scows for there are no roads.

—

timber about two feet through
and in eight foot lengths, and bed them six feet
apart all of a height across the road. When
this is done the trees are felled so as to fall near
crew now

cut

this skid road, and when hushed and coupled
together they are hauled to the landing and
rolled into the water. They are then held by a
boom made of large trees forty to sixty feet

■

<•

long, held together by chains. An ordinary
boom holds from 150 to 200 logs and when it is

—

..

tilled it is started for the mill.
There are now four mills on the river—the
<
'osmopolis, the Wishkaw.the Iloquaim and the
Westternare, and all are* running but the latter.
is

tine mill and owned by a man from Michigan. The Iloquaim mill is owned by the Simpson Bro’s, of San Francisco, formerly of Maine.
The business men here arc all from the east.
Those mills cut on an average about 250 M. per
day. The lumber is principally carried to San
Francisco, although a brig left here a few days
ago with 275 M. for Sail Pedro. The timber is
the finest on the coast. The only drawback to
It

«

e

■

■
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the business is the shoal water oil the bar, there
being but 21 feet at common tides. There are
some

line coasters here, mostly three masted

schooners and barkontines.
Then; is but little cleared land and that is
mainly held by ranchers on donation claims of
040 acres of the finest prairie land in the coun-

-"

Tin; ranchers

ty.

great drawback

are a

to

this

part of the country. Some of them came here
forty years ago and have subsisted on.the Lord
knows what.
Some came from the. Sunny
South to escape conscription. They are as big
rebels as ever but were too cowardly t< share
the fortunes of war with their own people.

■

Hut the ranchers will soon have to take a back
as those who have come lately have brought
improved stock and tools to say nothing of en-

■

seat

e-

terprise and industry. Tin; rancher’s cattle are
of the old Texas breed, his sheep look like a
cross between a goat and a cougar, and his hog
like the upper half of a grindstone. As to the
horses, you get comfortably seated on the back
of one, and think you are going, when in fact

•'

*•

only going into the air, and after riding three-quarters of an hour you dismount to
find you are where you started from. .Such is
the stock of the genuine rancher.
I

asked if this is a good place for a young
If a man has capital to go into
come.
business it is; but if he expects to build up a
home by his labor only he had better wait two
hundred years for the big stumps to rot out before coming to a country into which the Northern Pacific railway has dumped the offscourings
am

man

1

■

to

Norway, Sweden, Germany, England and
Ireland. From th is plain statement you may
think I am dissatisfied with the country, but I
and my boys have been here long enough to get
the outside track. I am in business here; Roof

bert is on a barkentine running to San Francisco and likes this coast; Henry is on a tug on
Puget Sound; George is on a tug boat on the
Columbia bar; Fred is in a store at Ilwaco,and
Frank is in the life-saving station at Fort Callat the north part of the Columbia river.
The climate is delightful except there is a
good deal too much rain in the winter season.
Mr. Griffin struck the keynote of the situation

in',

when he said if a young man is doing well in
Maine he will not be the gainer by going west.
Hut little is known of the coast from Greys
Harbor to the Straits of Firca or Cape Flattery,
and I will give a little history of it as it may inJ. w. M.
terest some of our eastern people.
A Riddle

!

question.” said that silver tongued orator Wendell Phillips, “can ever be settled until settled
right." So with this great question of Prohibition, it can never be settled until settled
right. 1 will say to “Temperance Republican,"
that 1 do not mean to blindly follow any prin-

ciple if I can help it. If something better
than prohibitory laws with a prohibition party
to

enforce them shall be found to rid this

coun-

try from the liquor traffic, whose annual contribution per capita is $17, while that of religion is only $1.11 and that of education $2.02. I
would gladly acce*| t it. Rut as I look at this
question a man who wishes to be true to the
principles of prohibition must enlist in this
great war and march upon the battle fields
under a llag that will say down with any man
or political party that in any way upholds the
^
non traffic, which is the gigantic crime of!
1
crimes.

said in my open letter to the Seerotary of the prohibition part.} of Maine, N. F.
Woodbury, the Republican party has done a
noble work for the cause of temperance in
Maine. All honor to that party, whose past
record is as pure as the snow tfakes that fall
from the heavens for what it has done for the
cause of prohibition. The words of Lincoln,
Greeley, Sumner and Fessenden can never die.
I am aware that the Journal does not feel as
I do in regard to how this question of prohibition should be settled.
I am aware that many
leading men in Waldo County are on your side*
and against the position I may take, and may I
be pardoned when 1 ask why' has the Republican party, if they wish to settle this question
on a non-partisan basis, refused to submit Constitutional Amendments to the vote of the people in sixteen Republican Legislatures in this
country? The future political party of this
country must say and do one of the two things.
It must either license tin* sale of liquor or it.
must prohibit it.
Which shall it be? Shall we
license a traffic that commits crimes and theft
and has a design to crush out the small dealers
and leave the hold to tin* large and wealthy
dealers? I have always said if it is right to sell
liquor let the poor man sell as well as the rich.
On the other hand, what shall we say of Prohibition? We say that this liquor traffic will
never be stopped until a Constitutional Prohibitory Amendment is incorporated in every state
constitution in this Union and in the constitution of the United States, (iod hasten that
day. Prohibition says to this traffic simply
and plainly, as it says to murder, theft, rape
and obscenity : “In the name of the public good
so far as it lies in my power to determine, thou
shalt not be.”
How many times I have* heard people who
know nothing about prohibitory laws say,
“Prohibition never has amounted to anything
and it never will," Prohibition has been tried
and has won a large degree of success. Let us
look at the official figures as they appear in the
Revenue Report for the year ending April 30,
and see whether prohibition has amounted to anything or not.
As 1

STATES.

No. r.s.

litjuor per-

States.

No. of Inluihltants to each

Law.
mils issued.
Pro. 1,100
Maine,
404
Vermont,
Massachusetts, Lie.. 8,405
Connecticut,
3,302
New York,
.33,043
New .Jersey.
7,431
Rhode Island,
1,414

permit.
514
074
235
200
102
171
222

WESTERN STATES.

No. L'.s.
States.

liquor per

Law.

No. oflnhabitants to each

mil- issued.

permit.

l’ro. 3,007
Iowa,
Kansas,
2,222
Illinois, High Lie.10,001
Nebraska,
2,535
Lie. 0,570
Michigan,
.2,4%
Colorado,
11,388
California,

470
s30
301)
417
204
232
07

••

SOUTHERN STATES.

No. C.s.

liijuor per

No. of Inhabitants to each

States.
Law.
mils issued.
permit.
1,171
(ieorgia, 5 0, Pro. .1,515
s. Carolina, ?4,
000
1,237
.1,115
1,140
Mississippi, ?4,
753
Arkansas, %,
1,401
Tennessee, *a,
.1,707
1,004
Lie..7.418
378
Missouri,
170
.0,0.30
Maryland,
18!)
Louisiana,
.5,071
In looking at tli«‘ figures ol the eastern
States one will observe that in the live license
States there were from two and a half to four
times as many permits issued to sell liquor (in
proportion to population) as in the “dry”
states. The figures of the Western States
show that in the two prohibition States, Iowa
and Kansas have the smallest number of saloons per inhabitants.
In looking at the table
of the Southern States one can see that Louisiana under license has six times as many saloons as it" >i>ter cotton States, Georgia, South
Carolina. Mississippi and Tennessee. Ami Missouri under license has four times as many saloons as its “next door neighbor,” Arkansas.
What do these figures prove? They prove that
this Demon drink can only be wiped out by
prohibition.
Temperance Republican says,
“The time has not come for a third party and
he hoped it never would.” Perhaps at the
present time the sky is not just clear for a
third party: but 1 will say to him if the politicians pander much longer to the whiskey clement and give the cause of prohibition no
show whatever, a prohibition party will 1m; a
necessity as was the Republican party in the
dark days of slavery. Since writing my open
letter to the Sec'y of the prohibitory party of
Maine, I have received quite a number of letters from disinterested men who have hitherto
been Greenbackers and those who belong to
the order of Knights of Labor in regard to organizing the prohibitory party in this 3d Cong.
District. 1 wish to just say that 1 will answer
their letters as soon as possible. I know that 1
have been called radical on this question of
home against the saloon, but be that as it may.
my prayer is that I may live to set; that day,
though in\ form may be bent with age and my
hair turned gray, when the principles that
have been so ably held up by John B. Gough,
whose eloquent voice can be heard no more,
lion. Neal Dow, Joseph Cook, Theodore L.
Cuvier, Gen. C linton B. Fisk, Dr. Talmage,
President Seolye and a host of others L might
mention shall wave victoriously over land and
sea.

“The actions of tin: just smell sweet
Ami blossom in the dust.”
F. W. (Iowkn.

Very truly,
Freedom, May 10,1S80.

[Prof, (iowen’s letter seems to us to show
very plainly that a third party, or Prohibition
party, is not called for in Maine. Tin; Republicans of Maine have responded to all the demands of the prohibitionists and have placed
prohibition in the State constitution. A third
part

movement

here

can

only help tin* Demo-

cratic party, which once in power would set to
work to undo all that the Republican party has
done in behalf of temperance. As to other
States this is a matter the people of the respective States have to decide for themselves. Laws
valueless without public sentiment to sustain them, and in creating the sentiment in behalf of temperance lies in our opinion the true
field of tin* prohibitionists. [Ed. Journal.
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Grant took Vicksburg, and that is the way
every great victory that shines bright upon the
pages of history has been achieved. “No great

EASTERN

with a description of the < hehalis river. Lay
your hand upon a table and spread out the lingers, leaving the largest linger straight out and
assuming it to be two hundred miles long, and
you will have a tolerable map of the river and
its principal sloughs—the Wyuneli, the Wish-

e

cold, hitter night last winter and the
thought came to me as I stood on that platform, if we wish to keep the people thinking
about this great question we will have to continue hammering away at it. That is the way
one

Last

Solved.

week the Rockland Courier-Gazette said

:

Jealous of the tremendous success achieved by
the Courier Gazette’s Old TuftV, the Belfast Journal, also opens in its editorial columns a department of puzzles. Here is its prize riddle
The G. L., I. O. G. T., took its VV. C. T. and G. S.
from Waldo county.
The first answer came from Rockland, and of
reader of

esteemed

contemporary the C.-G. Under date of April 28th, Theresa
Aderton writes: “The Grand Lodge,Independent
Order of Good Templars, took its Worthy Chief
Templar and Grand Secretary from Waldo county,

course

from

Maine.”

a
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The

Country Week,

Tile Special Committee of the Boston Young
Men’s Christian Union have issued their Eleventh Annual Report of the Country Week,
which has for its object sending poor children
and others from the city during the summer
months, for a vacation of ten days or more, to
pleasant homes in the country.' Since the inauguration of the work in 1875, there have been
sent out 15,072 children and adults, the visits
averaging about 13 days for each. The number
sent in 1875 was 1(50; in 1876, 320; 1877,801; in
1878 1,046; in 1870, 1,316; in 1880,1,377; 1881,
I, 580; in 1882, 1,795; in 1883, 2,042; in 1884, 2,250; in 1885, 2,307. Visitors were sent last year
into 174 different towns, remaining 28,004days;
and fhe average expense per week for each visitor was £2.30.
At the Country Home at Wellesley, Mass., 143 children and others, principally
last season 2,059 days. The
remained
invalids,
report, which contains many interesting details
of the work, will be sent to any one desiring
it. Subscriptions are now being received for the
season of 1886, and should be addressed to Win.
II. Baldwin, President Boston Young Men’s
Christian Union, 18 Boylston Street, Boston.

Clippings.
Belfast is talking of a public park, and is to
have a public library and soldiers’ monument
to place on it. Belfast has many natural advantages and has also enterprising citizens who
are willing to give nature a boost.
[Waterville
Sentinel.
The Belfast Journal is working up a boom for
the various coast summer resorts in its immediate vicinity. People with an aching void for
the sea air can do no better than visit one of the
places whose merits the Journal presents.

[Waterville Sentinel.

An unkind paragraph is going the rounds of
the papers to the effect that Congressman Reed
of Maine, has the biggest feet in the House.
Well, if he has, he has the head and body to
match them. He is not a Reed to l)e shaken by
the wind. [N. Y. Mail.
An exchange has a long article headed the
“Great Byclone.” [Macliias Union.

Probably

meant

Cycyles.
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Letter from Minneapolis.

Eeminiscences of the War for the Union.

CYCLONE INCIDENTS.
MINNEAPOLIS AS A
C ITY. THE EXPOSITION. FAST TRAINS TO
CHICAGO. AN ACCIDENT.

The last days of April a quarter of a century
ago were full of repressed excitement and terrible suspense, penetrating even to the remote
and quiet spot in the old Pine Tree State where
I was born and reared. Although the merest

Gowen.

A Letter from Prof. F. W.

hai.Is

Cheludis Valley and the country in general. 1
am a ]>oor hand to talk on paper, hut will begin

20, 1886.

1 noTo the Editor of the Journal:
ticed that in last week's Journal a “Temperance Republican" of Clinton village in Kennebec Co., had a word to say about myself and
the cause of Prohibition. 1 remember lecturing upon temperance in Centennial hall Clinton

of the Journal.

Co., W. T.. April
24.
A numhcr of my eastern friends frequently request me to give them a description of the
Cosm«>poi.is. Cm

-•

■

Washington Territory.

MAY

[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Minneapolis, May (>, 1886. 1 said in my last
letter I would tell how nobly Minneapolis and

on the rising generation,
who realize in a vague manner that there was
a war, but who can, after all, understand little
of it, and nothing of the sleepless nights and

forcibly impressed

anxious days passed by those who had near
and dear ones at the front.
I remember that all the previous winter,
after Lincoln’s election in the fall, the air had
been thick with the first mutterings “of grim
visaged war.” I remember attending a ly-

thoughtfulness and fortitude were exhibited. Nine of the most seriously wounded have
been moved to the hospitals in Minneapolis.

ceum

of

The tragic event has almost passed out of people’s minds as other things have crowded in
and business goes on as ever.

of his remarks save what he said in
relation to the coming conllict. He said: “Before many months pass away these young
men here to-night will be called on to take
their guns and go south and fight,—yes, and
fight, and it won’t be any boy’s play either.
The conflict will be long and bitter, and blood
will llowlike the streams from the mountains.”
I distinctly remember how his words impressed me, and the next day I told my father
of it, and asked him seriously if he supposed
there was any truth in what old K-said. I
remember he told me in reply, that undoubtedly there would be a bitter war, for the south
was strong and bitter and fully determined to
light for their pet institution, slaverv.

nothing

have not yet told you anything about Minas a city, but the subject is so
large
that 1 am afraid I cannot do it justice. 1 will
now and then touch on various subjects that
are interesting the people of this beautiful
city
of over 130,000 inhabitants, located by the Falls
of St. Anthony.
I do not propose to write of
the jealousies which exist between it and its
sister city down the river. Too much has already been written of that 1 think. One can
hardly realize how fast this city is growing unless they ride over it from month to month and
see what was only a few years ago a vast
prairie dotted here and there with beautiful
lakes, the largest of which are Calhoun, Harriet, Cedar and Lake of the Isles King from
four to seven miles from tin; City ifalb Five
years ago hardly a house stood on this vast
prairie beyond 20th St., but within that time
houses have been erected by the hundreds until
now the whole plain for two miles south of 20th
St., and six miles east and west is dotted with
houses, and some portions of this territory arc
thickly settled. Rapid transit has been the
great factor in building up this territory with
the homes of business men and laborers.* Com1

Then in

he told me that his
father used to prophecy this away hack in the
early part of this century wlitn he, my father,
was a mere hoy.
The old man would say,
"L-, it won't come in my day, and perhaps

mencing at Bridge Square a steam motor runs
through this seetkn to Lake Calhoun, making
half hour trips each way, thus affording residents a sure and quick transit to and^from
their labors, and it is well patronized.
To show how rapidly real estate is increasing
in value, 1 will give .liree illustrations. About
ten years ago a friend of mine bought four
acres of land on Nicollet Ave., near 29th
St.,
which at that time was outside the city limits,
for $500 per acre, and this spring the same
property is worth $10,000 per acre. Some people may think a mistake has been made and
that I have got one cypher too much, but if any

Of

Interest

to

towns, but when the news came to us of the
cowardly attack on the Massachusetts sixth,
by the plug-uglies of Baltimore, then all the
patriotic blood of the North was at fever heat.
Probably the older people ^Belfast and vicinity are familiar with the history of the youthful martyrs, four in number, who were stoned
and trampled to death on that eventful 19th of
April, lSbl. Addison Otis Whitney was a native of Thorndike, Maine, and enlisted from
Lowell. He was a noble fellow 24 years old,
and in the full vigor of youth and strength.
Sumner Henry Needham was about the same
and enlisted from Lawrence, lb.* also
24 years of age, of irreproachable habits,
and had thus early in life established a happy
home of his own. ('has. A. Taylor enlisted
from Boston and seems to have been one of
age,

was

those waifs on the ocean of life who have no
home or friends. He was about 2o years of
No friends
age, and was buried in Baltimore.
or relatives ever rose up to claim his body, and
bury it iu a hero’s grave.
Poor Needham seems to have had a premonition of his death, for he said to a friend that
morning, “We shall have trouble to-day, and I
shall never come out of it alive. Promise me
if I fall that my body shall be sent home."
Luther Crawford Ladd was only a hoy of 17
years, and when he fell his last words were,
“All hail to the stars and stripes.” The three
bodies were tenderly conveyed to Massachusetts. and those of Whitney and Ladd laid in
in Huntington Hall in Lowell, and now
rest beneath a noble monument reared by the
city and commonwealth. Needham was buried
with great honors by the city of Lawrence and

the

lirst

honors of the

brave,

and while

we cherish and reverence the mem<ill who fell, we think first of those poor
victims of an infuriated mob. The attack on

ory of

the Sixth acted with electric force all through
the North, and more especially in Massachuleft his ladder
against a house, his paint pot on the staging,
and started with his brush in his hand and his
paint bedaubed overalls on for the recruiting
office. It is told of a Marblehead butcher that
when the news came to him, he was butchering
a hog.
lie looked an instant at the half butchered hog, then said, “Hum the hog” and started
for Boston.
Were all the stirring incidents of that time
collected together they would make a volume,
but a darker cloud was rising, and when the
disastrous Bull Run battle was fought, h wail
of horror went up over all the land. July 21st
A
was one of the hottest days of the season.
deathlv silence and calm seemed t<> brood over
the fair old town of my birth. We knew not
what was transpiring at the front, but a presentiment of evil was in the very air, and tlie
soft southern winds seemed to be laden with
the dews of suffering and death. There was a
wonderful unanimity in the good town on tin
question of the war, and the sneak who dared
to sympathize with the south was rudely dealt
with. It was considered necessary in one or
two cities not far away from us. to destroy one
or two printing offices for the southern sentiments expressed in their papers, but that was
only due to the patriotic instincts of the loyal
men
of the Pine Tree state. Nothing that
savored of copperheadism could he tolerated
for an instant, and I well remember how a
stalwart cousin of mine jumped on and nearly killed a man in the neighboring town of
II- because the cowardly traitor had the
assurance to say in his presence that he hoped
every Northern soldier who went out to tight
the south would lay their bones there. Brown
was sitting on the counter of the little country
store surrounded by an admiring group of men
and boys. His uniform was new. and so was
his commission, and a furlough had been granted him for his brave conduct in a certain battle.
The man in question was an intense southern
sympathizer, and in a snirit of bravado made
the horrible remark. “I>o von mean it ?*’ said
Brown. “Yes I do*’ sullenly replied the S. 8.
Brown gave one bound from the counter,
alighted on the mail’s hack, and thrashed him
unmercifully. When the bystanders thought
he had been sufficiently pommelled, they pulled
off the hoy in blue, and let the wretch hobble
away to his home. 8uch instances were not
uncommon even in the quiet towns of the far
north.
Well, long years have passed since then. The
graves in the south have blossomed with flowers
twenty times. A new south has sprung up,
and the feeling of bitterness is fast being obliterated by the soft lingers of time. W hen the
army of the Potomac, met at Baltimore last
year, it was rumored that camp Lee of Richmond was in town. They were sent for, and
when the commander reached the platform lie
said “Boys, give them the old rebel yell,” and
they gave it with a vengeance. In the talk
which followed they said they accepted the
situation, acknowledged they were wrong, and
vowed to he lirst and foremost to defend the
old flag, should it ever be assailed.
In another twentv-flvc years, very few old
soldiers will he here to rehearse the wonderful
stories of the civil war. In the land beyond
the river the veterans wilt have found rest. We
cannot penetrate the vail that hides from us the
next quarter century.
Other evils as gigantic
as the curse of slavery may he even now slowthe
foundations
of our free inly undermining
stitutions. But this we know, that if clouds
arise, the spirit of patriotism and the love of
country are qualities inherent in the American
heart, and the hoys of 1011 will not he found
wanting, if the opportunity comes. Our free
country will live and in time all other nations
will also be Republics.
“She will live, while a billow lies swelling before her,
She will live while the blue arch of Heaven
bends o’er her,
While the name of a Christ, to the fallen we
setts.

connection the following letter from Lieut. A.
W. Marshal!, l\ S. X., of the Hydrographic
Of lice, Boston, to the American Fish Bureau,
will he of interest:
Will you kindly bring the following scheme
to the notice of your fishermen aue see if they
will experiment with it. L think there is no
doubt now but that tin* list? of oil in calming
down “the raging billows” is a settled thing,
and it is surprising to me that it is not used bv
all masters when in trouble.
My plan is—when riding to a drogue, or drag,
as the fishermen have to do very often, have a
thimble or any other appliance* secured to the
floating part of the drag and through it an endless line rove (the other end on board.) This
line is for the purpose of hauling out the oil bag,
and when the lirst one is empty haul in and send
out a full one.
In eases where the hawser to the
drag is of such length as to require a very long
endless hauling line, then have the reeving thimble stopped to the* hawser at such a distance as
to place the oil bag about 1(M) feet or more ahead
of the vessel when the hawser is taut.
The same plan can he used to advantage when
at anchor by stopping the thimble on the hawser
at such a distance that when compelled to veer
for blowing weather the endless line will be in
place for hauling out the oil bags. When used
at anchor l think the
ba£ ought to be secured to
a small float before hauling it out into position.
1 am so thoroughly convinced in mv own mind
of the great good which will result from the
adoption of this or some other plan of getting
oil to windward, that I do not hesitate to say I
believe the time will come when fishermen will
he able to carry on their work even during the
prevalence of very heavy weather, so long as
their ground tackle holds.
Will you please try and get some of the masters to use the above plan or some expression
of opinion in regard to its feasibility.

for the Republican State
Convention.

The Republican State Committee will meet in
the Common Council room in City Ruilding,
Lewiston, the night before t he State convention.
There are 1008 seats in City Hall, and there
are 1431 delegates to the convention.
All the
seats in the hall except those in the rear will
he occupied by delegates, as in view of the animated contest for the nomination it promises
to be a full convention. There is enough room
in the hall, however, to put in a large number
of extra settees. The hall will accommodate 2,000 people easily. The Republican headquarters will he established at the DeWitt House.
At this and five other hotels in Lewiston and
Auburn many rooms have been engaged. A
large number of Lewiston Republicans will
throw open their houses.
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fisherman said to the Herald correspondent:
“If Jim Blaine had been elected do you think
the Englishmen could have pulled the wool
over his eyes as they did over Cleveland’s and
Bayard’s? Not much. “The blue noses”
wouldn't dare to give us any of the ‘gulp you
h«*ar all over Nova Scotia at the present time.
How long would Jim Blaine stand any of their
nonsense? Do you think they would have
dared to seize one <>f our vessels on the charge
of preparing to fish because the skipper was
buying bait for trawling on the Grand Banks?
Well, 1 guess not. Them cusses claim the
(J rand Banks as their private
property. They’ve
got the gall to claim the? Georges Banks, which
are off Cape Ann.
I saw it in a Nova Scotia
paper the other day."
“What are your politics?"
“Why, l*m a democrat. I voted for Franklin
Fierce and James Buchanan."
“How is it vou indorse Blaine m) strongly ?”
“It ain't a political question. Blaine’s spunky
—there ain't any use denying that. He's about
as much of an American as
any one in the

Mrs. Mary E. Blake, who as “M. E. B," is a
well-known literary woman of Boston, is the
author of the graceful stanza on the title-page
of May, which 1>. Lothrop A Co. publish.
of

The April number of The New Moon is full
short stories, and the usual carefully edited

departments, making it
publication. One dollai
Pub. Co., Lowell, Mass.

very entertaining
year. New Moon

a
a

The May number of the Ladies' Floral Cabiis filled with useful bints for the amateur
llorist and tin? housekeeper and will be found
entertaining by the general reader as well. As
usual it is fully illustrated, si.25 per >ear.
Ladies’ Floral Cabinet Co., 22 Vesev street.
net

country.”

“Did you vote for him?"
“No-o; I’m free b* >ay I didn’t; but if I’d
ahead and know'd how this fishing trouble
was coming up again I'd a done so
mighty

New York.

seen

Charles Darwin: His Life and Work, (J.
Grant Allen, is published in the Humboldt
Pearl street. New
Library by J. Fitzgerald
York. Whoever would know tlu; man Darwin,
or

would estimate his influence

on

quick.”

The views of this plain spoken mariner are
but a reflex of the sentiments of the army of
men engaged in the fisheries of the United
States.
Your correspondent has conversed
with upward of one hundred of them, and
while indi\ idual ideas may differ, the general
opinion isthe »ame as the one above expressed.
They divest the question of political hearing
and regard it from a patriotic standpoint.
The Herald correspondent exposes the-demagogical outcry for cheap fish raised in behalf
of the English side of the fishing question, and
shows that those who believe the fishermen are
becoming pampered bond-holders on the profits
of protected fishing are laboring under a delusion. He says:

the world of

thought, will tind in this volume precisely the
information lie requires.
The Brooklyn Magazine presents a paper by
ex-President Hayes advocating the extension
of Government aid to popular education, and
it continues its discussion of the marriage

question. Mrs. Harriet Prescott Spotlbrd opposes early marriages for girls, holding that
tweiity-tive is the age at which a woman is tit
ted to become the useful and happy head of a
home.

I lie present priee <>i eodtisli landed on the
wharf at Gloucester is about three-quarters of
cent a pound.
The price of halibut is about
2 1-2 cents. The price of salted eodtisli is about
2 1-2 cents a pound.
Can prices very well go
any lower for the first cost of a product? Go
to
IJostoii,
however,
and it will be found
tip
that fresh eodtisli sells for 10 cents a pound; in
New York at 12 cents. Here is a gain for the
middlemen of 11 1-4 cents a pound over first
cost.
Halibut sells in New York at lb to 20
cents a pound.
The fisherman who has gone
through the trial* and privations of the Grand
Hanks in midwinter t" obtain his catch of fish
get* 2 1-2 emits
pound when he reaches the
home port. Th. middlemen get the remainder.
Tile salted codfish sells on the wharf at Gloucester for 2 1-2 cents :i pound; in New York
and < liieago for 12 or lb cents, as the east may
be. 1 toes any reasonable being wish the fisherman to catch and cure his fish and sell it for less
than 2 1-2 cents a pound?

May l ansy opens with a strong story,
“Diligent in Business,” followed by “How ii
Became Possible," a touching illustration of
In
trust and duty meeting their just reward.
“Six O’clock in the Fvening," (Grandma Burton
tells in a manner to delight every child-heart
how a dear little boy and girl learned the
meaning of the “bread of life." “Beaching
out” recounts some wonderful doings of Jerry
I he

and Nettie, and there

are

a

hits of other good
D. Loth-

things, with numerous illustrations.
rop Sc Co., Boston.

The Story of a Timid Brave, an Indian story
by \V. .1. ilarsha, is published in the Standard
Library series, lJis, It is a very exciting and
thrilling story. The scene is laid at the far
West, on the very frontier of civilization, and
is a very vivid and graphic description of life
among the Indians ami cow boys and lirst settlers. It brings out in glaring light the wrongs
and iniquities practiced upon the Indians at
some of the Agencies of the (Government.
It
sheds not a little light on the Indian question,
and the origin and cause of some of our Indian
It is a story of thrilling interest.
wars.
Paper 15 cents.
Funk Sc Wagnalls, 10 and 1J I>» y

Kquall\ ellective are the facts given as to the
earnings of our fishermen. The schooner Ethel
ami Addie, belonging to the firm of Lewis,
Chaco A Whitten, of Portland, Me., wa> the
“high line” last year. She made one voyage to
the Hanks cod fishing and one ni; kcivl cruise.
Iler capacity is 1.37<> quintals,
i'b
shares of
the crew on tin Hanks trip ranged from $40.01
to $102.30—the latter was “high line.” The
mackerel voyage, when all the na n share alike,
netted each man $212. The total earnings for
the year’s fishing thus averaged less than $300
a man. Tin schooner Hattie Maud, of the >amo

New York.

Street,

to the balnc-.
Babyhood for
the abolition of tobacco from ail
of the house frequented l>\ young childand notes a striking instance of the

“Out of

May
parts

respect

urines

a> the ‘‘high line” schooner, started
mackereling early last season and continued
through in the same line of fishing, she made
owners

ren,
occasional serious effects of tobacco smoke
upon ii fants. In the same number is a contribution from Edward King, Paris, giving

live voyages, and tin- crew each '-arned the tre
mendoiis sum id' $7b.72, in addition to his food,
ill the course ol the \ear lss”). The question

very interesting facts regarding the Baby
Show now in progress in that city. Dr. <'. E.
Dana writes on “Convulsions." Among the

some

says the Herald, what b.came
their families? In conclusion it ;s well said :
The i.sheriiieii lead a veiitup 'orne. laborious
life, with very small compensation. Considering the extent of the industry. the generally
good character of the men « n gaged in it and the
broad system of co-operation which prevails,
the men. as a rule, are poorly paid for the toil
and dangers of their calling. If any American
citizen, who C willing to admit that he cares

naturally arises,

of

various shorter articles are: “An Experience
in Home Instruction;" “The Sunday Closet;”
“An Emergency Drawer;" “The Influence- of
Motherhood :" “Apt Followers ;’ “Fong Ear s
“Hilarity at Bed-time," etc., etc. Directions
are given
for various articles of Baby's ward-

robe, illustrated.

[2? 1.50 a year; 15 cents
Beckman St., New York.]

a

beautiful monument to his memory stands in
Belevue Cemetery in that city. There is also
Needham Hall, and Post ol) G. A. 1L is named

hey reaped

ment there as to the controversy and probable
trouble with Canada is about the same as it is
everywhere. It is felt that this country lias
been beaten in diplomacy and that the Administration has been conspicuously weak-kneed
and indifferent to American interests. An old

lection of colonial laws.

Faith-Ilealing ami kindred phenomena hexing been the subject of study and experiment
by the Kr\. -J. M. Buckley. I). I). (editor >f
'The Christian Advocate and Journal), during
the past thirty years, lie was recently invitid

I

the surface prevents seas from combing or
breaking ami thus lessens the danger. In this

Ben. Burley Poore's reminiscences liil two
ollimes with an aggregate of 1(HX) pages.

number.

for him.

Fishermen.

portrait

The New York Herald has published some
very interesting letters on the fisheries question,
dated at the port of Gloucester. The senti-

of

state

a

li. W.

The Gardiner Home Journal has always been
the side of the poor ami unfortunate. In a
issue of that paper wc find this sarcastic
item:
In about every town, the men who can do the
town's business at the least possible expense
arc the ones who are looked upon as the foremost citizens of the place. To a certain extent
this is as it should he, but there are some things
that the town should not he too economical in.
A paper has figured out from the town report
that the cost of paupers in the town of Wells
last year was 75 cents each per week, or #3 per
month. Perhaps there may be something not
published to make the statement look differently, hut the hare statement that people were supported on 75 cents a week has a tendency to
make one hungry.

manner

er

on

Arrangements

grave

in yours, hut it’ll come sooner or later.”
lint my father lived to see the end of the
bloody struggle, and to give up his well beloved son, a sacrifice on the altar of his bleeding
country. Looking back on those days, from
the present time, it seems as though we realized little of the stir and excitement of the larg-

Much lias been printed of late concerning the
use of oil on the water in storms at sea and
those who havehad experience say that oil diffused

a

not

one doubts it let them come here and 1 will
show them the land and they can see what they
can buy an acre of it for.
Less than two years
ago a lot, corner of Nicollet Ave. and 10th St.,
was bought for $280 a front foot, ami two weeks
ago that lot was sold for $540 a fr >nt foot. Last
week a lot on Nicollet Ave., between 0th and
7th Streets, sold for $800 a front foot, which
was bought only last November for $500 a front
foot. Nicollet is the finest avenue in the city.
Beginning at Bridge Square, which lies on the
bank of the Mississippi River, where the suspension bridge spans the father of waters, it
extends due south one mile without a turn, then
turning a few degrees to the east, extends out
into the country and loses itself on the prairie
about four miles further out. From Bridge
.Square to 10th Street it is laid out with an SO
feet roadway paved with cedar blocks, and a
fifteen feet sidewalk on each side with granite
curb stones and asbestine stone flagging. Beyond 10th Street the roadway is 70 feet, wide
with fifteen feet sidewalks, and a five foot
boulevard next to the street grassed over and
with a row of trees.
The Exposition seems to be uppermost in
people’s minds at the present time. It is to be
an enormous building situated on the east
side,
overlooking the Falls of St. Anthony, ami occupying the site of tin* old Winslow House,
which was frequented before* the war by Southern people.
It is very convenient to the city
and railroad depots. The foundation is now
and
laid
it is intended to have it completbeing
ed arid ready to open by August first.
Sunday evening, May 2d, the fast train service to < hicago was inaugurated, the C. U. A
St. 1‘. and the (’. A: N. W. R. li., both starting
new and elegantly equipped trains at 7 l*. M., to
make the trip to Chicago in thirteen hours,
thus landing its passengers in the city by the
lake the next morning at 7 o’clock, in season to
connect with the morning trains for the east or
have the whole day there and be able to leave
at 7 P. M. and be at home at 7 o’clock the next
morning ready for business. The fast train
service will prove of great benefit to both Minneapolis and St. Raul. What the other competing roads will do time will tell. The M. A:
St. L. (or what is better known as the Albert
Lea Route) have already given notice of withdrawal from the Northwestern pool, which
will probably result in a war of rates.
A very sad accident occurred in this city yesterday afternoon at two o’clock, by which four
laboring men lost their lives and seven others
were more or less injured. George A. Brackett
was enlarging his six storv brick block, built
last season, and had removed the last wall with
the intention of building about 40 foot on that
side and making it one store. In taking down
this wall the floors had been propped up and tin*
brick piled on them, and workmen were sorting over and cleaning the brick and running the
goods ones out into the street and carting off
the waste material, when suddenly the floors
settled and tin* whole mass of bricks and floor
timbers were precipitated into the cellar, burying ten or fifteen men, with the result as above
stated. All that human aid and sympathy can
do will be dom* for tin* families of the dead and
the wounded, for Geo. A. Brackett is one of
Minneapolis’ foremost, large hearted and generous citizens, and will do all in his power to
alleviate suffering everywhere. He was one of
the* first to go to Sauk Rapids after the cyclone,
ami a liberal but unostentatious giver.
F.

about two miles away, in January, and
whom we called the “drunken shoe-

a man

maker” standing up on the floor of the hall
and making a rambling speech. I remember

neapolis

a

The American Bookmaker publishes a biographical sketch of William Parks, who in
1727 printed the first book in Maryland, a col-
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The Fisheries Question.

Notes.

little home.
years with their mingled lights
and shades have rolled away into eternity, ami
men and women who were babes in arms at
that period are piloting their barks toward
the shores of mature activity, yet the lessons
which we learned then cannot now be too
on our own

provisions, groceries, clothing, bedding, and
twelve car loads of lumber, besides sending an
able corps of physicians and nurses to care for
the wounded and dying. A few incidents of
this great calamity and we will turn to a more
cheerful subject. Little Lulu Carpenter, about
12 years of age, when found was pierced
through the body by a piece of board torn from
the house. A short time before she died, she
said to her mother, “But mamma, 1 saved the
baby,” thus giving her life that her little baby
brother might live. Other remarkable instances

and

Sarah Orne Jewett, now South on account of
had health, contributes an illustrated Ballad to
the June Wide Awake, entitled ‘‘York Garrison, 1(40.”

ses

up to this date a little over $00,000 in cash, besides provisions, groceries, clothing, bedding
and lumber, of which Minneapolis gave over
$25,000 cash and more than her proportion of

News

a girl at that time, yet to-day my pulthrill when I think of the dark shadow
which brooded over the country, and whose
black pall of sorrow settled down so heavily

slip of

other cities and towns in the State came to the
help of the sufferers by the cyclone at St. Clou*l
and Sauk Rapids. There has been contributed
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the Lincoln County News, Is
re-idencc, and it ought to he a
line one as it will shelter a might) good fellow. IIt to he a “Wet" rai-ing?

of steam yachting in this counand the numerous faithful illustrations add
to the interest and value of the paper.
In the
same number Cap!. < otlin tells of “( Tossing the
Atlantic, on a Blockade Runner" in hi* inimitable sea-lingo, Thomas Stcxeus takes the read- !
er another stage, “Around the World on a Ri;
cycle," and Mr. Roosevelt continues his scrie- !
on “Ranch
Life and Came Shooting in the j
West.*’ The hist tree writers also contribute
to the May number, ( apt. Collin telling of "A

plete.

enjoying a boom, uid merits

newspaper of Baltimore and has
eireulai.on throughout the Muilh.
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Blockade Runner I'mlor Fire." There i* :t
finely illustrated article on British Yachting, a
paper on “Trout Fishing in Maim." and other
entertaining articles. The departments include
till out-door sports ami arc very full and com-
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apostles, examines the claims of “Christian
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The fact has already been noted that Mr.
Jatlray's article on American Steam Yachting
made necessary a second edition of the April
number of Outing. It is the first attempt to
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The Fairfield Journal establishment is o tiered
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of his studies to the readers of that magazine.
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to us

paper comeside is Tim Ad\

>m

the Pacific

I.o-

ate,

Angeles and

Augeles,
Pedro

San

ship-ping oa/e’ie Tin* editor of this double barrelled weekh is Capt. F. Janes.
We have received the Dinner Retail

Croeer, of
neatly printed, well editThe appeared and evidentl) prosperous journal
ance of such a publication gives one a realizing
sense of the substantial growth of the great West.
Denver, Colorado,

a

ven

apt. Keyes, of the Farmington Chronicle may
compelled t<> sell hi* paper in consequence of
the ill In alth of Mr-. Keyes ami the trouble he has
from wounds received in the a run during the
(

V few weeks ago, when Canon Farrar was
in this country, tens of thousands of people
paid as much as one dollar each to hear a sin-

gle lecture delivered l»y him, and wen; well
pleased with what they got for their money.
Several of the most important of those lectures
and addresses with other papers are now published l»y John 15. A Men. of New York, and
he had in

very handsome clothhound volume, for the price of 40 cents. Some
of the lectures are also published separately in
his Flzcvir Library, in which form the lecture
on Dante sells for 3 cents; on Temperance, 2
cents; on Ideals of Nations, 2 cents; Thoughts
ou America, 3 cents.
The millions of intellican

now

a

gent. people who admire

Canon Farrar and
able to hear him lecture, will he
delighted t<> find his brilliant, scholarly and
eloquent thoughts placed in this handsome
form within their reach. The publisher's il-

who

were

not

lustrated catalogue, 132 pages, is sent to any address on receipt of 4 cents; or condensed cata-

logue free.

John l>.
Pearl ,St., New York.

From

an

Ahlen, Publisher.

Admirer of

81)3

Midshipman Easy.

To 'mi: Editor ok the Journal: 1 have
read Co-operative Industry by C. S. Griffin Xo.
4.

For

perfect cure for the wild theories advanced by the author 1 would recommend him
to read Midshipman Easy. The father of the
a

hero of that tale believed that all tilings should
be in common and so taught his son, but the
young midshipman soon found that it would
not work on board a man of war.
He also believed that all the murders, thefts and sins of
all kinds were caused by person’s heads being
of shape, and lie sought to reform the
by making a machine in the form of a
perfect head. All that was to be done was to
put the head of the murderer into this machine
and by turning a screw compress the head into
the right shape and turn him loose an holiest
man. lint unfortunately for the old man, and
out

world

But let us, who are walking down the shady
paths of life, pause long enough in our rapid
journey to teach the rising generation the value more
unfortunately for the world perhaps, lie
of the civil war to our common country. Above
all class distinctions or party lines teach them tried the experiment with his own head, and
to reverence the old soldiers, and when the 31st
lost his life by being hung in his world-reformof
May comes, and the “threshold of summer
is laid in flowers,” let them cull the fairest and er. Head Midshipman Easy, Bro. Griffin.
J. O. Johnson.
sweetest blossoms of early summer to deck the
graves of the fallen brave. There is no town
Liberty May 10, 1880.
so small in the old Pine Tree State, but has its
patriot dead. Let special wreaths lie made for
Governor Larrabee of Iowa, has issued a prothe Unknown Dead, o’er whose lowly beds no
mother can weep, no sister’s hand plant sweet elamation in which he warns all
persons violatI
forget-me-nots. This beautiful service endears I
the memory of the brave to the young and ten- ing the Prohibitory law that they will receive
der hearts, and every year for all coming time, hereafter no executive clemency, and calls upon
will America rise up at the tap of the drum to | priests, ministers, teachers, and the press to
do homage to her patriot dead.
| enlist their moral forces for the law, and upon
Helen N. Packard.
sheriffs, and other officers of the courts
|I judges,
to be fearless and vigilant in enforcing it.
Springfield, Mass..

he

war.

Keyes

We should be sorry to lo-e
from Maine journalism.

The

Dirigo Rural

tended
was

apt. and Mrs.

lv donned

a

new

dress

greatly improved

and is
it

recent

(

in appearance. We Inhave made thU mention at the time, hut

to

overlot bed and

as

the Rural has

never

fav-

in this way we hope it will not he thought
intentional. There is lots of room for all of us,

ored

us

neighbor.
Mr 11. M Lord has assumed the editorial eliaii
of the Waterville Sentinel and the lir-? i-sue under

charge indicates that he knows how to run a
spaper. Indeed Mr. Lord had already won his
spurs in journalism on the spicy Courier-tia/.cttc.
his

new

of Rockland, and

as

dent

at

Colby his

new

ness

is

familiar

one.

a

he

for four years

was

a

stu-

sphere of labor and useful-

The Madison Bulletin has entered upon its second volume with good courage and bright prosOur subscription list is
pects. The editor saylarge and continually growing. Our advertising
patronage has been gout I. On the whole, we have
met with encouragement and success on every
hand. Our citizens have given us their support
and patronage uln.io.-t to a man, and it is w ith renewed courage that we begin our second year’s
labor.
Hon. \. K.

Sawyer, who established the Ells-

worth American and is

Island, says in

now

l

S.

Consul

at

Turk’s

private letter to the present editor:
"I recollect that after two years and a half experience in running the American 1 had paid out $450
beyond all my income, some times supporting myself on outside means. At this point my courage
sunk below zero, and 1 otiered 1*. W. Ferry, who
was at that time a prominent man in county polities, the $450, in other words to abandon all claims
for outlays if lie would take the concern off my
hands, but he could not see it.”
a

The

Good

Housekeeper.

How can l tell her?
By her cellar.
Cleanly shelves and w hitened wall,
1 can guess her
By her dresser,
By the hack staircase and hall.
And w ith pleasure
Take her measure
By the way she keeps her brooms.
Or the peeping
At the "keeping”
Of her hack and unseen rooms.
By her kitchen’s air of neatness,
And its general completeness,
Where In cleanliness and sweetness
The rose of order blooms.
The

Market

for

Fool

Fancies of Fanaticism,

As the Democratic party began to recover, since
I>74, there has been a growing tendency to find in
It a market for the fool fancies of fanaticism of all
kinds. The long-haired crank has scratched bis
scalp over our churn until it is getting difficult to
tell which is hair and which is butter. {.AltaCaD
Lfornia, Deiu.

Our

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
Kvi-:m

tiii 'ks:»a\

mokmm.

hy

Two Nights at Sea and a Day at the Hub.

in Boston.

Boston. May. lsso. Well here we are off’
again on one of those grand starring tours
through the States for whieh I am so celebrated, and whieh occur with about the same
regularity that the wild geese take their flight,
only they always go by the air line, while I deviate somewhat. W* left home on the Penob-

BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 20,
rm.isni:i*

George

tiik
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(

for Boston.

scot

missed Geo. W oods’ face

1

George has given up water. 1
mean
water has cut his toes apart and he is
no longer web-footed.
The patrons of the line
will ini--* George, but as the obituaries read,
in the office.

A

Republican stale (onvention

" ill he held incite Hall. Lewiston, Wednesday,
•lime a. ls*s;, at 11 o'clock a. m., for the purpose of
nominating a candidate for Governor to he supported at the September election, and transacting
any other business that may properly come before

loss is bis gain." George has a good job
ashore and don’t care a darn now whether it
storms or not.
But if the company wanted to
plug iij* the hole in the office which George
tilled, tlcy didn't miss it when they stuck AI.
llanscoinc in. AI. lias that rare gift, possessed
by *.* few, of making the man who can’t get a
room believe that a berth in the cabin next to
a
*ick pa*sciigcr, i* really worth about four
dollar* more than the bridal stateroom, with a
bride throw n in. Speaking of tin* gift of popu“our

it.'

The basis of representation will he as followKadi city, town and plantation will he entitled to
one delegate, and for each
seventy.live votes east
im the republican candidate for (inventor in ls-4
an additional delegate, and for a fraction ot forty
vote.- it excess of seventy tlve vote-, an additional

delegate.

The Mate < ommittce w ill he in session in the reception room ot tile hall at nine o'clock on the
morning of the convention, lor ihc purpose of re
cei\ iug the credentials of delegate-.
AI; electors ol Maine who arc in favor of maintaining a Protective Tariff; who will join in resisting the attempt now being made in a Democratic
House ot Representatives to injure many of the
h ading industrial interest-of Maine; who are in
favor of elevatiug and dignify ing human labor by
securing to the laborer hi- jii-t reward; who demand freedom of suffrage throughout the republic
and an leme-t counting of the ballots; who uphold
all judicious measures for the encouragement of
American shipbuilding: who believe in an honest
and re-ponsihie civ il serv ice and in an economical
administration of the (>ovennneiit, who approve
the Prohibition -1 the Li'ptor Trallic and the pro
motion of the cans*
t Teniperanee. are cordially
invited. w itlimir n*g:ird t«• mn-t political differences,
to unite with the Republican- m the selection of
dch gates to this ( onvention.
Per order Republican Mali < ommittce.
dosKi’ii JL M vni.i;v Chairman
" il.I.is H. Wim Mcretarv.
Augusta. Me
April M. ISn;.

larity. our towny Fred Pole, tin- steward, enjoy* a liberal share. 1 heard a Granger say of
him, “Steward Pole G officially color blind,
lb- i* ju*t a* polite to one lady as he is to another. lie w ill pick out a poor woman with
three children, take up the dirtiest on*
a**i*t the mother with her bundle*, just a*
quick a* if >he were the finest woman aboard,
and he w ill treat the tin*- lady just as well ami
no
better." This complaint I happened to
two <»]■

iiii'l

■

Republican
T

hear, and like Gap’ll

little when heard.made
a note on't.
I have noticed with envy the rare
grace with which Fred * an shoulder a baby.
Now when l get hold of one of those little
** rahs. 1 fed
as it I had that fifteen thousand

(onvention.

District

dollar peach blow

Republicans of the Third Congressional
in Maine coi!,p..-c«l of tin* counties of

l’-t:

The Voice of

Mugwump

a

weakest art it.

Oracle.

ha> >.t appeared in
The Forum. tlur new am' formidable rival of
tiie'-M North American h view, is that entit
•!. **\\ «»ul 1 \V< I >o it Asra u?*‘ printed in tli
May number. The writer is Jalward Carey,
mugwump. and who assumes to speak for the
The

’-at

corporals iruard of political liondi'cripts who
ha c been styled mugwumps for want of a lutt : i.anu'.
Mr. arey is not only weak but silly, and especially <o wlen lie complacently
l*ii”" to lii< jnuawumpian bosom the delusion
that

In-

his

atci

fellows

fleet* 11

levelaiid

<

ami now hold tin destinies of the nation in
their ham!'. Mr. < arey's intellect i- like the
11 Chinan’' Lam
it shoots both way'-and i'
really mon etlective at the breach than at the
muzzle. In aiming at Mr. Blaine lie brings
•iown t levriaud. and then lias to pick tip his
fallen idol and co\,-r him with a mu^wumpian
mantle- to conceal the hole- iu his reputation.
But to tin President's faults this mugwump
oracle i- naturally a liftle blind. It i' innocent-

ly declared that, “hi' errors have come from
trii'tinir mm-Ii politician' as s.natoi Dorman:
hi' faults liavi conn
from not ropudiatimr

1

f

tho'i- who hav* mi'Vd him.*’ And further:
“IIS' administration ha* encountered otic irravc
'•andal. tlii
retention of Attoniey-Doncral

\
|

expert," and tliar they would be!

to

reason

and cowards if th y did not do it airain.
I f their spokesman b
be credite.l tin sc political what-i'-it'. an
a i!. pleased, while their
future movements .-an have no inter*-'! whate ’> *■ r to
any one ottt'id ->f their intinitesimal
selves.
fools

ries

bejr

remind

to

that the

lie.',"

in

of

use

speaking

statute

some of our contemporathe words “speckled, beau-

of trout,

limitations.

of

is

Soun

barred by the
other name,

please.
'Pile Democratic State < •.mmittc* ha- “censured** tin Senate for r*j* *<*tiiti: tin- nomination
"! (
apt. ( base. M c hope the Senate will bi*
ro bear up under it.
B

i:

b

c

have the Mate nui'ti-r this year.

to

Importations

of

Maine lias had for
in the

t"i-

•reliant

a

'"

lrnu

"'ale- and <iermany,
>tar steamer
ter

niiiii

the

zed ln

pi
e«

<

ubout the

or

ati-r

lii-nt l<-r

over

22.non

are

potatoes
American

Ireland, s.-otland, Kngland,
bring- its quota. A White

m one voyage lust win-acks ot potatoes. The t.ier-aid t" be rather smaller than

brought

li-~- than

no

competiproduce

other varieties and
their

d

The

noiling.
same

highly
mealy qualities, being ex

the

as

of the

cost

are

imported i-

vegetable.

\merieaii

An

importer -aid to a Tribune writer that. “The
-lion ot freight alone i- responsible for foreign
••nitric-’ lindinga market here. You will see the
when I tell you that it costs about
from Hnat
tin .-ante to bring a sack <d potato*
Britain in the hold of a steamer a- to bring it
-ii

t-

fr**m
g

at once,

Albany b\ rail.

>ml land

I

ndi

iai-e potatoes
\cgetables to..,

t“

miii

ha- got

feed the

to

enough

world, and

freight charges ol

bin the outrageous
the railroad- shut him out

fr

markets.”

excellent
the
efleet the
-m

this

\mcriran

Asked us to the
imported potatoes had on tin* market
winter and spring the merchant replied.

“1'oTatoe- would have been selling for £.'J nO a barrel instead of $j, if it were not for the imported

cigar stand with it, but before I got it through
the doorway, some remarks from my father

changed my mind, and I shut up the umbrella,
and father shut me up, and a lucrative cigar
business was ruined. As I w a> about to say.
this roof i> upheld by four marble pillars,
about ua bigas a ballet dancer’s legs, (as 1 ivthem.) the pillars l mean,they resting
marble foundation, jn the renter of whi< h
are tw » huge seiilpins hi the throes „f death,
standing on their head*, with their number ten
niemh

on a

mouths open, ov identic doing* their level be-t to
vomit up a li-li hook which is somewhere concealed down among-t their internal improveweather the water is supposed
to run out of the sculpin’s mouth, but no 1 lown
Kastcr could ewr relish water when lie used a
xailpin fora dipper. He will u-e Isis hut. or
the inside heel «>f his shoe, hut no seuipiu
please. It may do for California, but it’s too
rich for Boston. 1 don’t blame the city for
In wet

wanting to put that fountain out in the barn in
the spare horse stall, and I hope she will.
in seeing two fine entertainment' while in Boston. Man Anderson,
as I'artheiiia. in the beautiful
play of Ingomar.
at the (ilobe. was quite a treat, having never
< riti«
seen her.
say that Man’s love is too
eold. That unless Romeo wears an ulster, her
W

e

were

fortunate

.Juliet will frost bite and winter kill him. Now
if I were a young unmarried man, I would pri-

vately rehearse

love

with Mary, and
wear a seersucker and
take my chances of
freezing. Mary max never have been in love
really and truly, but if she ever does, and the
thermometer doesn't register lob on her lover’s
vertebra, you max kick me vxitli a pair of
divers shoes, jion'l fail to see Mary Anderson,
my friends, even if she can’t make love. At
the Museum we saw Augustin Bah’s company
a

I ‘and and up there, and the American producer is
knocked out.”
The Norwegian bark Oucen of the Hast arrived
at New York from Christiana May
14, with I.'100

either,
busy preparing for our living'' trip to the Sunn} South, from where, if
nothing prevents, 1 will write you again. Coining as 1 shall, so soon after the visit of Mr.

it

at

a

minute'

in Scotland

a

peek of potatoes, or a “stone,” as they call it,
weighing about fourteen pound-, sell- for two
pence half penny,
Here in New \ ork

or

.*» cents,

or at)

cents

a

barrel.

p* ck sell- for 2.'» and M"> cents
or £•_’ 2a a barrel.
Of course with cheap ocean
freight^ and a duty of |."> rents a bushel the New
York market

tons

a

i-

of ice. from “0

to

*24 inches in thickness.

member of the linn to which the ice

was

A

consigned

said that this

was the flr-t importation of ice from
Norway since the ice famine in l>*o. The cost of
cutting ice in Norway 1- about the same as in this
country. The freight rates just at this time, however, happen to be so low as to make it possible to
ship ice to the Cnited Mate.-, hut as the cost of
shipment is $l.a0 per ton. and the market rate for
ice in N. Y. is hut
this season, the margin of profit
aliovc the cost of cutting the ice is not enough to
encourage the importer-.
Bringing ice from Norway is not likely to become an established industry.

in

Nancy

Lydia

Larrabee

Sentenced.

Lydia Larrabee, of Jackson, win* was convicted of manslaughter at the January term of
court for causing the death of her daughter-in-law,
Mr- Helen M. Larrahee, was sentenced on Tuesday y Judge Peters. The Judge said that Justice
Libhy who presided at the trial informed him that
he should have

given Mrs. Larrabee

a

short

sen-

tence, say one year. J udge Peters said that M rs. L.
bore a bad reputation in Waldo county, which fact

doubt, influenced the trial more or less. He
proposed to do his duty in the matter without regard to public opinion. Owing to the condition of
Itclfast jail he should make the sentence light,
which was six months at labor in our county jail.

A

< o..

as vve were

Bavis, 1 don’t expect my presence will create
any great enthusiasm, as they have probably
burnt all their powder, and spent all their money, but 1 shall enjoy a quiet time just as well no
doubt.
< h i- Hi;om;i:.
In JJkikj'. the fishing schooner 1011 a M.
I>oughty of Portland has been seized by the
authorities at Knglishtown, X. >. for biiying
bait. The captain had a permit but was told‘that
it was no good. The Doujrhty is a deep water
fisherman..l&ailroad < onunissioners Wildes, Anderson and Mortlaud have approved the articles
of the Association of theBoekport Limerock It.
B. < o.Senator Frye has introduced into the
senate

Mrs.

Mr. Millikcu’s bill to allow railroads

compensation for mail cars in proportion to
the length of the apartments furnished.Joel
Wilson has been appointed collector of customs
for the district of York. Me.Vt a
meeting of

the Knox A Lincoln railroad directors held in
Bath Monday, it was voted to extend that road
from.its present terminus at the outskirts of
Bockland to the business center of that city at
a cost not to exceed $25,000. and the
expenses
thereof to be paid in equal payments in the
Isst
and
lsso,
Inks.
The
vote
was
six to
years
two. the Bath directors voting nay.

no

Transfers

In

Estate.

Real

The

Journal's First

Waldo

Mouuill.

the transfers in real estate, in
for the week ending May isth :

Among the articles to be found on the llrst page
ait; Department Commander Lane’s
order for the observance of Memorial Day; Co-operative Industry, No. 5, by C. S. Griffin, Esq.; Lett.*rs from Washington Territory and Minneapolis;
a letter on prohibition by Prof. F. W. Gowen;
Reminiscences of the

war

Packard; literary

notes;

editorial

an

on

for the Union

by

Mrs.

and newspaper
The Fisheries Question, etc.
news

were

held at the

Thursday ami Saturday afternoons.
first, the wife of Mr. William Blodgett, had
been married only a little more than a year. .Sermon by Rev. W. II. Williams.
The second, Mr.

The

of this issue

Helen M.

Funeral services

church last

Page.

complimented on

deal

News

naturally
finding that my

Journal:

1

reply

a

who is in every way qualilicd to
this and all kindred themes.

from

Messrs. Hanscome and

courteous

points:

key

en

Patterson, both clever and
gentlemen and well known to the travelling public. Purser llanscome can hand out the
of

seasick-proof stateroom w ith one hand
make change with the other while giving sail-

and

ing directions to
him to make

a

was

straight

less

more or

course to

misleading as

is

his

rection festival

can

he shown from

itself; second, that the

resur-

into the church after the
apostolic age and did not originate with, or at the
time of, the supposed miracle of Christ’s dead hotly

bunk, while Mr. Patterson has been known to start
up town to execute a commission a quarter of a
mile away just as the hands began to haul in the
gang plank, and to come aboard on the end of it
w ith the—lobsters.
We do not doubt but that if

rising

came

he had had two more minutes to spare the lobsters
would have arrived all made into salad. And

life; third, that the Christian spring festival at length came into historic connection with
the Teutonic form of the ancient Aryan spring festival and thence derived its present A nglo Saxon
name.
In response to these last two points my

that reminds

friend and

us

of Steward I’ote.

We have often

thought that the bills of fare of steamers and hotel- gi\e too much on paper, and that less variety
with better quality and cooking would till the
bill, and tin* traveller, more satisfactorily. Mr.
l'ote has

caught

lie
to this idea
articles—some would kick if

staple

on

provides

the

they did not

does not

day—with the delicanicely cooked and appetizingly

git beefsteak three times

a

supper contained, among other things,
Penobscot salmon and strawberries (not
Penobscot strawberries, of course) and Friday

pecting

homeward lias

start

always

is.

In

the sheil

launched

James Meat s, who

was one

of

our

old

greater part

He makes

reply

direct

no

at all

to

|

aged

mother.

which

Mayflower

the

him the best wislu
of all who
T. >. Bnvv i*i.s

know him.

large schooner yacht, also designed by j
The Late Dr. F. N. Palmer.
Mr. 11urgess, i- approaching completion, she was
The family of tin* late Dr. V. N. Palmer, of b..all planked at the time of our visit and a good idea
of Helfast, whose death by drow ning
could l»e had of her lines, and if she is not a speedy ton, formerly
together with tliat of i 1 igrandson from steamer
one her model belies her.
She has a good breadth
•John Hrooks was anuouneed last week, having
of beam with very -harp ends, and the material
seen no indications of mental
derangements in
used in her construction is of the best. Jf .-he
I '-ove- a.- formidable among the tw o stickers as the
Puritan iu the single stickers. Mr. Burgess and the
Messrs. Law leys will be likely to have their hands
full. \VY old salts down east

are

glad

to

know that

the

present era/e for steam yachts is not driving
the -ailing craft out of existence after the fashion
that the British “tramps” have obliterated our merchant -ailing marine, and w ill w ish success to the
Boston sloops and the new schooner in the coming j
contests.
ilie.* JJoston dailies

wo oi

last week.
the

Half

were

revolutionized

dozen of the editorial staff of

a

Advertiser and

liecord, including Mr. ,J. K.
managing editor, resigned, and
will lalic positions on the l'ost, which has under
gone another “reorganization.” A syndicate said
ti» have millions behind it—and
they will be needed
has bought the paper and will endeavor to lift
Chamberlain the

it out of its present financial straits. The Host has
lost its old time constituency without securing a
new one, and doubts are expressed by practical
new-paper men as
former status as
There is
w

to w

certainly

hich will

no

room

doubt be

hope may bring

we

hether it

regain its
paying property.
for great improvement,
can ever

dividend

a

brought

w

to commit -uicidc.
They think that the child may have fallen overboard and the doctor went after him in the hope of
rescuing him. This theory will commend itself to
those who knew Dr. Palmer best, lie was not of

temperament or disposition to induce insanity,
hut on the contrary was of a happy and cheerful
nature, temperate in his habit- and hud led a most

a

exemplary

life.

Dr. Palmer was Ilrattlcboro’s postmaster during
President Polk’s administration, lb* was the orig
inator of the first American

postage stamp, which
engraved by
hubhuek, o| Springtield.
for the postmaster’s personal use. These
.-tanipwere in use long before the Government decided
to use a stamp for tin- prepayment of postage. The
Palmer stamps bring a fabulous price, one having
been recently sold for $l-l."», while a fexv year.ago
Tims, (

was

one

sold for $300 at auction.
Court.

opened
city on Tuesday, .Judge Peters presiding.
No juries were in attendance, all cases
being matters Of law before the Judge. First to be beard
the contested

was

Jielfast,—ill fact,
lowing titles

General,

Charles W.

family.

on

the relation of Thomas W. Pitcher

Haney.

Judge

The

vs.

ruled that thc\

should he heard as one case and that
testimony
applicable should be used for either case. No new
points were raised, and the testimony was substantially as before reported. A large part of the

testimony

documentary.

was

The remainder of the estate to be
given to Hannah T. McGilvery, in trust, for the
support of Sarah Thurston, an insane person. In
the event of the restoration to reason of the said

amined

Sarah, her marriage or decease, then the remainder
of the property to he divided equally among her
children Clara H. Blanchard, Stephen l{. Thurston,
Mary T. Kogers, Sarah li. Thurston, Hannah T.
McGilvery, Henrietta M. Whitten and Elizabeth 11.

law court at

MacDougall.

Alderman case in ward two,
two cases in one, bearing the lol

Thomas W. Pitcher, for mandamu- vs. Charles
Itaker, et. als., and Orville D. Itaker, Attorncv

Clara M. It. Thurston, late of Soarsport, first
directs that all her just debts he paid. Next she
gives her jewelry, wardrobe, books, &»*. to all her

the

Judicial

in this

tor.

he divided among them. Then she requests that her daughter, Hannah T. McGilvery,
be paid, with interest, for all sums advanced to

Witnesses

were

e\

11. Itaker was a minor;
prove that \\
that Kimball was not a voter in ward 1: that se\
eral votes were offered to persons whose names
were

not

on

the

voting

list.

The

case

Augusta which meets

goes

to

the

Tuesday
Fogler A Williamson. Drummond. Thomp-

next.
son

to

on

A Dunton.

Franklin

Waldo P. Treat and Annie 11.

Treat,
Treat, appels. vs. Webster Treat.

An appeal
from the decision of the Probate Court. The mat-

Wynes A. Haskell, of Winterport, gives to his j
ter involves the estate of Col. Robert Treat, late of
wife, Martha A. Haskell, all his estate, to dispose j
Frankfort, ail estate at one time valued nt $£>0,of as she thinks best. Mrs. Haskell is administra000. Webster Treat was administrator. This case
trix.
came up on appeal against
granting admr. petition
Amy Stevens, late of M mtville, after some
to sell real estate in Iiangor, to
satisfy an allowminor gifts to relatives, gives to her
I
daughter ance made
to admr. On trial. Fogler and WhiteA blue S. Daniels, $5 and all her wearing
apparel, j house. Littlefield.
To her son Isaac C. Stevens, she
gives the use of
all her real estate so long as she lives, ami at his I
Base Ball Notes.
decease the property to go to his nearest relatives.
The inter collegiate base ball league scries open
All the residue of the property goes to her son !
flat Watervilie May 1*2, between the Colhys and
Isaac C. Stevens. Isaac C. is to
to her other
pay

.John A. and Edward K. the

sons

sum of $1 each.
appointed executor.

Edward P. Knowlton is

Odd
One

of

the

Fellow

prominent Odd Fellows in
Maine, Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., died at his
home in Portland, on Thursday last, aged 73 years.
He was initiated in Maine Lodge No. 1, Portland,
in 1*43, the same year Odd Fellowship was introducedinto Maine. Oct. 17,1843.he became a charter
member of

most

a new

Lodge

lodge

No.

in Portland called Ancient
of which body he was a

4,

member at the time of his
he

death.

terested in the Odd Fellow

difficulty iu Belfast
member of the committee in the Grand
when the case was heard. Mr. Kingsbury

was a

Lodge
was a

brother of Samuel

shown

We have been

Kingsbury,

of Waldo.

copy of the constitution
by
Lodge No. 48,1. O. O. F. instituted at Searsniont, May 10,1847. The charter

and

a

laws of Canal

was
were

in

reclaimed

reported

1854.

in 1847.

The

following

Bohan P.

officers

Field,
G.;
G.; George Gunn,Sec.; Nathaniel
We believe all the above named
living. The Noble Grand, Bohan P.
N.

Sumner Pattee, V.
K.

Maxey, Treas.

officers are
Field, is our fellow townsman.
The Grand Master of Maine, R. P. Capcn, of
Augusta, will visit Waldo Lodge, No. 12, Belfast,
on
28. He Is to make a tour
of the lodges in tins vicinity.
The current number of the Odd Fellows Register
and Masonic Journal, published at Portland, is ail
interesting one. It contains a full report of the
several Grand Masonic Bodies at Portland.

Friday evening May

doitis.

A

Hl8

Old

Tricks.

Washington special says that Captain John
Washington ns the agent of a British
steamship company to defeat the proposition to
devote $800,000 to the carrying of our foreign mails
on American steamers, and that he is assisted
by
the agent of German lines.
Codman is in

hard

light

the Bowdoins

won

state
Bow-

Score—Bowdoins

4, State college *2. Bow
•loin played both games under protest, the other
clubs protesting, claiming that Bowdoin has a
member who is not a college student. Moulton,
who played a part of last season with Belfast,
plays with Bowdoin. At Orono, Saturday, the
Colby’s beat the Maine State college team—score,
-2 and 1. The same day
doins beat Bates 1 to 2.

I nformat toil

at

Brunswick the Bow

Wanted,

once

at

a

Rcllows,
Trevctt, Colcord, Llijali Ritchie, Shepherd, and
(ierri-h, Sisters Downs, Kiiehie. Campbell. Rcl
low sand others. Northern Light (1 range t in ni-lied
excellent tea and eoflec during the noon recess.
The meeting was again called to order at one
o’clock precisely. Music. ( oefeixedthe Ii ft ii de
Willie Lord gave a
give upon live member-, lb
Resolved that it is
Hue declamation. (lue-tion
better to sow grass seed in the fall than in the
Neg. Rro. F. W. Ritchie.
M. Ritchie, L. slieplu id. Durham.

spring. A IV. Rro. I town.-.
Remark-

by

W

Campbell. Nealley,
.-rgu-a.n. Dyer.
Nealley
and others. Song by Sister Dyer. Recitation by
sister Philips. 'l’< pi-*. What eon-tit lite- a good
housekeeper: (ipe’.ed by sd-ter Rellow follow ed
by >;sters( (de, Durham, Phillip-. Downs. Ritchie,
Nealley, White, Consult. Rros. Durham, -uepherd.
Miller. Phillips. Ii. Ritchie. ( amphell Win. Riti liie.
.mi
Smith, Curney Ilarrimsin and Trevett. 'Pm
mittee on time, place, and programme reported as
follow.-: 'I’inie .June I At ii, Place South Rraneli
1. < ipening exercise-: •_*,
Prospect, Programme
.»f wel
Music;
Repoit, of grange-: I, A d-1 v«
come by Si.-tcr (lerity ;
Re-poiisc I»y si-P Rian
.1.

I

—

chard

ii, slut 11 we ha\e tw o meeting- iii An.
Music by sd-ter Alice Haley
De-damaS uni
s.
;

7.
!■>

II. R.

Ilagsm; :i, recess; in. music: 11, < onlerring
of tilth degree; p_\ (Juc-tion. Re-olvcd thsit the
young smd rising generation m-ed gresder force of
elistraetcr imw than lifly yesussigo. All’. Partridge
u
and (irillin, Neg. Rhmeluird smd (.inn: i:b
by
.J. (i. Knceland: 14, Topic- Resolved that tb
creamery system i- preferable to private dairy ing.
To be opens d
•!; 14.
y Sister Phillips and ('•■!
elo.-ing. \ vote of thiiiik-- w;t-extended to Northern Light for eoiirtesie-.
>

\i r. mii

n;
a

of the

II.

.1.

i.u.

;i|7-

A

Railroad from Burnham to the Boundary*

A new railroad project is boomed
a correspondent of the Anson Advocate, who by
thinks a road

from Burnham in connection with the Maine Central and Belfast brunch, thence through the towns
of Canaan, Athens, Solon, Bingham, the Forks of tlu>
Kennebec and across the East Branch to the Me
gantic railroad, thence across Moose ltiver to the
boundary line <>f the State and connecting with the
Point Levis and Kennebec railroad now being constructed, would find a winter port at Belfast and
soon be recognized as the air line from (Quebec to
the Pacific. It is a dream worth dreaming.

Templar Notes.

M. J.

Dow, of Brooks, Grand Chief Templar
of Maine, I. <). G. T., has commissioned Ever
ett B. Norton, of Farmington, special state Deputy
Grand Chief Templar.
Geo. E.

Brackett, of this city, visited CumberLodge of Good Templars last week,

land Id strict

and made

an

address.

Fred ]..
A

brisk

a

sale,
goatees.

Tin* whole block will be made

the

store.

new

Mr.

conform to

to

I

Dow, at Hrigadier- Island, i- well
equipped for the capture of -almon. lie has throe
weirs atnl last week put down a net, or what is
known as a trap.
Ira T.

I.oenjoy,

landlord of

the Granite

11ou-<•, \ inailiawn, when that hotel was burned,
has taken charge of the Ucvere House in this city,
in tin* employ of F. ||. Haney A ( >. Mr. Lovejoy
knows how to

keep

hotel.

a

ii\ Ch rk Mm eh has received a letter from the
Austro-11 nngarian Consul at l>n-ton, asking for in<

formation concerning the death of one Anton Ker'»af, captain of a vessel, said to have died in some
sea port along the coast. Any information relating
b> herbal will he gladly reeeivi d by the Consul.
We
lb

indebted

are

T. It

publisher and author,

to the

<

arskadoii. Keyset-. '\ e~t Virginia, for
a copy of The Hook of Fn.-i!age.
Mr. t 1- M'lielied for as an authority outlie siihjeet. and he i- an
eiilliii i i-tie .olyoeale of the >11... We have handed
n.

the work

praei:eal farmer who may have
thing to say e.n the subject later.
to

a

Hut little businc-.-

-ome

Hiowa. in tinWalker.
I Mr!

heard at the othe»

wa

■ a-e

city,

Fred W.

Saturday, before C. M.

on

The

F.sip. of L’oekland.
of Helmont. in

e

d

iew

re\

s.

ease

i- .John

Fretl \\

Hnuvn.

against Dickey
lor ppd'e-.-innal services, and Dhkev petitioned
for a
\iew. The deii-ion will he made public

of Heifa-f. Hrown lias

Indole the
F'.'.s.

.J.

S.

t oiirf.

>ea.-on,
wa-

never

Hat

so

early in the

so

paying !J cent-per do/en.

thecLir business i- overdone.
many liens in Waldo county

N<»i

ui\

l"

»•

'lucre

s.

ii-1 ehureh last

-.i

Lev. dohu F.

....

la.-t

Mr. Marsh

services at the

Sunday on account of the
ke, of a-tine, preach

Lo.

at the Cuifarian
ehureh.
I-;. Tin'!.- will occupy the pulpit of the
North ehureh next simday-The subject of I’ev.

I»e\.

Sunday

t,.

HeIfast, Maine,

age's sermon at the Cnitarian ehureh
next Sunday mornimr will In--‘Moral and spirit-

line

ual

They have keen here in the M
Hospital since the ±*d uliimo. (apt. T. s.

Fels. ayent for the underwriter-, interceded vvitii
( apt. \ oyel, of the steamship ( ity of I'alatka and
tree pa-~aye for ( apt. >hutcaud his -on
-ecur.
'the mate f the Fane 1.
In lies!, m. and a a un
with the kind-hearted (apt. \i»yel. he prole p-I {•>
do still more to introduce the two men i< other cap
tains at Charleston and endeavor t<- yet them In c
pa—aye home. Neither the ( aptain or .-on have
any money and a- the two pale-faced men toed <ni
the -team-hip dock this niorniny the ( aptain said
to those around him
“We are reduced to a bcyyarly .-1at«
Ail I had
went dow n f»n the l>riy, even to* my elotliiny. and
little mementoe-. I owned three -ixteenth' «.| the
vc-scl. valued at .*hJ.uuu, and -he was uninsured,
and it av as my all; and it i-absurd lor the people
1 iviny about the place of wreck to-ay that l could
have-aved the v essel and earyo ind I lc-ircd. V.
one with common sense would h.i'e ; brown a way
his property, and risked hi- life aid tho-c.q hicrew a- I lid.
No sir, we did every thin--w e
mid
to keep into deep water, hut could im;
Tvv. <d
our boats wen -mashed to piece-, and the third
We
vva-all that we had to cliuy p> and -in
hi.
vnre tvvo mile- and a half from -bore when tin>••
vessel -truck, and the mast' beynnto-ua;
and
fro and v<s-cl careen lir-t one wav and the other
until the sea hurst ihroiiyh her -tern and sle heyau
to -ink and break to pieces.
“My self and seven ot the erevv eliiny t.• a little
yaw l for t wo hours and a half, liyhtiny to keep our
heads above the breakers. The Tut would turn
equal to a round ioy, and no one ouild -tay on it.
I yot a rope around it and to the nq-.- end boat we
svv uny on for dear life untii re-cue I
by the keeper
of the house of refuye. My -reward vva-exhau.-t
ed and drowned
When \vc y.-l a-bore
cm
pletely exhausted v •re vve that none of ii- were
able to walk. It vva- a elo-e.-have i.-i life. Aly
men were nearly wild -o overcome were tlu-y vvitii
friyht and t'atiyi.e.
About the watei cask- and iron tank mentioned
in the paper The ! I era Id Monday I w i 11 tell you.
These three article- iloaicd ashore. | claimed
them and told tin- people liviny there that I was
without a d< i 1:11• and to make me an oiler for tin m.
but not one cent could I yet from them.
I In y said
if I left them they vvould try to -ell them for me.
I had no faith in their promise-a-they -bowed a
dispo.-ition to take and .-eeretc what they could;
and 1. in an anyry moment, broke up the tank and
casks. I may have done wroay, and perhaps
would not do -o mu
••1 am .11 yt ars of aye and hav
a w ife and three
children. I went to ,-e;i when a mere In., and this
i.- the lir-t accident or loss 1 ev er nn w it’ll.
It has
about disyu.-ted me with -eafariny. and 1 return
homo to my wife at I’.elfa-t, lad in rays, pennih
and almost completely undone. I hope lor the
best thouyh and am ylad my own life and that of
my son was spared, and pray I may never ayain
he stranded on the Fast eo.i-t of Florida.”
Tlu* Captain then went aboard the I’alatka and
bid adieu to Florida.
■

•1

-••

••

A.

"a

ih

11 row

iiy. which will

(

Hainror

route

Improved farm implement-of various
kinds are constantly arriving at cur depot, and
among the new implements that have rome to -tay
is

the disc

wheel harrow.

or

I>

w

A: (..odd have

trying a new Climax harrow, and are very
pleaded with it. Farmers cannot atl'ord t>
work with poor implements in these hard time-.
The best, if one knows what it is. is the most
economical in the long run_M. Chase is now in
Boston on a business trip.\moiig other thingbrought in here the past winter has been nearly
one hundred rords id' hemlock hark, for which
about s‘> per con 1 ha- been pud.\tigu.-tuI.ibby was in town the other day picking up some
stock. A few horse.-have recently changed hands
here. John M. Dow has sold a heavy T'ger roll,
four years old, to J. D. Joins fora team horse.
The Tigers are pn»v ing well for business purpo-t
-.

Mrs.

...

C.

V.

Monroe has returned from llo-tou,
investigating the mysteries in

where she has been
the

millinery and fancy goods line, and now vv*•
shall see style to kill among our v illage girls.
Mr. Kinney ot lloiiltoii is in tow n with hi-engine
for boring well.-. several w ere .-link in tbi- ieinity
last autumn

..Mr. Beni. Ames of Thorndike haJ. II. (Jordon's house, vv hich is said

begun work on
to he something unique in design,
( lias. J. Boh
erts has the lumber on the spot to Imild his w ith.
\. II. stantial has bought a lot ami will Imild dm
ing the season, \ndrevv Fogg has bought a lot
and will put up a house during the year. It i.- said
that two or three cottages will be put up in the
village during the year-II. II. I’illcy has been
doing a nice job in the way of repairs upon his

buildings.

Tilton Flliott has made

some

extensive

buildings and has now a neat -laud,
lie has bought out the business as well a- tie
of
Mr. Dodge and intends to become a
buildings

repairs

on

his

permanent resident of Brooks, lie is an inf cl I i
gent, industrious, able and moral young man and
wo wish him abundant success in his business
which is of much henclit to tin- tow 11 and vicinity.
For some twelve year- he has been in the business
with Mr. Dodge and without doubt understands
it
to

thoroughly.... l-aae Staples hasgone
look after

some

to

Kentucky

thoroughbred stock—.Several

valuable young horses have heen sold recently
.M. J. Dow Fsq. has sold his carriage mare. Kit, t.»
W. I*. Sinclair, she is light weight hut me of the

Hirmingham: Purser, d. H.

•'leward. D. H. Smith ...The

building

Itnwrr.

ai

number of weeks
The

r»4 bushels of oats this spring ...Mr. s. L.
Stevens has been fitting up the .John (o a\ «‘s house

for rooms to use in tinishing vests for D. Brackett,
who will still receive the vests and furnish them to
the numerous vest-makers in this viciniry to be
made up. Mr. Stevens luts been for several years
derstands the
considerable

un-

tinishing
help

lias made and

business, lie will employ
in his business.... I>. Brackett

shipped

to his linn i*. Boston the

past winter

over 23,000 vests, which exceeds any
former winter’s work _\. F. Davis lias resumed

the business of

carriage building in the shop re
eently occupied by his father, the late N. i\ Davis,
and will

turn out a line lot of grocery wagons.
hand some tine box top and open buggies all ready to take out.The beautiful Knox
stallion. "Black Duke,” the property of L. Uich of
this town, has been taken to Aroostook county for
service during the season. It is to be hoped that
He has

soon

on

this line horse mav receive the patronage he so
M. s. stiles has 13 grade texel
richly deserves
sheep from which he sheared last week HKJ lbs. of
wool, which, I think, rather beats Mr. Perry’s, of
Burnham, mentioned in the Journal of last'week.
Mr. S. has four one-year-old ewes that vieldcd JO3*
lbs. of wool, the heaviest fleece weighing 11 lbs.
The lambs are as good as can be found in the county.. .The (Tniou Sabbath school was reorganized
at the meeting-house last Sunday with the follow
ing ollicers ; Supt., A. Croxford ; Asst. Supt., F. II.
Brown; Secy., Mrs. F. II. Brown; Lib., L. Hatch;
Pol. and Treas., Levi Iticli-I’riah Warren lias
repaired and painted the outside of his house which
is a good improvement, s. S. Boherts and M. S.
Stiles have also treated their houses to a new coat
of paint-M. S. stiles has a few more sugar beet
seed, received from the Ag’l Dep. at Washington,
that he will furnish gratis, in small quantities, to
any one who wishes to test their value and productiveness— ( alvin Work has had one of MeKonney A Watson’s well drills this spring; and after
digging 27 ft. in the ground they sunk a hole 27‘a
ft. in the ledge and struck a vein that produces an
abundance of water. This well will lie a great acquisition to Mr. Work’s farm.

will

Patterson;
Silver Star,

steamer

he

ne.r

launched

lora

railway at Carter's yard in this
'•ip' i-doing a good Imishc-s this spring. A \essel
on the
way sdaiiy for repairs and several are in
waiting. Tibs railway i- one of the best of our
recent local enterprise.-,
one day hot wrek a \e>
-el was hauled out. an old shoe taken otl' the keel,
a new one pm on, the \e--el
bottom trimmed up
and painted, and the ve-s, | lamielie<l the-aim* da;
Thi- is
m-idered ;i good day'- work.
plea-ant company

A

Mr

mlded

u-~«

at

Three Waldo
admission

birtli of Mrs. Charlotte

Mrs. i'. is

Turney.
preserved lady and entered into the -port
/e-i of Hie younger members.
Presents,

a

w

well

ith the

memcn

toes

Hie occasion,

A

plea-ant e\eein_ w.t- pa--cd and at the
no- again at the next anniveragreed to

very
lose all

made

were

to

Mrs. Turner.

day

numerous

Fred

handsome lish la-d week.

ver\

The trout that

was

hooked and ifof aua\ weighed two pound'. Another part\ visited Sw an l ake and strain»‘d all the
in the

pond through the bottom of a leaky
boat. Hooks carefully baited with the wrifling
an.ale worm wen- draped the length of the pond,
water

but not

nibble

a

>va~

felt.

impure of the Shin in'

of

Fur further information
Waldo county.

Mimmuiu. D.o. Thomas 11. Marshall 1‘ost, t;.
h\, \*. i 11 have the usual services on Memorial

A.

I):iy.Ma\ Il'i.
the

at

Memorial

A

will he preached
Sunday, the :»Oth.

-erimnt

nivcrsali't Church

I

on

Members .a' the l’o>t and all interc-ted
The iliil'erinit

-ocietie- and

and

participate

to

to

are

invited.

the

city ^o\ eminent
join the procession Mondav

in the services of

decorating the

of soldiers. The address in the eveiiine
will prohabls lie delivered by h’ev. It. C. Went
worth, the new Methodist clergyman.

craves

A
this

sr>;i<»i

oity

William

I

s

Wosoott, of

l'.> years of aw. was sorHall’s polishing mill on Friday,

\oiintr man

a

iou>l\ injurod
altoriioon.
II.

at

oii^iiyrd in poli.-hin.tr a larw
trranilo oolumu w eijrhin^r lw clvo unis, and in oiling
sonio of tinmaohinory hi- ritrht arm booanu* entangled and wa- drawn into the ro^.s »f the.waring. I ho arm wa- so lirmly hold that it -topped
was

tho revolution of tho lartro
torn

fr.nn tin-

elbow

to

arm

-tone.

Tho lle-h

was

from between tho shoulder and

point half way between the elbow and

a

wrist. Tli.- mils.do.- and blood vo-sel- wore b.adlv
he rated, lmt the surwon in eharw think- ho can
11:** ami
Mr. \\ os,«»rt had only boon at work
da\s before tho aooidmit oeeurrcd. His follow
workmen in the \ard made up a purse of
|ur
In hem 111 and an additional sum wa- raised olso
ive

his passage dow

and worked

car,

1'. Mau-lirld. Hi-Ifa

i.

advcrtiscs this week

a

specimen ( lira s of m>od-at Ills store m \la*ni*■ Temple. Me lias a large stock and the prices
quoted are out a sample ot what he an do_
Mark Andrews. Hellast. oiler- a special -ale of
childrens, hoys, youths and men --nits at prices
that defy compel it ion. Also a new ami elegantline of straw hat.-and furnishing goods... Mr-. .1.
t
Cates, Hellast, announces latest novelties in
millinery, ami has a nice assortment of trimmed
hats and bonnet-. Al-o summer good-, •she huiit- ot the be-t milliners in the
city_Head Manson's carriage advertisement. Mr. II. not only has
the l*cst carriages to he found, but can get up an
lew
-•

attractive ami readable advertisement-Tin* Star
Uieyelc is one of the he.-t w inds in the market,
ami is becoming ver\ popular. Hieycling is becoming more universal year after year. (ieo.
Head, lielfa -t. is agent for this wheel-It. Kelley
A Co., Hellast. have* titled up and are now prepared
to card wool at their factory.
see places where
wool

can

be left... Mr. N.

Manstield has rebuilt

carriage and blacksmith -hop
fa-t, which he

wishes

to

ire

la go

is

vi..

Mr. E.

last week.
at

Ilo

I).

came

Little Itivev for

having

a sea

Hurd, of Boston,

was

down to prepare his

in

rot-

occupancy. He
wall built and shade trees transsummer

planted.lames W. Clark, formerlv a resident of
Belfast, is v L-iling old friends here-E. II. Henlow, Es«[. arriv ed at his summer home in Stockton,
Legraden on Penobscot, last Momlay....Mrs.S. L.
Milliken and Master Mel. Milliken, went to Boston
last Thursday fora week's visit—Mrs. F. \V. Patterson has gone t<» Boston to be gone three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quimby were last
...

at Atlanta, Georgia, where they were
visiting Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Winslow. We had anote from Our George, written on arriv al at Savannah by steamer from Boston. He reported having
a good time but Mrs. Quimby's enjoyment was
somewhat marred by seasickness on the trip down
...Mr. (J. t). Clark, formerly of Belfast, and who

beard from

| is in a hotel in Kansas City, has sent us papers
containing an account of the recent cyclone there.
A. boss, of this city, is absent-Mr.
-bev.
Eugene Merrill, of Portland, formerly of Soarsport, general agent for Maine, New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, for the C. S. Dealers Asso. and Mercantile
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telegram Monday from Penobscot, stating that
his father was very low. Mr. JIaney, senior, who is
well known in Belfast, is sj years of age_Judge
Haskell, of Portland, arrived from Bangor Tuesday evening, driv ing his handsome black span, lie
left Wednesday morning for Augusta.Mr. and
Mrs. George Banks, of Gardiner, are in Belfast,
v isiting Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Banks....George E.
Brackett, of this city, and M. J. Dow, of Brooks,
leave Thursday for bichmond, Va., to attend the
annual session of the (.rand Lodge of the world,
Good Templar-(’apt. Sherman, of Chelsea, father of Dr. Sherman, of Belfast, is in town on a visit.
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sister, Bridget,” dated Ireland, containing an
peal to Ellen to send their mother a present is the
only clue to her family identity obtainable.
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success

Wills

about and

him. do not believe he intended

discussed:

then

was

night

mill

market,

Tuesday.

station, Sunday May 23d,

W. O.

7v.

Ferguson and Rowell.

polishing

his

Iris

The lirst band organ of the
pearance

week.

Waldo Co. grange held its May session by invitation with Northern Light (irange, Wintcrport. May

county by lb.

running

Belfast

<

The U. S. buoy steamer
Tuesday morning.

day.

the

Penobscot

|

.1. Hall is

<

in the

were

Saturday.

J'eii Oiii)Kit (’itv Committee.

Sagadahoc County Fair. Mr. Lang
has bad much to do in organizing new (I range.- and
stimulating existing ones to their fullest activities,
and w e are glad to know that his work is recognized and appreciated.”

The (.range listened to an excellent e-say from
The following |Ucstion
sister Fannie Downs.

tell, therefore, w hether we “greatly dill'er” upon
this point or not; probably not, or he would have
said so. Butin passing over this lirst part of m\

was

the

at

Isth. The day was line and attendance good.
Nine granges were represented by delegate-. ,i.id
Hancock County by Worthy Master Smith and

the lirst

a

inhabitants,

and for several years First Selectman of the town.
Services conducted by Mrs. Morse_Mrs. Ellen,
wife of Thomas Gurney, left for Montana last
Monday to rejoin her husband. Mrs. Gurney came
East lagt autumn to spend the winter with her

from

rich, ripe

observed that what I wrote “res-

the Easter festival" tills the

prosperous as any in the State, and the
results of their labors are manifest each

are as

autumn

point in my letter, which is that a misleading emphasis has been laid upon the precautions reported
to have been taken to guard the tomb.
I cannot

beat.

to

there

understands, he says he docs not “greatly dill'er,"
not enough, it seems, to state what that ditVcrcnee

strong point with Steward I’ote is the butter,
which means that the butter is not strong, w hile
the bread is good enough to match the butter. Altogether Mr. I'ote is nobly keeping up the reputation of Belfast for good living.
How to kill time in Boston while awaiting the
to

\\*-rk among the tlrangers of that section. Although Sagadahoc is not a large county the < 1 ranges

al-

of my former communication, and with this greater part, “the drill” of which my friend evidently

ith lobster salad also. Another

Imur for tin* boat

not

really

But it will be

s

same w

“1 do

say

what

facts.

broiled

evening the

to

Farmer says: “In his remarks before
Cl range the other day, tlov. Robie paid
a deserved compliment t<*tmr correspondent. Mr.
•J. W. Fang, for the faithfulness and ability of bis

Strawberries

Vicinity.

UIUMIIIUCAN CAUCUS. The ltepubHcan of Jielfast are requested to meet in caucus at the Court
House, in tins city, on Friday evening, May 21st, at
7..‘50 o’clock, for the purpose <»f electing delegates
to attend the Republican State and
Congressional
Conventions. A full attendance is requested.

communi-

The Maine

need any such fact to account for
origin—such origin ‘‘has no hearing on” such

its

cies in season, all
served. For example, the bill of fare for Thurs-

da>

this

special

Sagadahoc

together agree
your correspondent
writes respecting the Easter festival, nor do 1
difler.
The
of
the festival has no
greatly
origin
hearing upon the fact of tin* resurrection.” And I
will here add, that therefore, of course the festival
with

a

County, advance!

Waldo

to

neighbor has

News of Belfast and

cation to Deputies, point out the towns of Liberty,
Lincoluvillc Center, bearsport and Palermo, as
towns which have no Granges, and which offer a
good Held for a Grange. Waldo Co. has seven
Deputies, and it would seem that with the strong
force of active, earnest Patrons they can call t<»
their aid, if necessary, that weak Granges might he
strengthened, and new Granges instituted in such
good farming towns as those named. Deputies of

body

the tomb in which the sacred

the New Testament

“tired” traveller that enable

a

guard
placed,

to

Executive Committee in

The

First, that the much emphasized talk
about the great precautions said to have been tak-

a

Granges.

the

and conducted it to its close without mistake and
without hooks. The progamme consisted of speeches, music, select readings and an original poem.

speak upon

one

of

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, at its last meeting in
consequence of the busy season bad but one male
officer present. The sisters opened the m eting

inst., hearing upon the Easter festi-

In answer to your correspondent of last week I
wish to say, that in my former communication
there was an effort made at establishing three

Brother

following are

The

county,
Charles H. Black, Swanville, to F. W. Miller,
Mass. Aliens. Bailey, Knox, to Cora C.
Chelsea,
Mrs. Larrabee was immediately committed. Those
who are familiar with the case think the sentence Sawyer, Moutville. Reuben Colson, Monroe, to
Edward R. Colson, same town. Alonzo Dutch,
a light one.
Belfast, to Sarah Shaw, same town. Martha E.
Dickey, Belmont, to Sarah Martin, same town
But one Voire for the Kenomlnatlon or Hon. 8.
Estate C. S. and <>. Fletcher, Stockton, toA.M.
L. Vtllllken.
Deveraux, same town. George A. Gowen, MontThe Ellsworth American says: ‘It is not often
ville, to Flora E. Nash, same town. 1). E. Hunter
that Maine lias been so ably and faithfully repre& als. Clinton, to Eli E. York, Unity. Abide S.
sented in Congress as at the present time. In both
Holmes, Waldo, to Henry E. Patterson, same
the Senate and House we are represented by men
town.
Harrison Hayford, Belfast, to Daniel C.
of whom we may well he proud. The general verToothaker, same town. Clement W. Lane, Windict appears to be, “Well done, good and faithful
terport, to Robert G. Campbell, same town. Lizzie
servants!” We believe that not only no change is
II. Smalley, & als. Chelsea, Mass., to Florence E.
demanded in this delegation but none will be al- !
Smalley, same town. James R. Taber, Unity, to
lowed for the present. In our own congressional j
D. L. Hunter & als. Clinton. Ralph J. Wiggin,
district there seems to be hut one voice, and that
Knox, to Oliver Bowen, same town. Aaron Young,
voice is very emphatically in favor of the renomiLincolnvillc, to Susan A. Young, same town.
nation of our present able and faithful Representative, Hon. Seth L. Milliken.

Resurrection.

the

of tiik

val, has heen considered worthy of

Penobscot last

Thursday for a trip to Boston and return, thus
having two nights on the water, and a day for
sight-seeing at the hub. We found in the oftiee

scene

thrown open to Kurope and ( an
ada. 'There are thousand-and thousands of barrels that come from Nova >«otia, 1’rinee 1*Mward’s

Ju-t look

palatial

good

a

and

Editor

letter of the .‘M

of

which he adapted from the
Herman.
It was a most amusing comedy, ami
a- acted bv his
company was well worth seeing.
With .Janies Lewis, .John Brew, Heo. Barks
and Ada Rehan in the east it could not fail to
be enjoyable. Tlie Madison Square
Company
was playing at the Bark, and the New York
Mikado Company at the Hollis St. Theatre, but
our limited stay did not allow ii' to attend

article.

was

the writer embarked in the

thk

|

ments.

Ice.

the tubers an- imported into that
mouths in the year. Nearly every

s,*r

sti-ami

'•an

and

year- outside
A New York

.-onu

potato market

for -i\

cit>.

Potatoes

It

feel

of the line steamers of the B. & B. 8. 8. Co.
purely in quest of pleasure, however, that

on one

vase

\' ms a

a

\\

pleasure

To

|

Carland. after it leonine ?;-oe"ary for the Department of dii'tiee to tak-- action in a matter
iu wlii- h Mr. Carland had an interest acijtiircd
in a manner discreditable to him. Mr. Carland
should have resign, .|; failing that he should
have been dismissed.**
For all that Mr. < an y
thinks that the mugwumps who voted for Mr.
< leveland "have irot all and more than
they had

and

Easier

of the year has come when business
may be combined by a trip to Boston

season

in my arms, and that ! been a
troublesome problem with the writer, hut j
i«-e. but Fred will care- on this occasion an
glare
expedition to the new yacht j letter your correspondent takes up certain incion
if
his coat lappel as
it Mayflower was determined upon. A policeman
lessly hang one up
dental remarks of mine w hich suggest t<. him other
wen a button-hole bouquet.
Notwithstanding was interviewed as to which line of street cars issues for debate, such as the hypothesis of the re
tin unfortunate «ii*ast« r the company met with would land us nearest the yacht; hut alas, he had litoval of the
body by the friends «,t' .Testis, the
the iiie i* very popular ami deservedly so, for never heard of the Mayflower or the Puritan ; lie | wisdom of Joseph and Nicodcmus. the Hospels as
knew where South Boston w as, but lie never w ent
so far a* it can be everything is done for the
“contemporaneous and credible narratives and
there and did not know w hat was there. Hoarding
What became of the body
AN itli a statement of
safety and comfort of the passengers.
a
oar the conductor was interviewed.
He knew
these issue and a bri*d discussion of one of them
W* found Boston looking ;i> "reen as tin
all about the yachts, where they were to be seen,
your eorro po; Jtills almost the whole of himan from tin country.
Tin trn> well it. leaf, [
etc., but confessed he would not cross tin* street
eommunication. And if it is thought best to shift
ami many of the pear ami other early fruits in
to see any kind of a sailing craft.
“Hive me a
blossom.
The .irrass on the < 'ommoii was look- good game of base bail,” said the fare-taker w ith tlie discussion to these grounds and leave out o!
j
the original question respecting the Easter
in" !i> well a- it could, considering the fact enthusiasm. Hereupon the scribe mildly intimated sight
festival, concerning which it seems we do not
that it wa> mostly eo\er«-«l over with trow-ers. that he could not be hired to sit out a game of base
“greatly dill'er,” why, of course 1 will not object.
in caeli j«air of which was a "-trikor.” the own- ball, but would have walked miles to see the PuriWith your permission as to using space in the col
tan scoop the (.enesta.
The conversation laner doina his host to hold the irrass down, and
umns of the Journal for such a purpose I would
after that, and in due season tin* ear
guished
m
w illingly undertake to do my part in a friendly exnliunly attempting the impossible task of
reached the jumping off place, with yacht clubs
/’ work, unless
of views upon the questions that m\ friend
keepini: nature from doimr
and boat houses near at hand and yards full of change
and neighbor has brought to the front in this cor
she siirncd their -••ale ..f prices. Thc-c strikeryachts, while far away, at anchor, the Puritan
respondence. I await hi' pleasure and your conremind me of tho-e old iron clad. eopi er fas- loomed
up. It was a cold day and the writer
venience in the matter.
Very truly,
tened Turitan-. who came here to worship
perforce turned his back on the famous sloop and
J. A. s \\ \<.i:.
< i<i'I accord ini; t<» the dictate- of their own constarted across the point for the yard of Laws- i.-nee.
Here the Mayflower, launched
and dictate the worship of (iod to I Icy ,v Sons.
Prof. Bateman’s Course of Lectures in Jefferson.
everybody «1-e. The -trikefs -ay. "This i- a | the week before, lay alongside the wharf with
Tlu* people of .felfei>i»ii and adjoining vicinities,
mast stepped and riggers getting
have enjoyed a rare treat during the past week, in
free country where every man can he his bowsprit in,
to send her tnptrtast aloft.
Her boom, 00 listening to a course of phrenological lectures b\
ready
o\vn master, and do as he pleases.
We will
Prof. L.
Bateman. of Searsmont. 1‘rof. Bate
feet in length and 14 inches in diameter, lay upon
man is a native of .Feflorson, where he spent the
not work for le>- than -o and so, and further
the w liarf. There w as no point from which a good
of Ids bov hood, and came here to deliver hiyears
than that, /mf,i»h/ /.<■ s/m//.'"
To a disintergeneral view could be had of the cral't. The w harf lectures at the earnest solicitations of his mnnv old
time friends. lie is a graceful, fluent, and
-ted party it i- hard to see why //">/ have nut
was t. it near and a steam launch
lay alongside the. nal speaker, and especially gifted with thoseorigirare
the same riuht to work, if you want to. that I Mayflower, so that we could not
judge of her out- qualities which enable him to at once attract and
have not to work when 1 d<.n’t want too.
lint lines from the shore. On deck she looked like a ] hold the unnhated attention of an audience. Iliiecturcs abound with valuable information, inter
1 don’t intend to -cttle the labor problem in
pumpkin seed, and her raking stern post and very cst increasing in them us the course
proceed-: the
long overhang are not handsome, or rather do not j la-t lecture of the course. “The Lost Arts.” being
this letter, a- fatter heads than mine are at
a masterpiece, and well worth the
price of admiswork on it. That it will he -ettled effectually 1 appear so to the writer, w hose ideas of marine sion to the entire course. Farnum's
large hall has
ha\e no doubt, hut not until it i- admitted and architecture may he a little old fashioned. It looks j been crowded every evening, many coming from
W aldohoi’o, Washington, Whitclield*. and adjoining
as though we had taken the stern of an Knglish
conn ded too. that a man ha- the -ante ri/ht
town-, to hear ITof. Bateman expound the prim i
cutter to put on a Yankee
sloop, hut wo have no ph*s of his chosen science, ami in every case they
to work, that hi- neighbor has to be idle, and
reason to complain of the results as shown in the
been delighted and instructed.
j have
that I liave as niiieh riahtto try and provide Puritan’s
It is universally conceded that the genial Prof,
The May |
performances last season.
has
called
out the largest audiences, awakened
bread for n
wil'<
1 don’t want any bread
flower is from the same yard and the samearehij greater interest, and given more complete in.-truc
my-elf. I prefer pie that you have to starve toot and though larger and somew hat different in | tion and satisfaction than an\ other public speaker
model from the Puritan the two sloops, as seen in I we have ever had here, ami the people of .lelfcv-son
your-.
hav c vied with each other in doing him honor, thev
While on the < bmmon the other day. I took the water, are as much alike as two peas. The ! being proud of the distinction to which a .JcllVrsoii
flow or i- built of tin* best materials and put to
has attained.
May
boy
<
a look at that
ojrtrswcll drinking fountain,
Prof. Bateman prefaced his Hrst lecture by tom-li
getber in tiie strongest manner but there is no fan- !
about w hich then1 lias b< on so much said in the
ing allusion.- to his early life, when as a barefoot
<•> work and her internal fittings are not at all pal
boy he played about our street-, and of the man
I
papers, and of which Hostou is s.( ashamed.
atial. Mahogany is somewhat sparingly used, and I changes which time ha- wrought during the turn
novel noticed it before, hut it is a daisy and no
ty-tvvo years since he left our town, a poor bov,
the greater part of the woodwork is pine, painted
without money, influential friends, or social dimistake. It was a -jp of a hydraulic crank in white. Her sky lights are set with common win
to start him in the battle with tort urn
tinction,
j
"an l- ranei'.-o. | heiicw. and its object is to eddow glass, but this probably is to be replaced with which, by the way, he has so signallv won. but
forbade him ti» state, as we feel glad to do
modesty
a more substantial article.
Like the Puritan the that
ucate people up to drinkiinr water, hut 1 don't
j
he, by hi- own unaided exertions, has risen,
believe it will aceuinplish its mission.
It cer- Mayflower i- painted white above the water-line, -tep by step, until he stands to-day on the topmost
with .1 gilt band elaborated into scroll work on the ; round of fortune’s ladder, the peer of our line.-,
tainly won't unless they turn the water on
orators. It may not be anus- to state in this con
piarters. Her .-pars in dimensions would put to nection that Prof. Bateman is the
and hanu up a dipper. Ii is not a very -audy
youngest of three
blush many threemasted schooners.
Her mast j brothers, each of whom have alone and unaided
atiair. It has a little roof about as larjje as one
achieved large social and Huanrial success, the
measurement, from deck to hounds, 0*2 feet; masteldest, A. P. Bateman, being one of the wealth',
of those old cotton iimhrellas. with the rattan
head. II L feet; diameter at deck, HP* inches. The ! and foremost busine.-s men of Lowell. Mass.
ribs, that the hoy s iis» d to cut out to smoko. 1
At his rooms at the Lake House, Prof. Bateman
topmast from hounds to truck i- 4S fed, the gaff 50
don't know luit what tin y are all called in now. and the boom 00 feet long and 14 inches in diame- has been literally be-ciged every day with callers
\\ ho were anxioii- to extend comrvjonlations and
n-inemiHT irving to go through a ooorvvav
ici
The bowsprit is;{< p-et outboard and 14 inches renew old acquaimam
beside a vailingtheo’-elves
in diameter. When these spars are spread with all of this opportunity of a phrenological examinawith an open one once, hoping l" i.n ak mine
tion by one who knows whereof he speaks.
of 1 he rib-. >o that it would he- condemned as tin- -ail they can hold the May flower will present j
Prof. B. goes from here to Warren, where he
o
an appearance lor
grandeur in a sailing craft hard livers a course of lectures during the present week.
an umbrella, in which <;i'< I proposed to start
He carries with
the floor

Kcniie ice. •s.iiner-ct. Waldo and Hancock, are re
'jucstcd i" -end del.-gate- to a convention t«* he
held at tin I own Hail, ai " atcrv ille. on Tuesday,
•June >th I -siat 11 o'clock,
,i., for tile purpo-e
"t nominal ing a c.-nnii late for Representative from
tin- hi-trn t for the noth Congre-s. and for the
tran-action of any other Im-ine-s that may properly come before the convention.
I*a-i- of representation
Kach city, town and
plant at ion will he entitled t-> one delegate and for
cacli seventy-live vote- cast for the Republican
can*lidate h>r tiov«-rn*>r in 1—4 an additional delegate. and fora fraction of Party vote- in excess of
-cv cuty livi
ote-. an addith •mil delegate
Lpmi'Mi F. " Hit. "atcrville,
li v- A. IIaui:ini.t*»n, Norrelgcv. o«*k,
I >:strict
I v ai «
I.inuv. Ruruham.
? ( om.
P '11x I>. Hopkins, Ml-worth,
" atcrv ille. April 21.

<

The

!

a

The

is

fully two weeks earlier than last
looking well, tree- in bloom and
farming pretty well along. There will be more
breadth sown to grain and less hoed ernps than
last year in lhi- part of tin- town. Farmers are lie
ginning to-ee that hay is the best paying erop to
season

year

(.las*

is

raise on the farm, and it should be used
raise horses, beef ami mutton.

Fukkpom.

The citizens of Freedom

at

home

were

to

much

pleased on Saturday evening to have tin* plea-om1
<»f hearing Mr. korchiro kurahara of Tokio d.-ipmi,
now of linngor Thco'l Scin. upon the manners and
customs of the people of Ids own home. 11 its
lecture

was

well written and delivered and

was

enjoyed hy all. Although tin* young man has l»eeii
in our country hut one year lie has a good command
of our language. Sunday morning owing to the
heavy rain, hut few came out to service, hut those
that did were much pleased with the way in which
Mr. kurahara related Ids Christian experience,
and told of the sullerings peculiar to becoming a
Mr. k. was among the tirst
Christian in Ids day
to embrace the new religion.
We all hope lie may
come again ...Memorial day will he observed
hereon Saturday May ‘2i»th, and the Post is making
great preparations. The oration will he delivered
by Ke\ 1C P. Cardncr. As it will Ik* the last time
wc shall hear him no doubt he will he greeted hy a
large* audience. Mr. tC is a favorite with us
For those who want to enjoy a week or so of quiet
there i.-^ no better place toeoiue aud spend a week
...

than at the Hotel Maine, Neatness and comfort
assured under the present proprietor, Mr. A.
It. sparrow.

an*

I

I\‘s

,{|

Df.i

vM‘t\<;,

Isl,:.

u

The Crecn’s

Shanghae, May 1. Arrived ship N'ancv Pendleton, Pendleton, New York. March 2th Arrivedship
Belle of Bath, Nichols, Sydnev.
Yokohama, April 20. Sailed ship Frederick Billings, Sherman. Hiogo.
liosario, March 22. Arrived hark Meguuticook,
lleminway, Buenos Ayres.
Havana. In port. May s. harks Formosa, Pierre,
and Mignon, (.‘oleord, for N. of Hattcrjis.
( ardenas.
sld. May s, brig David Bughec,
Stowers, Boston.

Hand gave one of 'heir unique enIt was -ailed the best
ii.,ii iuent> Apr. 30th.
season... The young folks here, to,i tin
m,
( ..met

1.;,n.ling
t.

!with the band, will make an excursion to
llaiit next week. A good time is antieipa..Rev. Mr. Hatch i> again with us and we

i-in
I

l.

I. ..)

ill continue here tor the summer-(*eo.

ho w

Harding. Dexter Littlefield, and Kdwin Curtis

\\

\»d hen-last week for work and all got

a vi

ploy

I.i\«

to

the

at

small but

a

Frida\

( enter

appreciative
attending tin

xander has been

abandoned.
sclir. Abbic ('. Stubbs, from Norfolk
for Darien. May 14, ofl* Charleston.
A|H*il 1, ship
St. Mark, Nichols, from Sau Francisco for Liverpool. lat. 13.40 S., Ion. 121.20 W.
Bark Fred K. liichards at Philadelphia, May 1.1
from lio-airo, had ;« very rough passage. April 0,
lat. is
Ion. 20 20. during a squall had jibbootn
carried away and lost and split most all sails.
Brig John II. Lane, before reported wrecked
north of Jupiter Inlet, broke in live pieces and is
all gone. The fermentation of the molasses bad
forced all the bung-, and empty casks are scattered
for mile- aiong the beach. The cargo xxas insured
for *lu,oou.
Tin- ship Ice King of New York, Captain Bart
lett. ow ned ip McKay A i>i\, is reported as sunk
on the
Itli iiist. at Point Lloyds. She xxas ji line
vc'-i l of I IMS tons, built in Fast Boston in ls'77 by
|{ I. Jackson, and i- x.allied at about $4(),(MM). She
left Undo March 27 for Boston with a cargo of
sugar Mr the standard sugar Belincry. \allied :it
about S'.i.Yimmi, ami i.- fully insured in Bo.-ton and

spoken

Mrs.

Monroe School

Oraton and seems to have made herself prollein in the art of reading.... Miss Anna Fernald is

-1
1.

i.•arbing

Moord Corner, Miss Nellie Farrar in

ai

11m- Martin Dist., Miss Zidie Abbott at the Center
Mi" .leiinie

I.

Mr. \aroii

aiderwood in

<

Voungtown Dist.
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North

Sunday last,
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bed ill
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lived." says

evei
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intimately.
His
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Near
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"jMiflonl and hi- deputy,
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i, i. \.1 ri in (own * mi Friday and saturniakr ,.i angcmciit* for occupy ing their new
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U-toui In u-e
Alter leaving hen they
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I
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arrange matters there ...A
play by a schoolmate struck

in

the temple severing an artery
Ireely and I»r. Wheeler was tail-

-lopped tin* bleeding
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I
ban; py Piano solo. John V svvazcy; U Paper
ionalia. Kditors. Flora Marks. Maud llodgdon;
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1.1 'nett Mi-ses I- olsom and Kill; la, Miscellaneous
I ’»11 m ■ -. p;. adinuruuieuf.
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meeting. The question upon voting was
ided in tin- negative by one majority- 'i’lie
v-. a
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prettily trimmed and was well
led \\ itii the low ns people.

re-tn g
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healtli has hern very
pool- for tin past six months, having no appetite
ami not I eel inn aide to work. Illxl.l. S >\Uv\
I'AKII.I. \ lias iii" heen reeonnueiuleil to me I pur
eha~t 11 three bottles and after taking two of them
t am entirely eured. I an ret .muiend this Snrsi
parilla as a 'plendid inetlit ine.

SHIR NEWS.

ours,

>i

Mas J0.

W. K Hi.". Ferguson, Frankfort.
|i. \> inflow Morse, O'Donohue, W iii

'sell. K. L. W'an'iii.

CoImhi, Boston.

SAILED.

May I'i. Seh. .las. Holme.". Ryan, Boston; .1.
ponder, Jr., Bullock do.
Ma\ 17. ''i ll. Winslow Morse, <>’Donohue, do;
•
Wade, do; A. W. Kllis, Ferguson, New
V-rk.
M;i v I"
Seh. Penobscot, Carter, Jacksonville.
4MEU|<

AN

POUTS.

Newport New.-, May 10 Arrived sell. Nellie.
1 »ri ok w ater, New bury port.
New )'ork, May pi.' Arrived sell. Mar\ A. Ilall,
French, Darien, May 13. Arrived ship David
Brown, MeOilvery, London; May 14. Arrived sell,
den B. Ferguson, Ryder, Kllsworth, for Rondout.
Mobile, May 10. Arrived sell. F. C. Peudleton,
Fletcher, Aiuboy; May 13. Arrived seh. Sal lie
1'on, West, Calve.ston.
Key West, May 10. Arrived sell. Austin I).
Knight, Drjnkwater, New York.
Boston, May 11. Arrived seh. H. J. Cottrell,
Haskell, A pal acilico 1 a.
Philadelphia, May 13. Arrived Imrk Fred K.
Richards, Thorndike, Rosario. At Breakwater,
Ma\ I'l, seh. Florence Iceland, Adams, Matunzas.
New Orleans, May 13. Arrived sch. Morris W.
Child, Torrey. New York.
Brunswick, May J4. Cleared seh. Flora Condon,
Burgess, Wilmington.
Vineyard Haven, May J5. Arrived sch. Herald,
Orav, Cardenas for Boston; seh. Abraham Rich-

ard sou, PattershaH, Frankfort for New York.
FOREIGN

selling

Figured Lawn

our

secure

PORTS.

Manzanilia. AprilArrived brig II. C. Sildey,
Hiehbom, Cienfuegos.
Queenstow n, Slav lo. sailed ship State of Maine,
Nichols, Fleetwood.
Sydney, N. S. W. Arrived previous to May 10,
hark John M. Clerk, Conant, New York.
st. Thomas, May 14.
Arrived sch. Dora M.
French, French, Deirotrura. Sailed 16. soli. Lucia
Porter, Grindle, Mavaguez.
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elegant Summer Hotel, which will open
ue new nia uamn lent June I, I sstt, i- -dtuatthe hold headland ol ( ape Jellison, ill the
town ot Stockton. Me., at tin1 head ot lYiioh-cot
l»a\. < ape Jellison is one of tin* nio>t dclightfulh
situated and attractive resorts aloiqr the entire
It- commandin'? view of IV.nobsoot It.iy
coast.
.<ne of the linest
known—of ocean, island, forest
and mountain seenen, is •?rand, imposing- and iiii
surpassed. and at the same time in the immediate
\icinit\ of charmin'? and dcli^liful inland drives.
It is thoroughly constructed and completely equip
ped, containing 1*2."> rooms. Its unsurpassed attractions and arrangements for comfort .and convenience, such as steaui heat, j?as, electric hells, tele
iirapli and telephone connections w ith /ailroad and
-teumboat. eleyant parlors and dining-room, rooms
en suite,-team laundry, billiard
parlor, smokingrooms and excellent livery com mend it to all pleas
Tin* Artesian wells on the premises
ure seeker.-.
supply the house with the purest mineral sininj?
wafer. The facilities for bathing, boating and li.-h
iiii? are unexcelled.
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.CIjERK.

u in

Furnished with Kleetrle Bells
and all Modern Improvements.

Co’s.,

l.

:.....y !:•

to *jt.

Special rates tofaini/icx.

A«l«livss,
C. F. & F. R.

GOING,
3*2 Haw ley Street (Room 5),
BOSTON, MASS.
After June 1st, Stocl-ton, Maine.
3nr2D

the Hirer.

Lowell, Yiuns.,

cards, we
best, man

or

Conant & Co,, anti F. A.

Sargent,

-TO

B. KELLEY & CO.
May lit, IKSik—;j\v20

For

Sitsillion

PATCHED

BOY.

Terms this year $10.00 to
at that low tlgure.

Vicinity

and River.

Known

as

tin* A

turns-

Hi' .Mayo homestead.
< >nc ami half
story frame

dwelling, ell and stable,
ith a large garden lot. Fine high ground, excellent. drainage, situate on Cushing street, opposite
the residence of the late lion.
Cushing. Near Post oilier and steamers’ landing. Fine
summer house.
Known as the Moses < >. Robinson
w

HEAD

Ache they would be almost price less to those who
suffer fr< >m this distressing complaint: but foitunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them.
Put after all sick head

ACHE
pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

warrant, but

eaeh.

Two slorv frame dwelling, known as the Lewis
lnnrnc, situale on Washington street. Plenty of
water, garden lot, and convenient to schools, Post,
oilier and steamers’ wharf.
The above all in Winterport. Railroad and steamboat communication daily. One of the best locations in Maine. Desirable as permanent or summer
houses, and will he sold at moderate prices. ApFRED ATWOOD.
ply to
Wiiitcrport, May 17, ISSti.—1 w20

SUMMER BOARD.
LIMITED NTMRER OF M 'MM Kit HOARD
ers can find a pleasant and convenient locaConvenient to steamers and railroad. Address

A

tion, with line river and mountain scenery.

The

#

ATWOOD,
Winterport, Me.

jV CARD.
undersighed take this opportunity

of thank-

ing their wide circle of friends for the generous
kindness shown them in their present bereavement.
Next to tin: hope of future reunion with those who
have left us, the tender sympathy and kindly good
will of an extended friendship helps to lighten an
otherwise almost overwhelming sorrow.

Stockton, May is,

J. M. AMES.
MARY S. AMES.
Iw20

Arnold

SOUTHWORTH,
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hut shall have a V A HI ICTY of
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is Agt.
for tin* STAR
r? ICVCLK,
me of the best

days,

we

shall lx* pleased to show to all.
a GOOD LINK of

Also
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he possibili
y of “taking

Parasols, Hosiery, Gloves, Mitts,
II I

NDKEUCHIEFS, Ac.

MBS.

.T

C

(' A TES.

liclfast, May 20,1888.—.'S,v20

Miami-

factored.
In
lie Star the
smaller wheel
s
in front,

leaders.”

Ricycling is
e c 1) m i n it
excellent mode
'V'.'
ing
i>l travelling, it also affords much recreation. Once
i>\vned a party will never be without one.
I can name a price that will be
entirely satisfacniMiitMiaiiic.

iscsme ru

an

C. E. Johnson & Co.
Have

a

Large Stock of

Corsets !
1‘rices, 25c., 50c., 75c., $1.00 and
$1.50.

NEW PARASOLS!
IN LATEST STYLES.

IITG, the subscribers, having been appointed by
TT
tin* Hon. George E. Johnson, Judge of Probate for the County of Waldo, to receive and examine claims of creditors to the estate of GEORGE
B. SLEEPER, late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give notice that six months are allowed to saiu creditors
lo bring in and
prove their claims; and that we
duill attend that service at the Probate
Office, in
said Belfast, on the fourth Saturday (2!>th) of
May,
lud the second Saturday (0th) of
October, 1886, at
1 o'clock in the afternoon.
ROBERT T. EMERY,)
M. 11. KEATING,
\
Belfast, May 17, 1886.—3w20*
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Yellow Ware, &c.
The best
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E. IF\ Wells,
ISHf.-i'i.

■

April i;>. |s>,j. -i.-,

CALL

Hint
Anti

Store,
see the

Hhani.r

BA IK i A I NS

Mens and

Ayer Sarsaparilla,
at

Itow,
oiler in

estate.

We also have

a

from a bankrupt stock which we are selling at
two-thin Is their real value. A rare chance t.u
get a Hoy’s Suit for less money than the cloth
costs of which it is made.
Utj Please call
elsewhere.

ami examine

before pnrcUasimj
17tf

BLUE STORE, PHOZNIX ROW, BELFAST.

rr.ErARED ry

Dr. J. C.

Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists: Trice $1;
Six bottles for $5.

Wish to call attention to their

NEW STOCK!
-OF-—

)

[TdressTbuttonsD

B. F. Wells’.

-AND-

stock of

goods In this line will he
received every week duringtlie summer months.

CLASPS.

New

Belfast.

Finger Rings!
CHOICE STONES,

Diamond, Opals, Pearls, Sapphire, Garnets, Moon
Stones, &c. Also Flat and Oval, Pluin and
Kngraved Rand.
Don’t fail
stock at

to

examine my

Hervey

s

Jewelry Store, Belfast.

large and tine assorted
iyi5

!

Belfast,.May

»>. lssi;.—1stf

Brooks) House!)
Several

rooms

in this house will be reserved for

Summer

Boarders.

ft has been refurnished since last

summer and is
in excellent condition for the accommodation of
boarders. The house is pleasantly located, has

large, airy rooms, ami modern improvements. For
healthiness and convenience it is not excelled by
any other house.

II. J. J on DON.

Let.

T HAVE A BLACKSMITH SHOP and a Carriage
1 shop that I wish to let, together or separately,
for a term of years. Located on Beaver street, on
the site of the old stand where 1 carried on the
business for forty-live years. The best and most
central stand in the city for horse shoeing and carN. MANSFIELD.
riage jobbing.
Or enquire of A. P. Mansfield, Masonic Tem-

20tf

ordered. That the said Charles < aive notice to
all persons interested by eau-ina a copy of this order to In- published three \veek- .-ueee--i\. ly in tin
liepubliean Journal, printed at P.elfa-t. that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held Jit P»el
fast, within and for .-aid County, on the mtoihI
'I'uesday of June next, at ten of the clock be.
fore noon, and show cause, if any they ha\o, win
the prayer of .-aid petition should not be arann <1.
(.Id ». K. JollNM >N. .luda '.
-15. P. hitU*. Ue^i-ter.
A true copy
Attest

JOB LOT of MENS £ BOYS’ SUITS

real, lastiug good.”

seen oar

/ 'll IA ! {I. P s c. STAPIJ>. widower of I.oCI>A
V W. M'API.KS, late of sioeklon, in -ai i
of Waldo, deceased. ha\ ilia' presented a petition
that saMI'KI. A. Ii I. M > 1.1.1
of -aid >i..ektoii,
may he appointed a<Iminisi rator on -aid dcrea-ed'-

t\

Hats, 4c.

prices that can't he heat.

•:

Belfast, May 13, 18S6.—■ 2wit)

!

At a Probate (’ourt held at Belfast, within and for
the ( (Mintv of Waldo, on the -eeond Ttif-dav of
May, A. I), lssi;.
ISAAC U IIAVLNKU, Ouardian of BI-.NJ AMIN
1 'l II A \ LN KB, of Northport, in -aid ( ounty
of Waldo, having presented a petition tor lieeu-e
to sell certain real estate of -aid ward, situate in
Sear-port, in said ( ounty. at puldie or pri\ ate sale.
Ordered. That the -aid (iuardian give notice to
all persons interested by eau-ing a copy of this order to be published three u eck- -uoor—ively in tin*
Republican Journal, printed at Bella -t. that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the lock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, win
thepraverof -aid petition should not be granted.
CKO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—B. P. Fiki.p, Regi-ter.
In Court of Probate, held at Bel
YV
fast, >n the -eeond Tuesdav of Mav, Isxi.
M A RTII \ J. ( II ASK. Vdmiuistra'trix on the estate
of WILLIAM CIIA^K, late of s.ar-port, in -aid
County, deceased, having presented her second
and final account of administration of -aid estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at He! fa-I, on the -eeond Tuesday of June
next, and show cause, if any they have, why tin*
said account should not he allowed.
CKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true. copy. Attest:—B. P. Kli:u>. Register.
YITALDO

SS.—

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Itel
the second Tue-day of May. issti.
IDA M. i.ARRABKK, Ouanlian of minor children
of ISAIAH LARRABKL, late of Wintcrport, in
said County, deceased, having presented her linal
account of administration of said estate for allow

WALDO
fast,

on

AFKW
KBS.

MAC IIINK
Apply to

GIRLS, also PANTS FINISH
PENDLETON * CO.

Belfast, May 5,1SSG.—IStf

rpiIK

in tin I otinl} a \\ aid... deeea-ed. !-.\ jiving bond
as tin- law direct-: In- therefore re.pie-ts all per
left a -ed'- e-tate to
sons w'lio are unit hted to -aid
make immediate pav men;, and those w ho have am
demands tliereon. to exhibit the same for settle
incut to

KDW AUD I.. MJOW N.

him.

i -uliseriliet herein
rp111(•oneerned.th.it
.-lie
I

-ive- pui.lie notice to all
iia- Ihcii -inn appointed
taken
her-ell
the
and
trust of admini-aatt ix
upon
of the e-tate of
.ItU-'.I. 11 A I.l-A 1; a of Wintcrport,
in the oiintv ofWaitlo. din-a-. d. In -aiviii.i; i-.inl
i-the law direct-; -he therefore r.-.ptests all per
who are indebted to -aid decea-ed- e-tate t"
make immediate pav me tit. and tho-e win. have an;
ilemand- thereon, to exhihit the same for settle
N \\<Y MAMA
meiit to her.
-on-

subscriber hetvle, .rive- public notice In all
eonecnu*il, that he ha> been duh appointed and
taken up"ii himself the trust of Kxceutor of the
last w ill oi

IMIK

KKS1K A. II ATt

II, late of Ik-lniont.

Ill the
ounty of Waldo, deceased, by }ri\iniT bond
is the law directs; lie tlierefore requests all per
§on.s who are indebted lo said deceased's estate to

make immediate payment, and those who ha\cam
lemauds tliereon, to exhibit the same for settle
No VII 15. AI.LKNWOOU.
ment to him.
K subscriber
tri\es p11!• 1 i< notice to all
been duly appointed and
aken upon himself the trust of Kxceutor of the
a.st will of
lie ha1MIconcerned, thathereby

THOM AS ( A KTKK. late of Itelfast.
the Count of W aldo, deceased, by
iliif bond
is the law directs; lie therefore requests all
per
«ons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment. and t hose w ho have any
lemauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settle
nent to him.
IIKNKV A C A 1’TKIC
I)

subscriber hereby -rives public notice to all
concerned, that he ha
been duly appointed
ind taken upon himself the trust, of vdministrator
>f the estate of

IMIK

MKIIITA 14LK 14 V KTI.KTT. late of l

nity.

n the County of Waldo, deceased, by ”iv in^r bond
is the law directs: lie therefore requests all per
-oils who are imlebted to said deceased's estate to

nake immediate payment.and those >\ ho have any
lemauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settle*
nent to him.
U’TIIKU MIT( II Kl.K.

LADIE3S’

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of June
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not he allowed.
CKO. L. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—B. P. Fii:li>, Register.

hereby
she has
TIIKconcerned, that
subscriber

ffives public notice to nil
been duly appointed
trust of Administra-

and taken upon herself the
trix of the estate of

WANTED!

>

rpil

j

Hoys’ Suits,

Wool 4 Straw

which is siiffiricnllv powerful to expel
from tin; system even the taiut of Hereditary Scrofula.
rI lie medical profession indorse Ayer's
Sarsaparii.i.a. and many attestations of
the cures etVccted by ilcome from all
parts
of the world.
Jt is. in the language of
the Hon. Francis Jewett, ex-State Senator of Massachusetts and ex-Mayor of
Lowell, ‘‘the only preparation that does

(hey

■

■

ON

E. P. FEost & QoZ

-1

«•

To the Public!
JUST

■

>

bacyains of any place
in the city.

PLEASE

s

ple, Belfast.

<

>

"Wliat a miner would vcrr properly term
“surface indications*’of what is beneath,
Hie. the l'imples, Sties, Sore Eyes,
lloils, and Cutaneous Eruptions with
which people are annoyed in spring and
early summer. The effete matter accumulated during the winter months, now
makes its presence felt, through Nature’s
endeavors to expel it from the system.
A\ hile it remains, it is a
poison that festers
in the blood and may develop into Scrofula. This condition causes derangement
of the digestive and assimilatorv
organs,
with a feeling of enervation, languor, and
weariness—often lightly spoken of as “only
Hiring fever.” These are evidences that
Nature is not able, unaided, to throw off
the corrupt atoms which weaken the vital
forces. To regain health. Nature must be
aided bv a thorough blood-purifying mediciue; and nothing else is so effective as

To

min
"! I’roliatr. In l<! al lirl
\ !. I J<»
In
t
l:t v m May. I>m!.
r.l't. in tin -m ml I n
I-.M KIM lh > \ I.’ I >M \ \
-f rah
mi I hr »
\ 'Inn
I a 11
l. itr "I .1 < >1!\ li. IMI.IT
>1 Ih ila-l. in -aid
< "Uiil
;rrra-rd, havili.- jiiv-rntrd In- lil.-t ar
r.'Unt "! .I'luiini-: al am <•! -an
r-latr for allow

•'

Wooden Ware,

B. F. Wells.

SET WITH

5 Main St.

\

tesla meat

Glass Ware,

Surface Indications

Gold

>i

a
>11
F. LI15IJY, naim 1 1
instrument purporttn a l>> bell..- la-t will and
late -l Pi o-p
of JOHN 11 A l; h I \
i, i
in -aid County of Waldo, dr.-.a-rd. bavin.- pre ;
d
<aid
will
for
Probate.
simiti
Ordered. That the -aid Lil o yHe n,.ii,e t.tin olall per-ons intere.-ted by au-ii— a copy
i v 1 y n he
der to be published three weeks -tic-i
Journal
at
Belfa-t.
’I.at
printed
Kepuhliean
they
may appear at a Probate < ourt. t<« be h<-H at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock b«fore noon, and show cause, if any they have. w iy
the same should not be proved, appro\o,l and al-i
1
4.1a* Ii. JollN>o\. Judy--.
lowed.
B. P. IT I i.i », lb -yi «•
A true ropy. Attc-i
<

t-'ir.

■

lielfast, April 22, 188(5.—1<»

WELLS,

ilt/ for li

litis

—

ami everythin# NEW ami DESIRABLE in Alitlinery
novelties of the season. Customers will tin.! it to
their aiivantaire to examine our stork, as thrv u ill
lin.l the LARtiKST ASSORTMENT ami the LATEST
STYLES in the oitv.

F.

t'.

•I

in unoxs,

B.

in

May 1.5. Isstl— In

--■

Crockery Ware,

El AHT EUS,

NEW Parasols.

Sr. per ynrtl, soli/

At a I’robah Court held at Uclfn-t, witliii and
m id
the 4 mintv of Waldo, on the
Tin ia
May, A l'». lssii.

CounteR!
Cowls

Russia Crash!

Quality

PROBATE NOTICES.

5 & 10c.

1806.

buy until you have

t-'ir. per ynrtl.

H. A. STARRETT & CO.,

isstl.—iw(s

I

TEA THE US,

( all at my

Commissioners’ Notice.

Palmer,

B. F. WELLS’

BO WETS,

tory.

place and see samples and learn prices.
GEORUE T. READ.
Belfast, May IS, 1886.-20

P.

Best

HA TS,

Don't

Prints,

N. TICKING!
t'i

I It* I last.

dgned

wheels
which

May

After havili# spent one week ..t# the EIRNTCLASS OPKNINBS IN BOSTON, we are full, prepared tn MAKE OB TRIM IN THE MOST STI LISH MANNER. AVe also have a VERY LAItliE ANII AA ELL
SELECTED STOCK of

Sjar Bicycle.

Latest Novelties ii Him!

run rs.

Indigo

eity.

forget the ojtening of Dogs'
next Satnnlag. Mag Sth.

Dwight

STREET.

&XSUMMER

never

iiottom

Don't

Masonic

Mrs.

C.

A.

DOLL VI Kill ACES.

just returned from Boston with

MRS. A. R.
4w20

Carpets,
CURTAII LACES l BRAFERISS, POLES, k,

DATS.

Tin* larirc>t line of wa.irnns in the

me.

MAIN

i sson tm i y r or

la in; i;

my ELECT A NT LINE of

Cfioire sty Its only Hr. per ynrtl.

P. M. MOODY, Agent.
May I, ISSti.—lw 20

Thcophuiiis

pills

{.* t lie bane of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They arc strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
UH6 them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Bold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

:

I’atchen Hoy ua- -ired b\ (Jodfreys I’atchcn tInsire of a large number of‘-_*..;o ela--. among them
Hopeful, tin* fa-test horse c.’.lf., ) ever raised in
Maine, and the faste-i Imrse (•» wagon (J.K;1.) that
ever started in a race.
<.odfiv\
I’atehen was sired by t.eorge M. I’at
eben. he by ( assiu- M. < lay, lie by Henry ( lay.
Heorge M. Patelieu trotted many races with the!
best horses in his day, and never met an\ Imrse I
that In* did not at some time beat upon the turf,
and trotn d the la.-t mile in a two mile heat in
he was tin- sire «.t I.uey, J.17and uianv other
winners. Coding's I’atehen and (ieorge M. I’at
ehen. were both Hi band- high, weighing nearly
l,*2(»0 lbs.
Ca.-.-ius M.Clay was the sire of ;i large number
ot winners, among them American «.ir!
(2.11 *1 a),
and in the veins ot the fastest and most enduring 1
horses that ha\e yet appeared, is found the blood
of old Henry ( lay. including Kurus, St. Julian,
(loldsmitlT- Maid, Jay-Kyc-See, and the stallion
(ieorge Wilks. whose dam was the daughter of 1
lli'iiry ( lay. possessing in an eminent degree the
characteristics of the ( lay faniilv, which enabled
him to be the great sire that he was.
Tin* dam o| 1’atehei. Hoy was by the imported
thoroughbred horse I>eliauee,grand dam b\ Young
Morrill sire ol Winthrop Morrill, Fearnaught and
of Draco, the -ire of the dam of Young Kolf the
sire of the colt Nelson. Young Morrill was sired
by (>ld Morrill, a Morgan Imrse, standing It; hands
high, weighing l._»ou lb-., trotted in
0, and the
founder ol one <>i the best families of horses ever
in New Idigiand.
I’atchcn Ho\ stands 1.»‘2 hands high, weighing
l,0T.'» lbs., a dark brilliant bay in color w ith black
points, perfectl\ sound and of the best disposition,
compact in build, announcing it good constitution.
In pedigree and individual merits this horse is
second to no Stallion ever brought into or standing
in Maine, among hi- get there must be a
good proportion of trotters, and ail will make good sized,
.-ound, kind and able business horses and good
r< indsters.

all the

House, ell ami stable,
situate on lii"h "round on |,t*bnnon street, near tin- village, about
one acre of land, line view of llav

place.

all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate 111? bowels. ]> < n if th< y only cured

$10.00

to

If A COS'S,

LACES,

>1 A I N i:.

Trot t iii”--1 trod

again

THE-

Ladies of Belfast and
That 1 have

Sale.

to see

WHEEL DA DUO U S,

P.\PKK1KNCK cannot be rivaled in the state, I
can safely promise to please all who may call upon

prices.

'i’liursdays.

FRANK E. DICKSIllMAK
lantir II..use, Nantasket

e«l

by Steam.

Belfast.

SICK

STYLISH.

at

one of the well-known stylish
Temple Place, Boston, who hits charge of
tin* trimming department.
And with I’KM’KS
which lonjr experience in buying enables me t<> <*f
fer, and with a Milliner whose TASTK, STY LK and

lOGG.

1'liis stallion will brat Jo.-iuh Nickerson's stable,
|
Swanville. MondayAt Mr. 'Taber's stable, in I
and Wednesday.-.
At Janie- !
lfelfast. Tue-da
Nickerson's stable, in Swanxille.
At |
the McKenncy stable, in Monroe Village, tin* rest
of each week.

ix is.

Maine.

Roekport,
Heated

pi\ls.

Headache, y< t Cam r’sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct

t-'ie,

it7

VHOOEET SETS,

Millinery I

UliLFAST,

Kuowlton,

Bick Headnc! 10 end relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
Pain in the Side, Arc.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

at

or

trimmer from

SALE

ROW,

Point

where it will receive our prompt attention.
Prirt'■<
h>u' ns /In hurt st.

CURE

STOCK

DASE D IEES .(

compliment to the class of customers who
with their patronage, I have secured the

Temple.

s

<

Carieton House,

C. H.

W\vm

25e., eheajt

Oil Cloths, Wool

Saits

Clotliing, store,
ANDREWS, Proprietor,

Caps Jellison, Stockton,

supply you ill Be I fa si prises.

recent l\ relilted tin* machine with new
are prepared to do Wool < arding in the
nor.
Wool can be left at the stores of

9B ITTLS

lyrtlnrm

me

more

Miss A. F.

A LARGE LINE OF YOUTHS & MEN’S SUITS

Fort

I'/’cnlom,

HANSON, Coliseum, Main St.

t. F.

Don’t fail

houses in

strictly AH Wool, only $4.30.
.$3.00.

“

MARK

ami II. ir. A MI'S, at (’aimteu.

Having again taken charge of this business, and

CARTER’S

orth ii7 t-'ie.

n

12, 12!a, III ami 1:5**'.

services of

a

I Lot Chihlnil's Suits,
1

11

WOOL CARDIXti!

R. H. COOMBS & SON, Agts.,Belfast.

$1.00

Prom

he sold very

can

And in
favor

--OF-

/•/•;/,m/.v i'ii snr. .1 [

I

?

MORTON & :CO.,
CmiT
Florists.

'iitr..

Pests at

Utilize

CA U TS,

at 3 34c. Do

Masonic

SPECIAL

PRICES.

TKKAT, Proprietor,
Koekporl Harbor, Camden, Me.

the Cortland

20r.

JERSEY WAISTS and JACKETS!

PATTERNS, manly ail of
Hathaway Shirts, Button holehaml ma«le.

111**11!

Trimmings.

gant line id

11

Also seccral choice patterns in nice yooils
$3.00 mill $3.30.

S. .1.

Floral Designs for Funerals. Best work,
lowest prices. From the well-known
house of

it Or.

UNDERWEAR !

20 Doz. Fancy

Belfast, May IT lssth—Ip

!

ALL

AT

i'l- and travellers.

Agts.,

eilg, from

me., worth H7 l-2e.

Misses

Cotton, ami tits every time.

Miss Crooker,

Pattern while

Dress

a

* me si.in

'mIi. A.

ASS<)|f,TMKNT

iit

Sired, Dress anil Driving

have them.

and Road tapis,

FLOWERS!
E.

LAlt(iKit

& Bates Street.

FLOWERS,

LAWNS.

Please call mu! see my

VUICI\ El>.
I.Y

are

not fail to

:

('o.

BKLFAST

W.

A

STRAW HATS & FURNISHING GOODS.

I

& SON, Wholesale

this

•*

•

SOME SPECIAL BARGAINS IN

$3, $<>. $7, $S. $0, $40. $ 11, mill $ 14.30. Wiese arc the best suits
in the city for the money, mill the latest styles.
Also a large line of

Hurls

ONLY 50 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

in

My I.MADKK SI1IKT at 75c. is the KKST

MILLINERY

ut

PORT OF UKLFAST.
M;i.

We

Styles!

Eiteiisiou Top.

\

|j ALL.
Maeiiinist for the Dennison Mauufai turiiijf

0. POOR

II.WI-:

In

PEDIGREE

"

torpOlt.

|

h,r s.i/i

W.

Hathaway, Eighmie

XEU

LAWNS.

pleased tilth goods and prices.

be

I have in stock

/».

1

'•

And jou

Card of Thanks.

^

Heffast.

New Boston

M

shoirn

HO Dozen Laities Seamless Hose at

THE

aa

LADIES!

Repository

31.atest

Th<- members <.| the Winterport Methodist >eeietx lit
to the
express tlu ir hearty thank
• nein;ii
-a t!i.• <
I.-• e_:,t jona I >oriet >, and other
eili/.en- .1 \\ interport dor their verv «;ener<ui.- help
in the eJ:11 I11 nnei:t of the 1 :i-t Maim ('mift relict
A. A. I.KW'IS, Pastor.
W'interport. May 1'. Inm;.

veer

$0.00.

to

SllOO ELY HOUSES,

JNOJICK.

a

INCLUDING

Mav 13, I88<5.—*2nil0

Is filled nilh the

The Ijeput.lieans of Waldo are rmpn Med to meet
at the Sifn
//,i, r.*f (',r<nui> Hull, u
<n/nnhu/,
till JJil nil!., it •; o'.•/#«•/• /’.
to ehoosr delegates
to attend the
on£ivs~inual. Mate and < minty ( on
ventioii- a! -o town e. .imnittee.
I Kit oitiil.U.
Waldo. Ma\
Insi;—:>w is

.1

Iialisli,

4S Main Street,

which

CARRIAGES,

-.

ti’.isst >s.

The largest assortment of Parasols

SHIRTS!

GOODS.

Sizes

Best assortment in town at 8c., 10c. 12 l-2c.,
15c. and upwards.

The HepuMieans oi Morrill are re
Morrill.
inested to meet at the (.ranim Hall, in Morrill,
Tuesday evening. Ma\ -nth, at 7 o'clock, to elmose
delegate- to alien.I the District and state < >*n\i n
tions. to he held dune sjh and nth. respectively.
ri;u oiauiK Tows <’o.\i.

nice.
U

Lannflerefl mi UiMnf

Hats

.07 l-‘i.

PARASOLS !

Sizes from 2S to 52.

From Boston and New York,

WHITE BOODS.

Pure.

■.

committee and transact such business as
may proporh come before the meeting.
1 *i it«»1<j»i u
Winterpori. May l.’». Isst».

M. It<

Thread, Halbriyyan,
Weight Goods,

Lisle

7~>.
1.00.

.III Wool Serge Pi in. wide, at
Tricots, ill in. anile, at

“

10

Full assortment of

stjlcs.

NOVELTIES iu EVERY VARIETY

Absolutely

town

A

10 Pieces Camels llaie, Pi in. wide, at
“
..
*•
lO

and. Medium

VERY

A 1 «4
Pollock P Hi.
Pork P t!..
7g>
l’laster P Mil.,
1.00/j 1.10
A
live Meal, p tb,
I.to
Shorts, p cwf..
-Murar P tb.
0l*gN
in
s.-ilt.T. I., p Inisli.,
>. Potatoes P tt».
0«n
Wheat Meal P it.,
:;i9«4

WiilUTDorl. Tim WepuMmae-ut Winterport are
p-ijuested to meet in the basement of I nion Hall,
lssti, at 4 o'clock i\ m.. for the
.Saturday, Maj
purpo-o .i electing deviates to the state, t on
^■lVs-i nia I and ( -unty lmi\ entioim. \ iso to elect

D

person obtaining an edueation than
\fT <.i. sic McAllister Neg. Mary

a

Gauze,

COOPS!

ZO.AJFLC3kAJL]Nr& XIV
Cheviots ! Hats & Bonnets,
formerly sold at 25c. Warranted
RIBBONS & VELVETS, Light Summer Ties! BLACK & COLORED SATIX RIIADUIES!
fast, colors.

IA

on

a

DRESS

INCLUDING

Lake

15c.,

at

arm

1

to

East

4 gi'.

»il.l\en>seiie,P j^al.,13«j

Caucus Notices.

of

...

aid

1

& Summer

~t

Stiff and Soft

S.

yd.

A full line of

LINE OP

Ilian I have before liehl in stork.

Loo/* Loo
4/jA

liu-ines-

of work in

amount

fo .rteen

amug

';.

5 *3- tc.

in

d

■

j

SPLENDID

-AND-

Blue Prints!

Indigo

GLOVES & UNDERWEAR!

them whether you
not.

or

«»ats

friend- will endeavor to gratify his
a
ar will
probably be chartered and
be
i-upied hy Vlr. ..Iiuaii during

'■'urii.

un

Arnold

3A
LOO/tLAo

Lambskins,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

itovv

\\

month- ha- been

live

a-

ii, Waldo w-ill get up
them.

lion. I

<ivSt’<»iM

Ii

1

spring and the corn, po
destroyed, the eiiiekens are ear-

-I'

m

’<

•

I

shall sell at 40c. per

we
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It Is my intention to keep the HIGH standard
of excellence in the goods I have always offered my patrons. It will be niv effort not only to
retain the esteem and good will of mv old patrons but to win the same of new ones.
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will always find the
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The North Atlantic Pilot ( hart for May contains
much information as to current and probable
winds, also ni wrecks, water -pout.- amt xvliales
Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Made
reported the past month, and the best sailing routes
< bring across the ocean,
to and from the equator.
only by C. I. HOOI> & CO., Lowell, Mass.
between New ^ ork and Cape < lear, vessels to
.avoid ice should pass Ion. in in ji lat. not above 4e.
\
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Would call the attention of Customers to the

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st. ti e cotnhinntion of
remedial agents; 2d, the projiortion; 3*1, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood's Sarsanariila tones up my system,
purities niv t imid, sharpens mv appetite, and
seems t<» in.ike me over.”
J. V. Tlloan ooN,
Register of Heeds, Lowell, Mass.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth it s weight in gold.” !. Laujum;to.n,
130 Lank Street, New Yolk City.

Hood’s

in

the

Strengthen

Philadelphia compjinic.-.

the brain.

ot

bad been in his u-ual health, and alhis T.'M year had worked all day Satur-1•._!i
a ml seemed very small.
Mr. shihles was horn

ii.

A. P. Mansfield

warm

I
“I could not sleep; bad no appetite.
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and soon began to
sleep soundly; could got up without that
tired and languid feeling; and my appetite
improved.” R. A. Sanford, Kent, Ohio.

reported

evening, May

audience.

X

sex en days.
Ship David Brown, at New York from London,
brought in two seamen of soli. Ida Frances, before

Alexander, assisted by T.
soloist, gave one of her reading

flute

as

Feeling

weather has a debilitating effect,
especially upon those who are within doors
most of the time. The peculiar, yet common,
complaint known as that tired feeling,”
This feeling can he entirely
is the result.
overcome
by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
which gives new life and strength to all
the functions of the body.
The

The Bath ship B. F. Packard has just completed
the passage from Antwerp to Baltimore in twenty
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MABIT1MK MISCKLLAN

That Tired

ISAAC A. MCltClI, late of IJelfast,
In the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving; bond
law directs; she therefore requests all per
ho are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to her.
KMKLINK MrUCII.
as the
sons w

GOLD WATCHES!
Sew and rich styles of eases with the best American works,
dust received a LARt.K ASSORTMENT, which I am selling at verv LOW

PRICKS.

HERVEY'S

JEWELRY

STORE.

Sulky Plow.
Yes, ride and plow.
•end for circular.
13wllis

A

boy

h'llKI)

can

do the work,

ATWOOD, Agent,

Winterport,

Maine.

From 113 Ills, to 161 Us. I
To the Outioura Remedies I

Health, My Happiness,
My Life.
A -la.

My

owe

and

bay

passes that I do not think and speak
the C'i IK! ha Kkmkuiks. Seven years
ago, alt of a dozen lumps f- rmed on my neck,
ranging in sna from a rlu-rrv stone to an orange,
h« large one.- were
;ful to Jo--k at, and
n-v it

kindlv

coast for

Camden.

a

long distance, rises into

moun-

considerable height, giving a
grand and picturesque background to the village and to a long extent of shore line right
tain

!

frig!

Picturesque

The Industrial Journal recently wrote tip
Camden as a summer resort as follows: Camden is located on the west side of Penobscot
Hay, eight miles up from Rockland and eighteen
miles below Belfast. Here the Meguntieook
range of highlands, which extends along the

peaks

of

pain-

The committee who investigated the a flairs
of the signal service bureau fail to find any instance where there was a corrupt or fraudulent
misapplication of the public moneys.
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Bleeding

Lungs, Hoarseness,
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Anarchist circulars inciting workingmen to
avenge the death of their comrades in Chicago
by plundering and murdering have been distributed in great quantities in Pittsburg, Pa.
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Green-houso Establishment at
Jersey City is tho most extensive in
America. Annual galea, 2Million
Plants.

*■
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are

about

to

Men’s Lace
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patrons that

we

MEN'S

have
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CONGRESS,

horse is from any noted ancestor dilutes that anjust one half. No blood cross has produced so many and so fast horses as the Hamble-

(Worked Button Hole) $1.S7.

cestor’* blood

tonian and American star.

Regular price,

s
uammct.mian snvu tmrry-niue -'.an
trotters, and over one-third of them were out of
Star dams; ami till of bisect that trotted in 2.20 or

Kvs.ivK

3

Cases Ladies' Kid

But.cn,

better

< 'oininon Sense Toe, w ith low herl. $| >7.
Regular price, *-.*»>. 'I’lie ahu\o are Standard
go'»ds made l>y S. NKWCOMB <k CO., and we guarantee them to he a good wearing shoe.
Don’t let
the chance slip as we can’t replace them to >L‘ll foi

Plain and

in the State. In the mean time it is imperative
that we should close out our

necessarily

is

as our room

better,

very limited.

For

[Bilies' Kid (French
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are

stock tit
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pair of
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and secure your bar-

Prices will

and are bound to sell.

Wien’s Eng. Grain Buckle

object.

be no

R. H. Coombs & Son,
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shall receive
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toe

above ca-.es Dr Thomas' F.clectric Oil can
It has gi-.w*n relief to
thousands.
h

year it will
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There is
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hardly
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week of
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'Trouble is threatened by the Indians of the
Great Northwest.

Fight persons have recently been massacred
In Arizona by savages.
Tin* debt statement shows
about £11,000,000 for April.

a

reduet ion of

Workmen in the planing mills at Milwaukee
have struck for eight hours a day.
A French company is to lay a new telegraph
cable between Brest and New York.
A

in
I

pent for mod.cine to cure my Rheumatism
tiding nr.y relief until I tried Athlophotaken six i>.-tries of Athlopiioros,
r.-:d I j?i n i.v a well man
»Su writes Mr. K. 1’arkHUBbT, Woonsocket. It. I.
h

o

*.'i'b

From r.l! overthe country come similar testimonials

ATHLOPHOROS
No other

remedy has been discovered
that is a r< al cure for either of these terrible di
eases.
Athlophoros is not an experiment, it has
been tried and its value proved by thousand:; of
people all over the United States. No remedy has
-wr been put on the market that has
brought such
universal relief to sufferers from rheumatism and
neuralgia. Athlophoros is absolutely safe to take
and will surely bring relief. If you doubt its merits
S'-nd f-.r names of persons in your own State who
have been cured by its use.
A^k your druggist for
AthlOphOrOS. If you
cannot get it of him we will send it o.\p*esa
paid on
r-.-.-ipt of regular price S1.00 per bottle.
Wo
r.-f.-r that you buy it from
your druggist, but if
.he hasn t it do not be
persuaded to t^y something
but order at once from us as directed

ATHLOPHOROS CO., 112 WALL ST., NEW YORK.
9wl7

THE BEST

SPRING

MEDICINE

Never fails to relieve Languor and Want
of Vitality, which few escape at this season. An impoverH
eond
»ti of the blood is the
prime cause of the
trouble, and the uae of this reliable purifier early in
Finn- Should no', be omitted. Take Vcgetine now and
V"ii successfully counteract
tlie effects of Malaria
id' ii the system.
Humors of a Canorous or
Scrofulous, nature are most troublesome now, and
tio other
remedy has such power to eradicate them.
S!;"tdd the b’.*.d impurity
develop r.n Kruption of
in*
Sin, n ailing will so effectually remove it as
I hrrr is no diseased condition of the
sysausfd bv an impure state of the blood that is not
-l ,,v its use.
As a t«>nic for
-lie* in delicate liculth and convalcHcents,
old people ilia
L..ourpj.-.scd.
<

■ <

a

company of colored cavalry were worsted
light with Apaches in Arizona.

The hill to construct .1 new navy is not likely
to he passed at this session of Congress.

1 have

neuralgia.

The naval cadets of the class of >4 have reat Annapolis for their linalexamination.

ported

The reunion, at Hartford, of ex-State officials
of Connecticut from 1S24 to date was a success.
Statesmen
some

of

are discussing the advisability of
legislation providing for the suppression

anarchists.

The Senate bill providing for u commission
on the subject of the
liquor traffic has been re-

ported adversely.

The secretary of the Illinois State Board of
Health says the danger from cholera this year
is greater than ever.
It is reported that the Burmese have beaten
the British and taken possession of
Mandalay,
burning 4000 houses.
The total value of the dairy products of the
United .States is placed at over live hundred millions of dollars annually.

of

Another

■J.24,i.

w

eighs 117.

ol' Chief’s colts in tow

better,

or

and several that

that

n

do

can

An 18 months old lilly by Chief,
by (lilbreth Knox, could last fall, in
six weeks from the time she was tirst harnessed,
trot a good three minute clip, and did, late in < )ctober, w hen the track was soft and a high w ind blow
ing, trot a full mile to sulky, w ith a driver 3o lbs.
over weight, in 3.40.
This was in the presence of
out of

a

Just rewired a

several

fused

00.,

good
lilly

an

witnesses.

is owned

oiler of

Mr. C. It.

by

KUis, who

;$ir>0 for her when she

re-

but

was

I!LOCK.
Oliioi'

11:n>il>i<‘l oiii:ni
during the

season

of lssO at

full

line of

livlfnst.

lhtyford,

to Warrant a

L.

sr\

oral

of

$15.00.

Foal,
his *jet shown

at an\

(

time

oinmunica

Quality

States

revenue

Hayford.

Prince Withers and Haroldson,

Revere House!

AN

J»RLD AND OWNKD BY

IVm. V. MARSHALL, Retfast.

WHOEESALE A<iENTS.

W. K. MOIHSON A CO.,
Coliseum, 17 Main St., Belfast.

Mrs. Wins row’s Soothing Syrup for children
teething is the prescription of one of the best female
nurses and physicians in the I’nited States, and has
been used for forty years with never-failing success
by millions of mothers for their children. During
the process of teething its value is incalculable. It
relieves the child from pain, cures dysentery and
diarrhtea, griping in the bowels, anil wind-colic.
By giving health to the child it rests the mother.
Price 25c. a bottle.
Iy48
A Frenchman cannot pronounce “ship.” The word
sounds “sheep” in his mouth. Seeing an ironclad,
he said to a boy, “Is dish a war-sheep?” “No,”
answered the boy, “It’s a ram.”

Gen’ral, you’re posted; come! give us vour
views
brush at the front, what’s the powder to
use?”
He winked at a star as he puffed his cigar,
And slowly replied, “Jn a brush at the front
I never use powder, but—SOZODONT.”

Where You Will
you’ll iind SOZODONT in vogue.
Go

Co,, Props,,
Manager.

A. H. V.
a

cures baldness.
-w7'X^T> 9^ Tluir Vigor
Xu AV ^ liair Vigor restores youth-

X*. A

ful freshness mul color to faded and gray
hair.
It attains these results by the stimulation of the liair roots and color glands.
It rejuvenates the tt a
Tp and cleanses it.
Itrcstorcs to the J--I-.xX.AAA' that, either by
or
diseases
of the scalp, has
reason of age
become dry, harsh and brittle, a pliancy and
glossy silken softness of extreme beauty.
«
There is no dye in Ayer’s liair
T^T { / bl £
and the good it does is by the * X" IVJJ.V
it imparts to the follicles, and the cleancondition
liness and healthfulness of the
in which it maintains the scalp.
xt-ii-ix
liair
renews
the liair.
Vigor
jk
.xx. X XliXV ^ liair Vigor is the bo.-t cure
known for Brasliy liair, Scald Head, Itching
Humors, Tetter Sores, Torpid Folic i- *, s.nd
all other diseases ot the scalp that c:.usc
the falling of the XX A XXX »l“d
fading.
Fothing cleanses XX J VAXV of the nuisam-o
of dandruff so perfectly, and so effectually
prevents its return, as Ayer’s IIair Vii.hh.
In addition to the curative and restor.tive
virtues peculiar to Ayer’s IIair x^x / < / bT>
The Hair ▼ A\
it is a toilet

Scacli

[

YQU^G STALLION

Plymouth
The Business

luxury.

Ayer

Hair

no

fowl

of the 19th

Vigor

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

of jssc

at

the stable of

on every day of the w eek
commencing May 1.
Tkums. single service, payable at service, .SJ.
Season, payable November I, I*n;, £1. To insure
in t<»ivl. ;?(J, payable April 1, lssT, or when the mare
is known to be in foal.
I >i:s< ui i’Ti< >s. Norman Prince is seven vears
old; color, a beautiful bay with black points.
Stands l.j'.j hands high and weighs 1 I'm lbs. Norman Prince was raised by N. A. Cates, of l
aity.
Me. Me was sired by young Duke; he bv an im
ported French Stallion Duke of Perehe dam by a
noted Province stallion; grand dam b\ old Drew.
J. K. HAMILTON.

to

I

Itrooks, May 4,

lirst-class Vest makers.
T. A. PL Lit ITT.
—3wlS*

Swanville, April 14, lSjsr,.—Uni 1.1

J. A.
For Sale.
Farm of

l,
ihmii

uhi uiikt.

near

fifty acres, partly wood
(Juniev’s Mill, two miles

r-iuiuire

lUtf

Electro

Therapeutist
Homceopathist.

Head of the

F. BHIKH,
Tide. Belfast.

D.,
and

DENTISTS,
Belfast, Me.

Dr. F. P. Nieh.ols,

w.

the United States court in Boston Captain Gerrior was acquitted of the charge of
sinking the schooner Racer ofl' Cape Elizabeth.
In

consent.

The House post-ottice committee will report
! a hill directing the postmaster general to exclude
M. E. DODGE wants to sell
his house in Belfast, on Church St. I from the mails all ltewpapers publishing lottery
Suitable for two tenements and 1 advertisements.
convenient, with cistern in the cellar and well of nice water in tin*
The Consul General at Panama, in a letter to
yam, and pipe leaning to stable with pump for a labor contractor in New Orleans, advises all
stable use. House, ell and stable all in good con- laborers to
keep away from the canal as a means
dition, with good nice garden lot, with some fruit of
earning a livelihood.
trees, and large shade trees. The best location in
the city and the best neighborhood.
Inquire of
The lire losses of April in the United States
John II. Quimby or E. If. Dunbar and Samuel
Blodgett, on the premises, for further informa- and Canada are estimated at £*,000,000. This
tion.
M. E. DODGE.
is £000,000 more than April fire losses have averBelfast, April 26, 1886.—5wl7*
aged during the past eleven y&rs.

STODDARD,
2i», isso.—lTtf

1>. I), s.

A. o.

stoiidakd.

To whom all orders should be

,V.

A

Office in

Goodell

Searaport.

A Castoria

Babya

Child, she cried for Castoria,

When she became
When she had

Miss, she clung to Castoria,

Children, she gave them

Dr. Robertson says;

Castoria.

—44tf

!>*•;.

Maine Central R R.
ri >i K-'awHLK.
On and after Monria}. October 12, I NS7>, tnmis
ooumTl iiirr a
1 •: t.! I»r with thr udi fra in*, i. n
Htmtror, \N a ton Pit I*. >r< land and !’•> —i<
will run
as follows
l.t‘:ivi* I
fa -1
w. ( a
]*
\\ ., 1,|,.
''77, I»i o!iK> 7.10, Kii"\ 7.12. Th«>rndiko 7.47*. Initv
-.‘-7, la-'-iiard -( !u-..-.;n^ n.17. arriving at llurnhatii
at >..'lo \. w
la-avo I'.idfa-r 2 V. p. w
w>
I*..im
Wald..
17. llr<.ok> 7.4o, Knox 4.0.S, Thorndike* 1.1a. I nitv
I d. Lc iiai'd'!•
iis1.7.7k arriving at Ilurnhaiu
at a.in r- m.
1*1 |i kmn«;
Ilurnhaiu s 7..
m_. I oon
ari'-i -Mssiu-u..*-.* 1 nil a.Jo. Thorndike ,.».:i:i. Kn«.\
'.• la, Hr.>• >i.
lu (i>. Waul'' lo.2o, <'it\ Point lu.x'», ar
ri' in;: at Ildl'a.-t at 1" 17 \ \i
ix
|{iirnhain it 7 ;.u p. w., I..-.nurd's ( n-asin>r
•12. I nit\ 7.77. I I ..rudikr
lu. Km
la. Mrnoks
U.4", W all I" >'• -V|, v is 1 7
7."-.
I:^T a! Hi'I fast
at 7.17. p. m.
PA N « *\ Tl ( hi !,*.
id Mnna-or.
Hid ast, < >. t. 7i. 1Ss7).— 1 v 1
•.
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1 challenge Hie world t
produce a Remedy that
will <'/'in/ this ( elebratcd Plaster in the prompt reCun
of
lief and
A‘henmutism. Lame Pur; or Shh,
Kidu< // Disease, /.in '/'roubles, \>nrulr/iti, Plearis/f,
Diseas'd Joints, Props//, Heart, /.an;;, and llrone/iiat Trouble, c\eli Consumption. and will /’• >/
tiveli/ Pn-rent and Cure Pn<■amonio, and the urn -t
ease of Pi/spepsia and stomach
DijJicultics they
have never failed to /])'• -ctnalhj can
I can refer to hundreds of reliable p<
pie i
Waldo ('<>. a- t" their nu rits. Pat trp on,.
cts., and if no henefit is derived from its it-« in .me
week return it. to u horn purchased of, anJ </> t >/>
J.cts. hark.
Nothing preventing 1 -hall he at the /'■
House, Pelf'ust. in an June stli to I'Jfh, and uil be
'on salt at ions" t.. all ca .11 tig.
plea-i‘11 to give / '/•regarding the u-e of the.-e bmioin PlasHr- tor
their troubles, whether they conclude to try them
••

<-

<

A KKLir

K OLI)h> Tl

Ur

nh.

I shall have on exhibition at inv room during
my -tay, the /■'uiwus /.upstair:br<‘it,/hf ...■•*/• m
the “.V[aujloirer" in HfJO, and for which there 1oBered *.~,nn in (add, in prize- running from .-I
w ei^lit.
for the host nmr-e- a- to it
up to
Kvery person hrin^inir or semlinu-me proot that
one of my Impr>>red r/ushrs hue. e
hu\o
used
they
the privilege of making a jfttess. w hieli will he Inly
recorded: om-jjite-s for each piaster. The pi"..|
I require must he tin- old pla-ter itself or one pur
elta.-ed ol me at the time. audit must he my *•////
pruned /‘lust,
•*
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For sale by Win. 0. Poor A Son, Belfast, \le.. and
Ira P. Ordway, Travelling \grnt, P. 0. address
Belfast, Me.
A local aj?ent wanted in every town, to whom 1
Id on conn i,-sion.
w ill consign Plaster- to lie
Knelose stamp tor particular-.

E. GT.
(l

JOHN,

.rl T'kt vV Pass.

Ag't,

CillGAGJ.

After taking thro* fourth-ot
relief is not obiainetl, ntme the bottle
with your name a :t ache* l, an*I (tie money
\\ ill be refumhal.

__lyr-13_
A

o

i AKDAKi)

WUHK

M IjJJlLAL

FOR YOUNG S MIDOLE-AGEOIVSFN

E. I.

ONLY

!jil lit Mill. POSTPAID.
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Ell EE

SAMPLE

TO

ILL.

Children
FOR

Cry

PITCHER’S

CASTORIA
Dr. Archer says;

I

Bowditch. Webster & Co.,
AUGUSTA,
MUSICAL

AUTHOR'TICS*

I

ORGANS PIANO

53! T.VLMONT ST.
SEND 1*0,1 CATALOGUE ANJ

PRICES-

>v

CO'

Proprietors,

A Great Medical vvTork:"on Il'nishoout

!

MAiNE.
I),-,l,.rs.

all

Hlll.Vi

■

BOSTON MASSMLN7ICN PAPER-

■

Notice of Foreclosure.
\irHKKK.\s
the ■".nth
M

Castoria

cures

Colie, Constipation,

Sour Stomach,

Diarrhoia, Eructation,
Gives healthy sleep, and promotes digestion

ist.

and

Without injurious medication.

Dr. Little says;

1057 Second Avenue,
111 So. Oxford Street,
Columbus Conn., May 3, 1876.
New York, April 8, 1S72.
I have a family of eight children, who
Brooklyn, Fob. 22,1S72.
use
I
Castoria in my practice, and find
Castoria is so well adapted to the de- have used Castoria.
I recommend its
it specially adapted to affections of children
rangements of children, that I can recom- use for children, in preference to any rnedi
and females.”
mend it as superior to any other known cine I know.”
Alex. Robertson, M. D.
H. A. Archer, M. D.
Norman P. Little, M. D.
remedy.”

Maine.

32tf

liEO. J. X1EOWM,
Washington Street, Belfast, Me.

«.i.
me

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
Turcoman and Silk Curtail^,

building

Window Shades, Curtain Fixtures,

mint.

WE MAKE 11IK ONLY

Caution

Notice.

Belfast, May 10,188G.—3wlD*

FAST

DRIVING.

(J1TY ORDINANCE prohibiting fast driving
in the streets will be
THE
rigorously enforced after
this
and

persons who violate the same will be
arrested and carried before the Police Court.
Belfast, May 10, lrtso.
3wll)
II. E. MCDONALD, City Marshal.

li
V .dress the l’eahody Mid', a
itlite. .r l‘r.
IP Parker. No 4 P.ullim ii >t n t. lio-toi >; i--.,
who may he consulted on ah .ii-ojise- r. >iuirin>r
skiil and e\ p. rienrr. ( .. am! '-mat. .:i
that have bathed the kill of all ..tin
pin sieiaim a
uI.
w 11In ut
an
spe' ialty. >uch mated ~u«
.Mention t hi
instance ot lailure.
.per.
M

genuine
and

&

our

Slop

Standard.
them, take no other

Hollrr i*

Ask your Dealer for

■

—

UPHOLSTERY HARDWARE.

whereas the eomlitum of said mortgage is broken,
notice is therefore herein given of my intention t<«
foreclose the .-aid mortgage for breach of the eon
dition thereof.
la
Dated this 13lh dav of April A I >. lss<
KUSIIA II. H WI N

<

-i

[WHOLESALE.!
Iy-rl6

>

SHROPSHIRE SHEEP,
White

Pigs,

Vinces

most

H. HARRIS,
Jewell Stock Farm, Belfast, Me.
W.

lyraO

We

want 300 Smart Me.l t° g«* oil the road
coming season, soliciting orders for Nursery
Stock, with

this

Salary

to

Start on, Besides

Expenses.

No

experience needed. Apply at once, stating
previous occupation, age and name references.
S. T. CANNON & CO-, Augusta, Maine

R.

skeptical

the most

GERMAN
ASTHMA CURE^Mo
viol.-nt
comfortable

I IKK I) AND FOR SALK 15 Y

u

attack

sleep;

insures

an-ti tin
*’ure.
"O'- .ian
fa:'-

!y

restored

any other

man.

to

1 KsTIMONI U S.

f the most 'ajxih'i
‘•I ivunrd Mr. laid} a- "tie
(tn.l st, essfnl practitioners with whom I ha\e hud
t II A>. M A
ollieial tutor. our-e.'
>N.
( ommis.'ioi er of Patents.
‘•Inventors rannot employ a person more trustmi re eaj alde of securin': for them an
favorable consideration at the Patent
KDMl \l> lit KK1Late Commissioner oi Patents.

worth}

3m 13

earl\ and
* Mliee

are

|

low

Tin

R.

NERvQUS

mi:.

DAGGETT,

n Pianos, organs. Sewing Machines, Ac
dy Point, Me., Feb. 11, |nsg._»;

Dealer

/ENNYROYAIPILSJ
“CHICHESTER’S
ENGLISH.”
Tlie Original nn<l Only Genuine.

Safe and

always Reliable. Row are of worthies* Imitations.
Imlisiwnsable to LADIES.
A*U \<>ur ]>ruirffl*t for
‘*<’hlehe*ter** Engll-h” and take no >Lc. ,-r inclose 4c.
tamps) to us for particulars in Utter by return mull.
NAME PAPER, t'hlehenter I'hcnileul <'o.,
itltltt Mud I Him •‘■'yuurc, I’hiluda., l*a.
Bold by UruffgUt* everywhere. Ask for “Chlehecter s h nit lUIi” Pennyroyal 1*111*. Take no other.

DEBILITATED
You are allowed a -c<ugo of Dr. Dye’s C< I.
Electric Suspensory a

trial

of

MEN;

'h

1.

days of the

irty

;■

aie
’ics

f>

Belt with

the

CO., Marshall, Mid^

-WANTED AT-

Pants

Factory,

Jan, 21, lssii.—tf(>

TO tXY MAX

Territory

fcS&BSHS

Corsets. Sample tree

to tho.e becoming agents. No risk, quick sales.
given, satisfaction guaranteed. Address

OR.SCOTT.842 Broadway St.,N.Y.
12tcowl4

or

Ml florin"

IE£D PiPE and SHEET LEAD.
Our manufactures are fully warranted, ami ire
unsurpassed by any in the market.
lyr.'ll
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality.

SALEM LEAD
F. A.

WANTED

IS WORTII

$1,000

7m47

good wages., Call on or address
JOHN If. GORDON, Brooks, Me.

«

CREAM BAIM

Woman

Machine Girls
At

Catarrh

<

1.V1-44

Brooks

Huston, October Id. IS70
H. II. KI>I)Y ,ls<|.— hear Mr
} <»u procured fov
1*40, my first natent. since then, \oti ha\e
acted for and a Ivise.t me n luualreds of. uses, and
procured many patents, re issue-, and extensions.
I have occasionally emplow d the best agencies in
New York. Philadelphia, and Washington, but !
still fine you almost the w hole of m} business, in
your line, and ad\ i-i others to employ you
Yours truly.
t.ld'Ki.l. hkAPKIL
Huston, .January 1. lssli.— lyrl
me. in

speedjr

relief and permanent
’rims lability,loss
of Vitality and Munht'od. ;»» ! ai: kind red troubles.
■*.
Also for many other <ID*
<inplete restoration to Health. Vigor and Manhood guaranteed.
No risk Is Incurred. Illustrated pamphlet in scaled
mveloj™ mailed free, by addressing

VOLTAIC BELT

Boston,

>

(*erman Astlimn ti’ure is Fold by all draprffists :t jf)e. and .S I, or sent by mail on receipt
of price
rial package free to any address for
lllFI- M vS. M H..N runl.MInn.
stamp

bought direct from the man
prices as money can buy
them. That when buying of me you have no other
owners to settle with.
And that I can give you as
reliable goods, as low prices and as easy terms as

st.,

Patents in tin l mlcd Mates; also in i.veat
tint ie-. < opu s
livitain, Franc. am! tier foreign
of the eiaims o| any Patent furm-lu. •<! I.\ remitting
A ssi^n meat tveoi di d in Washingtun.
one dollar.
A'o .liftn ‘ii in tin I 'n if ■' Shifts /.' sses>< s superior
n.si
rt.iin ini/ the
furilifits for tthfnininp /‘ttfenfs
ptifi nhil'i/iti/ of in n ntions.
U II- l-.hlD * dieitor ,.f Patei ts.

REMEMBER
my goods
THAT
facturer at

opposite Kill)}

•secures

//■>>«. It. I.ott. St. Foul. Minn.
health hy German Asthma
Thus. Futon, Hamilton, Ohio.
Gur.: is ail you iaim for it. It never
]’■■•<. F i'-rj Fxngerlxn, Greenville. S. C.
My ■ liydcian re Miuracnde d German Asthma Cure It
cui -d me.
M
M. /.. Tetri' k. Londonderry. Oh",.
Thousand* of similar Letters on file. Ask any druguUt
Vii
about It.
•I

EDDY,

H.

No. 71» Stale St.,

effects cures where all other remedies fail.
No waiting lor results. I is action is
immediate, direct mid certain, and a
cure is effected in all ( I KAHbF C'.\>KS
"It p rmaneutly cured me.
Refer to me at any time

1880.—Swltt*

II7TIEREAS my wife, ISABEL A. THOMAS,
TT
has left my bed and board without justiliable
cause.
This is to warn all persons from harboring
or trusting her on my account, as 1 have made suitable provision for her maintenance.
WILLIAM If. THOMAS.

date,

i.
n i»ki\- «i.i
I»'», mortgage

am
a certain building built I»\ said Judkins in tin
mer of 1 ss.">. on land of I low ai d M urphy. -it uat •• >
-outlierh oi tie
North port, in Waldo ( Mint
Methodist ( amp (.round, on the corner *>f "-'Mitl
Shore avenue and Kink street, s,,.called, near Unknown as the ••( >cea n lloii-e
-aid build
illg conveyed being-1 bet b ug and lb feet with
with II feel posts, and intended h> be u-.-d a- a
store, to secure the payment of jsM.'i. and win w.-.-ithc said Judkins is not a resident of this '-tale, am1

Park Block.

A Good Carriage Painter.
May 13,

laklna i.
of .Inly.

<

day

I ha a-tod Vitality. Ncrveim ami 1 1»y
11 l»ril’.ty, Premature 1‘erhue .n Man. I- in »r- f ’loiith,
ami tin- untold miseries result in*r trom ii discretion or r\iT-'CA In.* k for r\ei
man y.uinjr,
middle a$rrd and old. It c. i.tains IJ.'» pn s< rlpth-ns
for all acute and elironic 1 i-. a-*
each one ot
m
which is divaliiai'h
i■ ia
by the Vuthor.
whose e\p. vi'-m
u;irsmh a- probably
never fell to lhe lot ot any pin sirian.
:>imi j auos,
hound :n heautilu) I- ivm’h miniim embossed eo\
ers, ull *•'i11. guarantee*! to he a liner u oi k in e\ei y
-eii-c liiau any other Work sold in this c
untry for
s"—-"'O. oi ttie money
will hr !• funded ill every it
'lance I rteeoidy -r Pun by ma t!, post paid. lllustralive sample fret
t- any body
■'em! m w
Hold
ai
tal awarded the an'llmi by tin- Naiimai Meiii
•a! Vs-o«iatlon. to 11.< I'lV'lm itotwhleh.il. Hon
I*. V- UisM'U. and associate the.
| ilie Hoard
the leader i~ respect fully ret. rrrd.
'I he .'science ot Pile du UId ho n-a.i b\ the y iir.tf
'••! instruction. and hv the alllieted for relief.
It
will he ii* lit all. 1.1 m fon I.tnu t.
There is no member of society to w :■.
The
■seieliee Ol Pile will Hot he useful, w liethei \-u!h,
r.;>,
parent, guardian, instructor or vi_ man.
1

Iv ivo\vS

F.

WANTED!

Castoria—the Mother’s Great Remedy for Children.
was a

■

■

addressed*

^

HOMES
Wholesale

Shi

Castoria,

50 rts.
arrives m Belfast eaeti trip in time
and
Boston
b.
at
trains
Bangor
going We-t.
( apt. S. II. RAKBOI'll. Manager.

litj Nraim-r

AVE., CHELSEA, MASS.

31 CENTRAL

as

Slugeon Dem

When she

Fare,

March 4, 18SG.—3m9*

Captain Alfred II. Brotherton,of the brigO.
B. .Stillman, has been convicted at Baltimore,
Md., of conspiracy to cast his vessel away.

Newfoundland is highlv indignant over the
granting of a portion of her coast to France bv
the imperial government without the colonists’

> V

—Prepared by—
Sc
DAVIS,

A..

BUSINESS! BUSINESS!

Office overL. F. McDonald's Store,Main St.

Masonic Temple,

gave her

f m.
Mil v t
Will e a w l-le.-bo;w. By del '- <o\e,
« astine 7 i.Y b
al 7
m
Belfast diree*.
Leave*.
Beltast -ame da
at ie \
m.. eonneetii.-g with
steamer < imbria
it < a-tim
tor ! »• ■
I-!•
sedgwiek. .". \\ llarb rand Bai Harbor.
ai

Equally Good for Horses and Cattle.

M.

Ers. STODDARD & STODDARD,

we

«

at

Deep-seated Rains, .Sprains,

Chester

BEECHER,

oi
<;.

lyrds

season

With two breeding pens of these noted fowls,
headed by Corks procured from one of the best
breeders in New England, I am prepared to supply
eggs for hatching at 50c. per dozen.
W. B. BANKIN'.
Belfast, March *25, 1SSB.— low12*

work furnished
■

Will make the

'/. It. IIAMILTOX. in StranrUlc,

THIS is to give notice that I have bought out the
1 N est business heretofore conducted bv S. I,.
IX UKjK, and shall carry on the same. Plenty of

deleterious

NORMAN PRINCE!

Century.

NOTICE.

ingredients. Its v.cn
prevents all scalp disease, secures ngaitist th
or
thin
liair growing
gray, and surely cures all
is not organic.
baldness tb

Contains

Rocks!

Office llourv-S to 10 A. M.; 1 1-2 to 5, and
7 to S P. M.
Belfast, Vpril 1, lssfi.—l.'itf

When Baby was sicl:,

■

AV^IST PI<: 1X
Dn 17

1

April

An amendment to la; ottered to the Interstate
Commerce hill will aim at the punishment of
crimes to which strikers have recently resorted.

-A.GrLLV rL\S

Broken Bones, St iff .Joints, White Swellings,
l.oss of Motion in Limbs, or Loss of Sight,
Inflamed Eyes, Poisoning, Bites, Stings, etc.
Bathe thoroughly from three to ten times a
day. It much inflamed, put on a thin Slippery
Klin Poultice, covered with the Balsam.
Poison taken Internally—From half to a
table spoontul, and give an emetic soon as
possible; give Balsam several times a day
until well. Ear-ache—Turn a few drops into
the ear. Chilblains—Bathe well and heat it
in. Corns Pare nearly to the quick; coyer
them with but k skin, saturated with the Balsam, every night and m< ruing.
Piles—Apply externally, and It necessary*
also by Syringe, or otherwise, internally.
colons, Hoarseness and Bronchitis—
Take enough to oil the throat several times a
day. Stoppages and Inflammation ot the
Bowels—(live from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful once in half an hour,till r« h ived.
Pains in the Side—Take a large teaspoonful
on retiring, and several times a day, it necessary. Dysentery and Cholera Morbus—(live
a teaspoonful once in from fifteen minutes to
an hour, till pain and soreness are removed.
The medicine is commended with the full
assurance of its imaualilied success.

-.

Gen. Paine’s new yacht, the Mayflower, which
is to compete with the Puritan and Atlantic,
was launched at Boston May (1th.

Cure

o

April :;oth.

!
j

is by far the cleanliest hair-dressing made.
It causes the liair to grow thick and long,
and keeps it always soft aud glossy.

s

House,

David Davis is suffering from malignant carbuncle atBlooinington. III.
It is feared
that the disease will prove fatal.

Constipation, and liitter Taste in the nvuth.
ho i* &t river Regulator known. 25 cts.: 5
bex.es.
f I -OQ. By all 1Irufrgtets and by JlaiL
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston.

Ilion, N. Y.

2S3 Bromlway.

|

PREPARED BY

People have
thrown away their tooth-powders and washes,
and placed this odoriferous preservative of the
teeth on the toilet table in their place. It keeps
the teeth in splendid order, and spices the breath.

&

CROSBY,

6

1

“Now
a

Haney

Judge

A heavy rain and hail storm visited Kansas
and Missouri recently, doing a great deal of
damage to property and causing loss of life.

For Sale! For Sale I I

Mothers.

E. H.

Several Milwaukee furniture factories are
closed in consequence of a strike for the eight
hour day at the old wages.

^PILLS
Tloadarhe, Sldoaclie, Coated Tongue,
2ml5

meetings.”

4S Colors to select from.

Bkinci; Wiiiikks. —Foaled in iss:i. is bright bav
in color, 1.V, hands high, 1,0C0 lbs. weight, of beautiful form and style, extraordinary muscular and
OHAS, H,
I bone developments and a natural trotter,as will be
shown next fall.
SPUING STREET, BELFAST, ME.
Sire.—(Jen. Withers (2.:J1,.1, quarter in ;»."»s' by
Almont, the greatest grand son of Rysdyk’s IlaniStable Connected with the House, Hacks to and bletoiiiau.
from the Boats and Trains.
Dam.—(Jtieen 2.,'kS) by son of Black Diamond.
French Canadian of St. Lawrence stock) sire of
This house* has been remodelled, newly 1'urnishClara *L, (2.2s) and others; 2d dam a .Morgan troted, i> pleasantly situated, and is the equal of any
ting mare. This black mare is a natural trotterand
; Hotel in Pastern Maine. Particular inducements wa.'sold when a colt for cf'iotl,—is well known for
; offered to transient custom, and a quiet home of.
w inning races in
Belfast. Rockland and .Monroe,
fered
to
boarders.
141f
;
steady
without training.
TEli .VS It EA SOX A 11J. E.
Waldo ( ounty breetlers—if they would make
money in raising horses—must breed not only for
Ho ('all and satisfy yourselves., oJf
speed and blood, but also for size, beauty’ tine
style and lofty carriage. Prince Withers has these
qualities and his high breeding ensures his imparl
mg the same to his -oil
It Utoi.tisoN.—Foaled in 1 SS-l, rich bay and of
Lincolnville Beach, Me.
good size, bv Prescott, bv Harold, sire of‘.Maud >.,
(2.US
The Beach House stands near the shore, and is
Dam—(Jucen; Pi e. cott dam by the sire of Coldsix miles from Camden, having daily connection
I 1>\ stage with the Boston boats. A stable is con- smith Maid (2.14) and the dam <>t Princess, sire of
Trinket .2.14 the three fastest mare- that e\rr lived.
nerted with the house and boats are also furnished
Applications should be made at once, as but lit
for sailing and rowing parties. The drive over the
turnpike to Camden i> one «•; the finest in .Maine. teen engagements will be made.
Belfast, April s. jssi;.- 14
The clam bakes on ."-even Hundred Acre Island
I
are noted.
For further particulars address the
ttwlit
proprietor,
L STAPLES, Lincolnville Beach, Me.

cutter.

and

ijlgSQULES PILLS)bILI0U8

A newly converted reporter thus notices a minstrel troupe: “For those who do not consider it a
sin to witness minstrel shows this entertainment
will furnish a pleasant relaxation from revival

Guaranteed.

CO.,

New York Office:

for

or not.

i

KNOW THYSELF, by reading the “Science of Life.” the best medical work ever published,
for youn r aud middle-aged men.
Iy29

In

Address,

REMINGTON AG L

CROUP—Half a tcuspoontul omv m 10 or 15
minutes, till relieved, a little occasionally till
well. Apply externally.
1 >irm il I'Ki ,\ —On appearance of soreness of
the throat, lake half a teaspoonful once in 15
minutes; applied externally. Repeat until
relievt d.
Burns ok Scalds—Apply as soon as possible. If tile surface is raw, cover wh h Hour, so
that when dried, will lorm a seal), and let remain, apply ing the Balsam around it till well.

Erysipelas,

Per Wtck

.•

Send for Illustrated ('ircular and PriceList, with Testimonials.

15ASJCS,

>

l>clfa>t, April *22, IS,SO.—IteowlO

story?

to

BALSAM,

•,

Terms,

pleasure, Sundays excepted.
tions promptly answered.

An antiquary recently visited an old castle, and
asked one of the villagers if he knew anything of
an old story about the building.
“Ay,” said the
but it fell
rustic, "There was anither auld
doon lang sine.”

Advice

MILL.

>

Stallion and

PDRE LEAD and OIL PAINTS,

WITH WIND

THEM FOK USE

Trip*,

After April
| vsij,
-Will lea e Br.M.k-ville at 10 a
w
( astine lo::io a. m.. Isleslw-m. |{\dec's <o\e |-_> \|
or on arrival o! steamer < imbria
..Bar Harb »r.
Leaver- Bella
-ame da\ at ;;
m.
rl'«
Will leave 11*viler'- «
::t
\.
w
(astine M 4a. for Belfa-t din t.
Will leave Bel’
fast same da
at 1 ;jo i\ m
WKDNKS1..U -Will leave Islesboro. Hugh's Head
at 7 :.*{'» \. M., Byder’s -. < a-tine
17. |'..r Belfast,
l eaves Bid fast same day at -j :;u e M
same
|daee- as abovr.
Tlli itsi. v v -\\ id 1, iv, I i.--!..
o\.
|; di r's
at
A. M.. BrooUsvilie. '.i. ( a-file- 0 |.*». I or Belfast.
IA*aves Belfast saim
m.
I- i: t
T W ti i
| -I,p, .d
v. \>.. ( a -title
da. for Be|I'a.-t din t.
I,, aw
|;< 11 -t
*• da v

tiie

A Snre Remedy
for CllOl I', t)ll
THl.UIA, and all
Til KOAT ]>LS-

a

year old.

with

|

FIT

to

BELFAST.

Hound

iTEAMER FJLORFNCF,
Cnpt. fJeckor,

Proprietor.

mare

Jlarrison

a.-

TO

attachments

Nom* jrmwino vvit 1;out likenes.-j oftlio

of

one

the stable of

We refer to EVERY HOUSE painted bv us
ADVERTISEMENT.
Gwi:>

FURNisn

PUMPS

The most effectual Remedy ever
known
lor all
I lie ailments men
tioned below.

hands of the trainer. .John

their mile in 3.00.

Shoes,

Timber stealing in Alaska is receiving a check
by the seizure of loaded vessels bv a United

The late Kev. James II. Brown of Baltimore
was one of the few Methodist ministers who
had some money. Ilis estate is worth $tfl;,U8,7(i.

lyrnrmT

in J.tn

can trot

one

will stand for service

1

vnir

imported
crosses

gottk

Generalities.

We

■

Y^d

:a

<>..

in the

There is another

line of

&

(ieo.

was
now

saw.” This horse stands hi hands and

Corner Main & Hi^rli Sts., Belfast, Me.

ft H fi K I 1J

>t

less of the blood of

more or

trained

This

HOWES’ SEW

1

6

The REMINGTON IN'MP u ahead
of all competition in working easily
and rapidly.
It is secure from freezing; and never
needs priming.

Price 25 eta. per Bottle.

F. Haines, who says of hint: “That he can speed
faster than (ieo. O. could the best day he ever

>

/

record.

It

his colts is

Vs/^at tj^pe

1

on

Diomod, derived from the very best sources. Ham
bletonian Chief never sired an ill -shai»«*« I. lunk head
colt, or a quitter. His colts have good size, are all
style, are solid full of sand, ami at the same time
gentle and tractable. The only one of his colts

giving excellent -ati-faction.
are here to show our goods.
Call and

F. H.

>

fourth heat

this blood.

a

are

W e
examine.

against a Held
I’hallas, 2.13?4,

Diomed;aml I’ilot Knox, 2.1!)has live

E. T. Harvill's Fine Wescott Calf Shoes
|

also the fastest

1>S5. carried

in Ho\ Toe and Plain Toe. The stock is as .-olt
as a French Kid, and w ill wear better than a
Call'Shoe. If you are troubled with -hoes hurting your feet try a pair of these.

Belfast, May G, IssG.—Owl8

2.hi*4, by

i< somewhat remarkable that every
of the winners of the Maine colt stakes for

one

Shoes?

Men's Genuine Kangaroo

70 Ellain Street.
I

we

The fastest record ever made
horses stands to the credit of

remove.

$1.25. For heavy work they can not be equalled, and are as soft as*a call shoe.
Next week

day-eye-sec
Majolica 2.15, by Startle.

Dicta-

bel, the champion Maine bred liih ,2 years old,
record, 2.15la. has two crosses of star blood: her
sire and dam havin'? one cross each in the second

If not von can save money and get a good st-oo
shoe by lmying a pair of them, and once using
these good-will always buy them. Ask those
that have tried them. W e are having large
.-ales on these -hoes and every pair i- warranted to give satisfaction.

We MUST hare the ROOM

gains.

of Stardams,

were out

2.10. and 1’hallas

Hambletonian Chief carries 3-1(5 of the blood of

Douglas' $3.00

W, L,

just

one

Um

Fly) Button,

Have you tried

and

which is

in and it will pay yon to examine them
before purchasing elsewhere.

Hand reiel Congress,
YOUR OWN PRICES! Ladies’ Sene
gular

<

of

Top, very line Kid, $2.50. Those goods

French

by American star. Just
acquired records of 2.15 or
quarter of these were sired by

mares

tor, and

did Counters mi l Inner-oles,
Kid Foxed Hutton,
$1.(17, These cannot be equaled in the eit \ for the
same money.

1

out of

llambletonian stallions that
viz:

LADIES’ GENUINE GLOVE TOP.

the next

were

dozen horses have

a

less than $•»."«).

Large Stock at Once,

-FROM-

SOB

i sr

ger, inherited from both sire and dam. What gives
especial value to this horse’s pedigree is that his
winning crosses are close up. Kvery remove that

r) $1.65.
they are worn

lEOZSSlO'O. Sulci’IOl©

Action)

Triple

a

Larpst aiii Finest Furniture Stares

■

Asthma
Tne
cures
cf Asthma by
medicine is proof that
I!
I>r.
mas' Eclectnc Oil has
HO ClJUi-l OS an Asthma
CUIC.

33 Jk.

race horse that never was beaten in any race, at
any distance. He is especially strong in both the
blood of imported Diomed and imported Messen-

Nailed, (Solid Leatlier) $1.65.

I). LANE, Agent.. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Agent
Boston.
W ILLIAM II. HILL, Jr., lien. Manager.Boston.

Islesboro, Castine, and Brocksville

March is, lssu.—3ml2

AMERICAN

through.

15V

GEO. O. BAILEY. Belfast, Me.
E B BEAN, Eearamont.
G A. JACKSON, No. Scarhinont.
F. M RUSS, Lincoliivilie
>
H NICKERSON. Swanvillo.
C. H. GATCRELI., Agt E. Jackson.
FRED RNOWLlOr Liberty.

He is a grandson of Ilysdyh'- Hambletonian. A
grandson of Seeley’s American star. A great
grandson of American Felipse, the great l mile

2 Casss ladies’ Kid Button, t»".s

built for us, and when completed will be able
to show one of the

■

,!

oiVered and refused $10,into for him.

horses, owned by
Backman, that ha\c trotted trials in better
than 2.30. No other horse in Maim- can point to j
both their sire and dam as being the producers of j
so much speed by the record.
Hambletonian Chief
possesses more winning strains of blood in larger
'piantities than any other horse in .Maine.

Bals, SXP,

Standard Nailed, (Solid Leatln
Standard Nailed goods,will hold till
out \\ ithout ripping.

1

r'1'

colts,

She is also Ihe ilam of two other

until you have examined these BARGAINS.

Hew Mim Warm

■

di-ect

KOil SALK

mam

‘Double and

at ."i I*, m

s

From Rockland at (. 30 t amden at 7.3o, or upon
arrival ni steamer fr..m Boston.
Tickets soltl to all point- and baggage clucked

REMINGTON

kith} St., Boston, Mass.

Office 30

1

SALE!
We would inform

|

In th~

was

IJV

STANDARD FERTILIZER CO.,

Mr.

Catarrh.

HF

AIAM I'ACTI KKI)

«

Frida}

Wanted.

Buying Agents

Nitrogen..‘{.-is
Equal to Ammonia.3.!is

owner

RETl’KNINti TO BELFAST.
From Boston Monda
Tucsdavs, Thursdavsand

Hew York Oilice, 283 Broadway.

1

any horse

as

General OlHee, Ilion, N. Y.

by Maine Experimental station,
April 2S, lS.su.

us

Moisture.iUi.j per rent
Soluble Phosphoric Acid.s.so
Reverted
.1.!«;
Insoluble
.1.30
Potash.2.30

Mary Ifa/sc i.- tin: dam <>f Charlie Champlain,
record ‘2.21V, and winner of is \ieats in the aver
age time of 2.2.'>.‘> ;i; Uival, record at .*» years, 2.3b.
pul die trial over Fleetwood track in better than [
*2.30; Twilight, ‘2 mile trial, 1" wagon, at
years, \
when in stud condition, in 1.11. After his trial Mr. j

Our

Our Catalogue for 1886, of 140 pages, containing colored plates, descriptions and Illustrations
NEWEST, BEST and RAREST SEEDS and PLANTS, will bo mailed on receipt of
(in stamps) to cover postage.

j

""

reported to

Had Mr. Irwin lived,

roadsters.

representatives in the 2.do li.-t to-day
living.

of lho
6 cts.

«"

!

gentlemen’s

for

--

in

his

and followed out his policy of developing ,ii~
Middletown would undoubtedly have had as

PETER HENDERSON & CO.35

as

When Middle

a

Commencing Monday, April 12, 1886,
steamers will leave Belfast for Camden, Rockland
and 15<'St»»ii, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdaysand
Saturdays at (about) 2.30 o’clock ’i*. m., or upon arrival from Bueksport.
For Searsport, Bueksport, Wintcrport, (and ice
permitting; Hampden and Bangor, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday mornings at (about)
fto’clock or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

Sure to Give Satisfaction.

Analysis Standard Superphosphate

died,
longed has been administered by trustees; and it
has been their policy to simply handle and waywise his colt
and sell them at 3, I and •'» years old

\_Sw ,JflL^Pl
Our Seed W arehouses, tho largest in
York, aro fitted up with every applianco for tho prompt and carefu
filling of orders.

Superior in line ami dry conditions.

Arrangement.

Machine,

UNEXCELLED BY ANY,

Oo., N, Y.

comparatively young horse,
since which time the estate to which he be-

JeCeA/jni'ricCevidn^G^
x\cv7

New York cities for years.

town was
_

—

<

Orange

Sire, Middletown, by Itysdyk’s Hambletonian.
Dam, Mary /false, by Seeley's American Star.
Middletown is the sire of Music, record
(owned by Kobt. Bonner),Nellie Irwin -J.JA, Orange
Blossom 2.2(1, Storm 2.2<>3A', in her first rare, at the
age of seventeen years, after having raised several
foals and being driven on the pavements of Brook-

-.

Sneezing

D. B. IRWIN,

by

Spring

EMINGTON RIFLE,

\

1-2 in, high ; weight 1010 lbs.

It is a well-known fact that most of the WM ■ ■ ■■ BS ■ ■ — B ■
D
HUB
Horse and ('attic Powder sold in this coun- HH fl
Iff (
Rh mm
fl H I" M n
Iff II
K
HI I
try is worthless; that Sheridan's Condition HI In
KM
Powder is absolutely pure and verv valuable.
Ml II iff
SIB %
M
fll
Nothing on Karth will make hens
BM N
I
-I U
lay like Sheridan’s Condition l’mv-BuB fiTB 81 ELEd
■ m HB fl B
H K9
der. Dose, one teaspoonful to each pint of™ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
food. It will also positively prevent and cure Hog Cholera, Ac. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25c. in
.stamps. Furnished in larire cans, price $1.00; by mail, $l.*jo.
^LIIAl/ PM AUAI pni
free. 1. 6. JOHNSON A CO., Boston, Mass.
vlilvlvllll

Ifn

hands, 2

stands 15

—

B[|
EH

I

Sire of Geo. 0., 2.24 1-4.

USE.

ps lls

JB
fffi
Ill|
IHR AA II

iSewing

trei*.

°°-

EXTERNAL

Co.

4310.

CURES-Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery,
Chronic Diarrhoea, Kidney Troubles, and Spinal

H
B

B

Bangor

Staanitiiliip

Positively cure SICK-HEADACHE, Biliousness, and all LIVER and BOWEL Complaints, MALARIA,
BLOOD POISON, and Skin Diseases ;ONE PILL A DOSE).
For Female Complaints these Pills
have no equal.
“I find them a valuable Cathartic and Liver Pill.—Dr. T. M. Palmer, Mcnticello, Fla.”
"In my practice I use no other.
J. Dennison, M.D., DeWitt, Iowa.”
Sold everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 ets. in stamps.
Valuable information FREE. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

<

e

Boston and

the lowest in Moisture.

highest in Analysis,

The

Tb°aywrs,js"uii laiyiariiTei“'-“"-r1",or
I HI IHH I Iftl H

■
Q^CURES-Diphtheria,
Croup, Asthma, Bron- B
cbitis, Neuralgia, Rheu ■
at the B
matism,

Ex-Aldermen Sliiels, Fink, Sayles, Reilly,
McQuade, Miller, and O’Neill, of New York,
were arraigned in court in New York city
recently. They all pleaded not guilty.

and left.
Camden village, located around the shores of
nu-, m disgust, and I was ashamed to be on the
its deep-water harbor, lies just at the base of
street or in s<- ietv.
I’liysieians and tin ir treat- Mount Hattie, which rises a thousand feet and
Forty million people, or one-fifth of the subment and dl medicines tailed to do
any good. In whose summit is lc>s than a mile distant from jects of the “Empress of India,” are in a state
a in".".- nt of despair I tried the ( ri'K
the village post-olliee. Meguntieook, its twin of chronic starvation. Famine succeeds famine
iiA Iii:.MLmountain on the north, is over 1400 feet high. at the rate of one in every five or six years.
i-n.s
(i in
It a, die great skin Cure, and (t ti
Both are easy of ascent, and good carriage
c
ua s«> ti*. an O' ptiisite '-kin Beautifier,external
The new American yacht Atlantic was launchroad' c>u!d be easily built to their summits,
She is 84 feet in
ly. and ( Tli l'i: \ Ki>oi.vi;m tin* new Blood 1 but this as yet has not been done. Bald Moun- ed May 8th in New York.
length on the water line, has a draught of
Purifier. internally; tin. -mall lumpI call 1 tain, near by. i' 1110 feet high. Hosmer is 1230
an enormous
and
a
half
feet,
and
carries
eight
them g radii a 11
-disappeared, ami the large one- feet, and Mount Pleasant, another very pictur- amount of sail.
hr- k- in about two weeks, discharging large quail- ! esque elevation, i' a member of the same
From the village a good turnpike road
Lieutenant Governor Ames of Georgia gave
title- of matter, leaving two slight -car- in my j family.
xcellent driveway, running up by away trees on Arbor Pay to any North Easton
neck t->-da\ to tell tin* st->ry of my -tillering. My i ailords an
weight then was one hundred and lift eon sicklv ! tli*' ca'tern shore of Canaan Lake and the base people who would set them out. He gives the
of Mount Hattie and following around the town this \ear £2000 to be used in planting
poiiml-;
weight- now i- one hundred and sixtv
one ---lid, healthy poniul-, and
shade trees along the public highways, and has
my height i- only we: tern 'Imre of the lake back to tin? village,
live led live incin
In mv ravels i praised the making a iilt* en-mi!e course, in the midst of as
purchased 2500 trees for that purpose.
(
K r;;a
Ki;mi i»ii s, North. Ninth, had, and
charming and picturc'*pie 'cenery as can he
M e.-!. '!
I 1 :H v Bt Mri-il.s I n\vi:vn IIKALT1I.
found
in
the
“I have no appetite,” complains many a sufl'erer.
country.
ma
11aitixt ss. and .vi tin..
.\ prominent New
Around the >hores ..•! < anaan Lake sixteen Hood's Sarsaparilla gives an appetite, and enables
Voi k druggist asked nu tin oilier dav, “Do you
the stomach to perform its duty.
summer cottages have been erected and more
still use (|h> ci inritA
\ou look to be
in perfect health:" My reply was, “1 do, and
will be built ibis spring. This lake lies within
In the theatre (>ld Gentleman—1“Lxcuse me, Mr.
>haii a v.
1 have
ver known what siekness
the shadow of the live mountains above men- Sailor, but I’m afraid
you are sitting on my bat.”
is -im-e
-.innu ueed u-ing the <
riel u\ Hfmktioned. and with its surroundings combine to Mr. Sailor, composedly—“< > don’t mention it; it
I'li.s."
Sometimes | am laughed
hv praising make .>ij.- of the most
on the
doesn’t disturb me in the least.”
spots
picturesque
them to people not acipiaint*
with lin'dr merits,
e.
I'lie lake i' well named “Canaan."
hut s-ioner or later thev will eoiue m their senses gin
Not one in twenty are free from some little ailand lieiii-ve tin* -aim- a- tin
that use them, as This lak< district with it' tine driveway amid
niciii caused by inaction of the liver. Cse Carter’s
dozen.- hav. whom I have I- Id. Ma\ the time the mountains is one of Camden's greatest
Little Liver Pills. The result will he a pleasant
* !• t ha
come when tin re sha 11 he a largi *
attractions and is destined to become a favorite surprise. They give positive relief.
sup
p'> 11 oi:- m every city in tin world, t"-,-the benc- resort for the 'iimmer tourist.
lit 'I
-:..:. iliitv
W in re the
Washing dishes puts the hands into the most
IKlUv lb MI.HIKS
\nother section of the town noted for its
but unforfavorable condition for piano
shad i»»- -old "M.v, .->» t!*;it there will e rarelv a
pi turesque beauty is that portion lying be- tunately. most young ladies arepractice,
tieed oi ever entering a drug store.
prevented In their
tween Hattie and Meguntieook mountains and
from
dishes.
washing
M. I! I -HAMn.
piano practice
the IVnobs <>t Bay. and extending northerly
Jin Fult-'ii st., New V ,*rk. \. V.
!
Scrofulous humors arc the most troublesome in
from the village. High street commences at
Cl in
i..\
lb mi.iuk- are a p -drive cure for
spring. Nothing gives so sure relief as Vegetine.
the Ocean House, at the bead of the harbor,
;
out Blood I>i-ease-, from Pimever;, t'-a
and runs lntwe< n the shor and the mountains.
lii the opinion of a naturalist, the lion will be ex
Ipie- to 'er--fill.i. S--! i verwvlieiv. Price (
-■ >ar.
From the residence of Mr. \V. NY. Perry, on tinet in one hundred years. It would be better for
Ci liA, bn <-( inre.,:x i, ,-i.uu.
lb
>i.\
were to bePrepared by the Puni.i! Dun, \xn < mi .mk al tiii' street, thirteen cons, and island towns can the morals of the country if the
<
Bost.-n, Mas-, send --r' llow i>, Cure skin be seen, a statement wh cl: in a measure gives come extinct, in that time. Men “tight the tiger,”
but they very seldom molest the Ron.
Diseases.”
some idea of the extern of the line sheet of
water called Penobscot Bay.
Mr. Perry ’s home
Send for “How to Cure skin Diseases.”
By land or at sea, out on the prairie, or in the
skin Blemishes, and lot ha-twenty rods of shore front which would crowded city, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills tire the best
niR/JPl.!>. i- Un
Two lots
for purgative purposes, everywhere convenient,
afford very eligible sites for eottages.
ha sn.u*.
Mm Ba -;. Hi mors, i.-e ( n;
beyond, nearer to Sherman's Point, have been ellicaeious, and safe. For sluggish bowels, torpid
sick
purchased by wealthy gentlemen who will liver, indigestion, bad breath, flatulency, and
build elegant cottage' the present season. J. headache, they are a sure remedy.
Tin
ii.
iu• />■
A room in a London club was once a studio of
-iin./r, -nee/'-, the acrid, j B. Stearns of Short Hills, who is the inventor
Watts, the artist, and the walls are still covered
water
ii.-. 11:11 lte
fr- ia the
nd i. -e, the and owner of the duplex system of telegraphy■,
yes
is one of the parties and will very soon com- with huge and prominent female figures. Lord
tiic tin.>at, the
painful inflammation extendin;:
Houghton is said to he responsible for the saying:
mence building operations.
-welling of the mucous lining, causing choking !
Sherman's Point, comprising forty acres, is “These are not Watts’ hymns, but Watts’ hers.”
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and | a very desirable spot for improvement and
In Holland, Mich., C. *L Doesburv publishes the
AYc .s.and in its columns strongly recommends Dr.
s] Idling hcadaelum. -ho-.v familiar these symp- this i' now in the market for sale. There is
Thomas’F.dectric
Oil for coughs, colds, sore throats,
an oak grove on the point and the coast and sea
are to' thoii' iml- \* i:.> suffer periodieallv
Sal- catarrh and asthma.
view' are very extensive and eharming.
ft-v: lead eohi or intPe n/a. and who live in ltr- !
mon in their season are taken at the weirs on
It is in better form now to say to a man who is
m-rauee ..f tiie fad tiiai a
-imrle
-tdieatioit of the
point, and the sand banks containing the boring you, “Oh, bring me a chair,” than to remark
<
s \sr*»Ki>■ > i; vim u
,.i. nn;i a:
n will atclam
on the shore' of this
succulent
abound
bluntly “You make me tired.”
f*ir«l iiistiinttlih /<> rvlit/.
section. The land rises from the shores of this
lint ti».- treat 1:c lit :n .a*e- of simple Catarrh
Notwithstanding much is said about the import
the top of Meguntieook Mountain with ance of a blood-purifying medicine, possibly the
prices hut a faint idea ol w hai this remedy will do point to
matter
a
and
has never claimed your serious attention.
m the ei.ronh
roads
lorni'. where the breathing
ob- quite
regular gradation,
carriage
Think if it noirIf, by using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Mra. Ti .1 |._\ Hmkiiig, | litri• 1 mucous:,<•< iimulat. ns,
or a railroad, can easily be built to its summit,
the In ariiig affected, smell and taste g.-ne, th *at ; which is
avoid
scrofula, and transmit health to your
you
very nearly as high above sea level as
ulcerated and iia.khu rough gradually fa Mi
r*ir j is (ire. n Mountain at Mount Desert.
otlspring, thank us for the suggestion.
:t- If upoi, the del-i 1.paled ~v
m.
'1' n-n it
t aat
A road is projected, h ading from High street
“Too mtiehee by’m-by” was the expressive way
tin n;a rv Ii'.ii' n,rati\ c j>.-w
u >am-< ihi/s Hai*.
and running between Battle and Meguntieook in which a Chinaman informed a watchmaker that
K'ai. < t iM: man:fe.-t- it-elf
iimtai.taneous :*:«»! !
his
watch gained.
mountains
and
at
terminating
Mountain street,
grateful relief. * ure i•• ii:- it* isi the iir.-t appli
atio,
It i> mind. radical. permanent, economi- which latter runs from the village north near
A Burglar laplurcd.
cal, safe.
the western base ot the mountains. This road
This morning about two o'clock, .John Wood, the
> \M-<*ui» >
Hai.i< ai. < Via. ronsi.-ts of one bottle would he ten miles in
and open up many well-known
length
(
.f the K A I I < vl
plumber who resides on Main street,
Via, one b.i\ ( ATA lilill A I. Si •!.- choice building lots.
Another road is project- wsi- awakened
V1.N 1 a in I an iMllf >\ I
by hearing glass break. On getting
iMIUJ.i;. pile. si.
ed leading around the shore from ( amdeii to out of bed he received a blow on the head. He im1 ’• 'TTKIi I Hi! i. A < Iii V AI. Co., HoSTon.
Rockport. This would be about a mile and a mediately grappled with the burglar, and sifter si
half in length and would furnish very desirable terril.de struggle succeeded in holding him until his
wife obtained help. On being searched sit the stalots for summer eottages.
There are three summer h*-tels here, of which tion, Mr. Wood's watch and wallet was found on
his
He gave the name of Robert Terry.
the Bay Yi< w House is the large-t. 1 his house The person.
broken glass proved to be a bottle of Sulphur
was purcha'fd by Charlc' 11. Aiihs A: ( omBitters which had almost cured Mrs. Wood of
pany in ls*4, and £10.000 has since heell ex- rhe u nisi t i sm.—Ejcrha nye.
2 wJO
e
or.c minute
a*-,- ;
the < ullcura
pended in enlargements and in making such
The
of Boston is not tainted witii Socialism,
Ar.ti-I’aln Plaster, a
..r.ginal levant and m- improvements as were required to make it a but shecity
believes in holding property in Common.
1 allihle antidote to pain and inti:.tarnation.
At
lirst-elass simiim r hotel, which ii is at the
dr. gni-ts,
live f,,r ? 1 .On; or postage free of
present time, diaries II. Ames is the manScott’s Emulsion of Pur©
Potter Bruic and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
ager and can now take care <*f one hundred
Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophosphltes,
guests. The Ocean House, Israel Decrow,
Possesses the remedial power of these two valuproprietor, is another good hotel, with accommodations for lift y to seventy-live guests. The able
specifies in their fullest degree. Is prepared
Mountain View is of about the same capacity
in si psilsitable lorm, easily tolerated by the stomas the Ocean House, and all are worthy of exsich, and for delicate, sickly children, Emaciation,
tensive patronage.
Camden is becoming very popular as a yacht Consumption, and all impoverished conditions of
harbor, and will become more and more so as the blood is unequalled by any other remedy.
the summer-resort interest is built up here.
Two fsinners had a dispute about the boundary
'I lie ocean-breakwater towns of Yinaihaven,
lines of their farms. Their dispute is settled, and
North Hawn and Hurricane form the southern so are the
lawyers—on their farms.
limit ol Penobscot Bay, and the island town of
A Beautiful Easter Card.
Verona, at the entrance of the Penobscot River. forms ii< northern limit.
The direct run The Virgin Salt Co., of New Haven, Conn., are
between these two points is about fifty miles, making a grand offer to introduce their salt. C«o
smd ;t-k your grocer for Virgin Ssili smd get an eleand Penobscot Bay with its thousand island
gsint Esister < aid. In addition we offer an extra ing< ms ailords one of the linest yachting grounds
ducement
a pair of Doves beautifully lithographto be found in tlie world.
Pro fessor o f Medicine at the Royal University ;
ed in ten colors, sis natursil sis
on a large can!
The Mount Desert and the Camden moun- fix in inche.-. Virgin Salt is the life,
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
elesmest, purest and
Crown ; Knight Command* r of the Royal Spanish
tains are the highest elevations to he found on whitest -silt ever seen or used. A large package
Order of Isa/* da Knight of the Royal Prussian
the coastline of the I'nited States, and the costs only lu cts.
Order, of tliell- d Logic; Chevalier <>t the
Legion of
grandeur of the scenery at both localities wii!
JIunor, *Lc., dv., says :
A
told the jury that he seemed to see si
always continue to make tiiem very popular bandlawyer
of white robed angels hovering about the
“LlEBHi CO'S COCA BEEF TOXIC
summer resorts.
liesid of his client, w ho wa- up for horse stealing.
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
The ('uncord. N. 1L, Stall small said recently :
The jury brought in si verdict <>f guilty.
c :re ells.
It is in no sense of the w-u i a patent
The magnificent scenery of ('amdeii, Me., which
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
Buckien's Arnica Salve.
Dr.
1
New
man,of
“linmo le
the
f preparation and know it t ho not only a
York, pronounces
y
The Best Salvt in the wnrlil for Cuts, Bruises,
est in Maine if not the linest in the world," and
legitimate pharmaceutical prod net,but also worthy
Salt ltheum, Fever sores, Tetter,
1'leers.
of the high commendations it lias receive ! in ai
S«»res,
which Colonel Higginson. in the "Woman's
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Journal, says “is superior to Bar Harbor in Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
and
Eruptions,
lion
positively cures Piles, or no pay
and Calisayn. which are cisCoca, Quinine,
point of scenery, accessibility, dearness of at- required. It is guarantee?!
to give perfect satisfacs 'Ived
pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown
m< 'phi re. and freedom from fogs." i' about to
or
refunded.
Price *25 cents per box.
tion,
money
Sherry.”
find expression in “a Tourists Guide.*’ We For sale by Richard 11. Moody.
Invaluable to all who are Bun I)own, NV rvou0,
are glad somebody lias enterprise enough to
or
niilicfed
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious
with
The gentleman so often spoken of in novels, who
went kiineys.
undertake it, for the world should he allowed riveted
lie ware of S nutations.
people with his gaze, has now obtained emt*» know something of it> 12 miles of sea-coast.
nn EAJE3IT3 FA70RKS COSESTJS CLTCZ'IKS.
in a boiler manufactory.
ployment
.‘> mountains, and 10 lakes of 1,000 acres area.
Z sed hy Tier Royal Hiylt ness
TIT./.*
the,Princess
of
A Public Benefaction.
The locality is easily accessible by ear or steam[Y1' the nobility, F<>r the Skin. CY>mplexion, KrupUons,ci)api>ing,Rouglmess. t*l .00. Of druggists.
How to laundry linen as it is done in Troy, N. V
boat, and will eventually become a noted 'iimhas been kept a secret long enough; it can and
( O'* fJenuinr Syrup of Sarsamer resort.
parilla. i.- guaranteed
the best Sarsaparilla in
should he done in every family. The ELASTIC
Rockport \illagc is in the immediate vicinity STARt
the market.
II is the only starch in the fnited states
of the < amdeii mountains, and many of it' enN. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
that is put up bv men who have a practical knowlterprising citizens are alive to the fact that nu- edge «>t the laundry profession. It requires no
merous localities in it' vicinity afford eharming
I vr.’innn
cooking, keeps the iron from sticking and linen
sites tor slimmer homes. Certain parties here from blistering while ironing, and gives shirts,
raised the money required and built a road last culls and collars that stillness and beautiful polish
season, running from Sea street, at the village,
they have when new, which everybody knows keeps
southerly along the coast line three miles to- them clean twice as long. Beware of imitations.
ward Rockland. Two summer residences were Sec that the name.I. C. lil'BINGER A BRO., Now
Haven, Conn., is on every package.
erected on this road last sea-on and the whole
line of this new thoroughfare will probably be
“We’re in a pickle now!” said a m-m in a crowd.
“A regular jam!” said another. “Goodness pre'lotted with cottages before many years.
serve us!” said an old lady.
B< auchamp Point, forming Rockport harbor
a
on tin* cast. is a broad headland containing live
HALE’S HONEY i the ! cst Cough Cure, 25, 50c., $>1.
hundred acres of land.
Lily Pond is in the
GLENN’S SULPHUR SOAP heals and beautifies, 25c.
background, and ii' location is remarkable from
GERMAN CORN REMOYER kills Corns & Bunions, 25c.
which to obtain extensive views of mountain,
HILL’S HAIR & WHISKER DYE—Black & Brown, 50c.
coast and ocean seem ry.
G. II. N. Barrett,
whose farm is at the foot of Lily Pond, has
r'"r;''
PIKE’S TOOTHACHE DROPS cure in 1 Minute, 25c.
five
'top in
FlPjn
U I'iH il fi 11 j U
minute* tr.-:
built a road from his farm to the"'bore, thus
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS are a sure cure, 50c.
smarting, stinging pain of r’
burns or scalds.
affording quite a number of eligible building
C
lbc pain as soon as
lots. The entire point, and also the opposite
lyrlO
•'p'l
shore, where a shore-line road was built last
A Roundout man of small statue gives its a reareason
by private parties, oilers unusual attrac- son for his stunted growth that he was brought up
Abundance to cure a score
tions for summer homes.
of
An elegant iron
ids and the coughing
when a baity on condensed milk.
that often leads the
bridge across Goose River at the village was
way to
Consumption. Ii wii.l ioshist
season
at a cost of sio.onn.
Why continue the use of irritating powders,
completed
i'iviu.y ease a
snuffs or liquids. Ely’s Cream Balm, pleasant of
Cough in 15
The Carleton House, a new, large and elegant
hotel, stands on high ground and aflbrds excel- application and a sure cure for catarrh and cold in
lent accommodations for summer boarders. S. head, can be had for 5(»c. at druggists. It is easily
to
-noiich
save
with the linger, is safe and pleasant and is
■'?
M;r"/on Ooidren
a
J. Treat i' the proprietor. The probabilities of applied
0 d u 111 til ft
1
hoking with
curing the most obstinate eases. It gives relief at
hie minute after the
building up a great summer resort at ('amdeii once.
2wl9
c
I:c
hardest attack
and vicinity are growing stronger every day,
Having experienced marked relief from nasal
and we shall look for rapid developments in the catarrh and hoarseness by the use of Ely’s Cream
Balm, I recommend it to* singers, clergymen and
future.
1
v
r' ,:eve tbe
2* / t pj ^>j sion
others alllietcd.— Louis E. Phillips, 1428N. Y. Ave.,
oppres
\'i
18 .ikkitflsU
and vbeenng of the most
N. W., Washington, I). ('.
severe case of
ful

JSHNSONsANODYNE

It is believed from the present indications that
this year's crop of wheat will exceed that of
last year by 50,000 tons and the barley product
for surplus will exceed 200,000 tons.

FARMERS USE THE BEST.

llaiubletonian Chief

Brown, Treas,

COMPANY,
nalin,

Notice to Settle.
A LL persons indebted to N. B. FOSS, formerh in
A trade at Fast Belfast, are requested to make
immediate settlement or their accounts will be left
with an attorney for collection.
N. B. FOSs.

Belfast, April 27,188G.—17tf

Child
from

CATARRH

vS^i,„HAT-EEVER

V particle is applied into earn nostril and is
agreeable to use. l’riee 50 cents by mail orat Druggist*.. send for circular. ELY BHOTIIKKS, Druggists, Owego, N. Y
Iy41

C

P. LOMBARD.

dentist,
Corner
Church and

BELFAST.

Spring

wAINE.

eels.
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